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ABSTRACT

This thesis argues that, despite their apparent

differences, moral and legal rules may be coristrued as a central

case of rules due to the partícular similarities suggested by

1

H.L.A. Hart.- Reservations, however, a1e expressed about attempts

to find any rnecessaryr connection between law and morality beyond

the maintenance of social equilibriurn.

G.J. I^larnock is central to these considerations since,

in The Obiect of Morality2 he denied the existence of moral rules

orr alternatively, maintained that if there were moral rules they

could be regarded as irrelevant to moral consíderations.

The Introduction outlines I^Iarnockts claims concerníng

the object of morality, the non-amelíorative types of propensity

which work against it, and the countervailing moral principles

required for its attainment. Attention is drav¡n to two questions

arising from l^Iarnockt s account v¿hich are not sa¡isfactorily ans-

wered. The first is how people acquire the necessary príncÍples

without coercion, and Ëhe second concerns their practical applic-

ation, given that Lrarnock appears to discount the sort of refer-

ential framework provided by uroral rules, by which they might be

exercised.

1. H.L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law, Oxford University Press,
l-979, pp.168.

2. G.J. I{arnock, The Object of Morality, London, Methuen &

Co. Ltd., 1971.
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Chapter 1 posits conditions that rnight be regarded

as necessary and/or sufficíent for a rule to be considered a

moral one. It is argued that the notion of a noral rule is

justified by a sufficient condition, and that moral rules have
e.

a rgle in moral reasoning.I

ChapÈer 2 examines the discussion by l{arnock and

1

R.G. Frey* of rules in general and moral rules in particular.

It is argued that I{arnock is místaken in his notion of what con-

stiÈutes a moral rule, and that his claim that there are no moral

rules because they do not possess one characteristic allegedly

possessed by the reentraltcases of the rules of institutions and

the law is suspect. Frey's críticisms of I^Iarnock's alleged

tnecessaryt condítion; are examined and found to be inadequate.

Chapter 3 examines Freyts suggestion that some notion

of the centrality of certain cases of rules might be established

through a lamily resemblance theory. I^trittgensteinrs family re-

semblance theory ís tested by the notion of'gamet and found to

be incoherent, The theoryrs failure to give an adequate account

of game is taken as suffíeient evidence that it will fail also

in the case of trulet.

Chapter 4 examines Hartrs alleged símilarities

between moral and 1egaI rules and it is argued that, despite

differencesrthey may be regarded as a tcentralt case of rules.
,)

David Lyonts- acco,lnt of the possible tnecessaryt connection

between morality and law is then examíned and reservations are

1. R.G. Frey, I'foral Rules, Philosophiqal Q"gftç¡lt, Vol. 26,
No. 103, April L967, pp. f49-156.

2. David
Press,

Lyons, Ethics and the Rule of Lav¡
1984, pp.78-109.

Carnbridge University
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expressed about the Inecessityr of such connections. An

essential aspect of M.J. Detnoldtsl argrrtent for the union of

moraliEy and lar^r is then reviewed and argued to be unsatis-

factory. The thesis concludes by suggesting that attempÈs to

assert any Inecessaryr connection bet¡¡een morality and 1aw,

beyond their role ín the preservation of social order may be

místaken.

1. M.J. Detmold, The Unity of Law and Morality, London,
Routledge arid Kegan Paul, 1984.
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INTRODUCTION

fn The Obiect Of Moralitv G. J. Llarnock argued

that 'fthe robjectf of morality is to make the (hurnan) pre-

dicament less grim than, in a quasi-HobbesÍan state of nature,

ít seems ínherently 1iab1e to be...".1 ,o llîarnock, the conditÍon

of being a 'proper beneficiaryr of moral action "is the capa-

2bility of suffering the ills of the predicamentt', and as animals

and other creatures are endowed with this capability it may be

properly extended to them, domestic animals and pets taking pre-

cedence, and others ranking "partly perhaps to the degree to which

they are, crudery, tlike ust-mammals in this way outranking birds

and fishes, snakes and insects scarely counting aË aIl."3

How ís this claim to be defended? I.{arnock suggests

that in the general context of the human predicament there are

at lea3t four "distinguishable, damaging, or non-amerioratíve,

types of propensity which tend naturally to emanate directly

from ttimited slmpathiest - those of mal-feasance, non-beneficence,

unfairness and deceptíon."4 l^le need, therefore, countervailing

dispositions, and these will be non-maleficence, fairness, bene-

fícence and non-deception., which Llarnock nominates as moral vir-

tues. He suggests that it could ttscarely be contentiousil to

derive from this the propositíon that vre "have here, by the same

teken, four fundamental moral standards, or moral principles.I' 5

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

Llarnock, pp. 85-86 .

Ibid. p.15I.
Ibid. p.151.
Ibid. p. 85.

Ibid. p. 86.
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, Thus, for example' having and displaying the moral

virtue of, say' non-deception, eould be said to be regulating

onets conduct ín conformity with the same principle, which is

a principle of both judgrnent and decision' If Ï accept the

principle of non-deception I may judge others to be morally

condemnable "in so far as (without excuses) their acts constiËute

breaches of it ' or morally praiseworthy in so far as they (laud-

ably) comply \,rÍth ít in practice".l From this llows the definit-

ion of a moral reason: tt,..a consÍderation, about some persont

or some personts character, or some specimen of actual or possible

conduct, which tends to establish in the subj ect concerned con-

formity or conflíct with a moral principle"'2

i{arnock argues that the moral prínciples he has

elucidated are basic independent moral principles' not reducible

either to one another or to anything else. They can be grouped'

it seems, because I'their voluntary recognition would tend to

counteract the malefic ent liabilities of limited sympathies, and

in that way work tor,rards amelioration of the human predicamen¡'l ' 
r

They are independent for there is not "merely one l^7ay in ¡¡hich

beings of limited syurpathies are inherently liable to act to each

otherrs detriment but several k-ays' and thus several independent

'good díspositions' to be desiderated"'4

He suggests that it would be just possible' though

extremely artífícíal, to regard non-malefícence as a sub-species

of beneficence, but it seems more natural to regard the principle

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

rbid.
rbid.
rbid.
rbid.

p. 86.

p. 93.

p. 87.

p. 87.
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of abstaining frorn avoidable and unjustifÍed damag e as different

from that of doing solicited or unsolicited good. Abstaíning

from theft is not a special kind of philanthropy; fairness is

a different requirement from that of non-malefic ence, or of

beneficence: "it may often be the case thaË a malefic, ent act

is unfair, but that is Lo say about it two things, noÈ one thing;

and even if, as may not always be the caser some act of fairness

is also an act of beneficéace;.. still the reason for judging it

to be the first wíll not be the same as that for judging it to be

1

Ëhe second."r An act of deception is not necessarily malefic entt

and should I benefit you in acting non-deceptively, to show that

I benefit you is dífferent to showing that I do not dec-eive you;

even r¿hen these tlro go together, they are not the same. To te1l

you the truth to the best of my ability is not the same thing as

to Ëell you what I judge it would be of benefiE to you to be told.

I,Iarnock suggests that to regard deeeption as a breach of the prin-

ciple of justice (which is not one of his enumerated principles)

is "undesírably arËificial"; it is unjust "only if the victim

has some sort of special claím, not merely thet which any;-Person

has on any other person whatever, not to be deceived. It is per-

haps specíally unfair for me to 1ie to you when you have trust-

ingly favoured me with your confidence; but it is not in the

same üray unfair of me to deceive a total "traoger."2
Assuming for the sake of argument that the foregoing

is unexcepËionablerhow can we ensure that people acË co-operat-

ively Èowards an amelioration of the human predicament? I^larnock

(1)

(2)

rbid.
rbid.

p. 87.

p. 88.
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claims thaÈ humans, "having a certain inherent propensity to

act to the dísadvantage or detriment. of other humans, and even

of themselves, then if they are not to do so, they can be made

not to do so".l How? "If....they are Prone to be a good

deal less concerned wÍËh the \^IaDts, needs, and interests of

others than with their own, then, if they are to act in some

other or: in the general interest rather than purely in their

o\,rn, they can be made so to act"'z But how? What is required

for the suitable modification of the patterns of behaviour to-

wards which people may be naturally prone may be suitably de-

sígned systems of coercion' People must be given an ínterest'

which they do not just naturally have, in doing things which they

do not naturally feel inclined towards doing' Part of the ans-

wer is coercion by legal means, but this cannot be the sole ans-

r¿er because the machinery of coercion would have to be very vast '

But in Practice a vast apparatus of coercion does not seem to

be necessary. !Ihy? I,rÏarnockrs ansller is that "if it (coercion)

istodoanygood,ortodogoodratlìeÏthanharmthenitrnustbe

directed and executed... properly; and it seems that it could not

be solely coercion that brought this about' If coercion is ever'

to operater except by pure chance, in any general interest' iË

seems reasonable to hold that there must be some persons, indeed

many personsr prePared to act in that general interest rsiÈhout

?

themselves being coerced into doing so. t'' But $Ie seem no neareT

to discovering why this should be (or Ís) so'

Ibid. p.73.
Ibid. p.13.
Ibid. p.75.

(r)
(2)

(3)
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I^larnock suggests that noÈ only must people sometimes

be made to do things which they are not naturally disposed to

do anyway, but they must also ttsometimes voluntarily, without

coercion, acÈ otherwise than people are just naturally disposed

to do. It isnecessarythat people should acquire, and should

seek to ensure that others acquire, what may be called good

díspositions - that is, some readiness on occasion voluntarily

to do desirable things which not all human beíngs are just nat-

urally disposed to do any\,Jay, and sirnilarly not to do damaging

1

things". -

I{arnock claims that if things are not to "go quite

so badly" as, given the nature of the human predicament, they

are likely to, there are four sorts of general desiderata -

knowledge (so that r¡hat is amelioratively practical Ís brought

r^rithín the scope of feasability by human action); organization

(so that pboplesr actions can be directed into co-operative''non-

con-flicfing channels); coercíon (so that at least to some extent

people are made to behave in desirable ways); andtgood dispos-

itions' (v¡hích we have discovered to be non-maleficience, fait-

ness, benefícence and non-deception).

ThereaTetv¡oobviouslacunaehere.Thefirstishow

people acquíre the fgood dispositions' wíthout overt coercion.

The second ís how these fínd practical social expression given,

as \,üe shall discover, I{arnockts virtual dismissal of moral rules

and his, in that context, illuminatÍng statements that "Morality

as here depicted is a system of (fundamental, and thence of course

(I) Ibid. p.76.
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derivative) principles which, in application to the circum-

Stancesofparticularcases,generateacertainrangeofreasons
1

for and against the doíng of things"r and also that "the exer-

cise of moral judgement involves the taking notice' and due

weíghting, of all pertinent moral reasons - of the moral pros and

cons.... as determined in the case in quesÈion by moral princ-

,12lPIes.

Throughout The 0b ect of Morali there is no real

exproratíon of r+hat Anthony skill"n3calls "the ídea that moralíty

irceds to be understood, partly at least, in terms of tformt,

L

of social and psychological tstructurest '"* There is' as \¡/e

shall find, a discussion of rules in general and of moral rules

in particular, but in the end we see that l{arnock dismisses

moral rules (which one might think an essential part of social

conditioning) as disposable; in his víew they "have nothing

to dott.

Unsurprísingly I am far from the first to fínd
5

this account unsatisfactory. Basíl }litchellJ commeflts that he

(I,'rarnock) is then left with the question how it is that People do

after all, for the most part' accept the moral point of view'

'If, as rational beings, they do not have to do so' how is ít

thattheydo?'Andheansr,¡ers,somewhatlamelyr'thebríefans-

r,¡er here has to be, r think, simply that it is possible for them

to come to want to" " one can \^Iant to acquire and excercise

(r)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

Ibid. p. L52-

Ibid. p. 93.

Skillen, AnthonY'
Order, Sussex'

Ibid. p. 126.

Rulins Illusions: PhilosoPhY And The Social
The Harvester Press t t917.

Basil Mitchell, Morality
University Press, 1980.

: Religions & Secular. Oxford



the set.tled disposition to comply ¡¡ith such principles in

one's judgement and conduct' to give due weight to Ëhe range

of reasons that those principles generatt""l One might' ín

this context, be forgiven for thinking that people never learnt

anyËhing about moralitY.

J.L. Mackie2 not only observes that t'"' there

seems no good reason for excluding from rnorality such rules as

those listed by Hobbes and Hume but makes the more element-

ary but equally damaging observation that "Inlarnock thinks it is

slightly improper for a philosopher to take any account at all

of contingent empirical facts about the human predicamenË;

...".4 lrrd".d I shall argue that it is \'trarnockts insouciance

about Yacts' that. vitíates so much of his discussion about trules"

In Chapter 2 I raise objections to \^Iarnock's:

-7-

Notion of what it is to fol-low a rule;

Failure to distinguish between moral rules and

moral rulings (what tr^larnock calls 'made moral
rules t ) ;

dismissal of the social utility of moral rules;

and

stipulatÍ-ve condition that all rules must have the
necessary characteristic of being essentially sus-
ceptible of deliberate change'

But the implications aïe, of course, broader than

is generally agreed that Hare was místaken to havethis.

(*)

(b)

(c)

(d)

It

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Ibid. p. I4l.
J.L. Mackie, Ethics, Penguín, 1983'

Ibid. p. tl4.
lbid. p. LzL.
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claimed that rrv¡e must ask whether moral reasoning exhibits

similar feaÈures (to that of scientific enquiry). T want to

suggest that it too is a kind of exploration, and not a kínd

of linear ínference, and that the onlY inferences v¡hich can take

place in it are deductive".l (Italics rnine) He seems equally

\^r-rong to have argued that "¡¿hen \"/e are trying, in a concrete

case, to decide what we ought to do, what r^7e are looking for

(as I have already said) is an action to ¡,¡hich \,üe can conunít

ourselves (prescríptivity) but which \,üe are aÈ the same time pre-

pared to accept as exemplifying a principle of action to be

prescríbed for others in like circumstances (universalizabílit y) ." 2

The subsequent criticism of Harers insist€nce on the

combined value of prescriptivity and universalizability to moral

reasoning (apart from any difficulties associated with the mean-

ing and use of the terms themselves), and the problems likely to

be occasioned by people freely choosing their ornm tprinciples',

exposed the inadequacy of his account of what he claimed as a

satisfactory moral theory.

But there is a grain of truth, I suggest, in Harers

remarks about the deductive utility of moral reasoníng. It is

for this Ieason thaÈ I shall argue that l{arnock is mistaken as

to the role which moral rules can play(particular.ly as a suppressed

major premiss) in the exercise of our moral notions. I do not

suggest that the deductive rígidities of either Kant or Hare

adequately convey the nuances of moral decision but there ís no

(1) R.M. Hare, Freedom and Reason, Oxford University Press' 1963
p. 83.

(2) Hare, p.83.
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need, in the o1d phrase "to throrv the baby out with the bath-

!traterrt.

But are there sueh thingst as moral rules, and'

if so, what are they, and how do they work?
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CHAPTER 1

Partl: Rules and Principles.

MuchofournomenclatureaPpearstobeaccidental;

it seems nothing to the point that while the games of badminton,

cricket, croquet and table tennis have tlawst, those of netballt

volleyball and basketball, among others, have 'rules" No game'

however, to my knowledge, has rprinciplesf 
'

ThismaySuggestaconventionalbiastowardsregard-

ing principles as being somehow more tultimatet, tfundamentalr,

toríginalt, or less susceptible to change than either trulest,

or ,1av¡s, . But while \nlebsters Dietionaryl , for example, gÍves

the first use of tprincipler as "the ultimate soulce, origin or

cause of something", and^ the third use as "a fundamental truth,

law, doctrine or motivatíng force upon which others are based

(noral principlee )" 
2 ,the fourth use is defined as " (a) a rule

of eond,uct, esp. of right. conduct; (b) such rules collectively;

(c) adherence to them. A circularity has already developed,

since tPrinciplet has now to Some extenË to be defined in terms

of trulet.

The first definition of rule is "an authoritative

action, conductr method, procedurer arrangemenÈ

third we find is "a fixed principle that determines

regulation for

etc."4 but the

(r)

(2)

(3)

(4)

l{ebsters Nel¡ I"trorld Dictionary, Cleveland, The l^Iorld
Publishing Coy, L976.

I{ebsters, p. 1130.

Ibid. p.1130

Ibid. p. Iz45 .
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1

conduct...'r'. And lre are no further advanced with the definiÈion

of '1aw' . Clearly conventional usage is of no help in making a

clear distinction between trulet and rprinciplet, and most

writers on moral philosoph]¡ are no more explicit in this re-

.2gard.

Singer3 distinguíshes moral rules from moral

prínciples on the ground that, while "a moral rule states that

a certain kind of action is generally wrong and leaves open
L

the possibility that an act of that kínd may be justÍfiable",-

a moral prínciple holds "in all circumstances and allows of no

5
except ionstt . -

The principle that it is always \drong to cause un-

necessary suffering does not by itself determine whether the

suffering caused by an act rvas or was not necessary or unavoid-

able. But for Singer the fact that it is somevzhat indefiníte

does not mean that ít is useless, "for it sets limits to the

rules that are permíss ib1e".6 ,t an act likety to cause suffer-

ing can be justífied on other grounds, "if it is required by

some other r.rle" r 
7 then the suffering tikely Ëo ensue from it

¡¡ou1d not be regarded aS unnecessary. "But what thís shows is

(1)

(2)

lnibbèters, 'þ. ,L24s.

c.f. G. Wallace & A.D'M. l^lalker, The Definition 0f MoralitY
London, Methuen & Co.Ltd.,IgT0,particularly pp. 1-20.

(3) Marcus G. Singer, rM-oral- !'-u1e-s And P¡inci-ole-st' in Essays in
Moral Philosophy ed. A.I. Melden, Univ. of l{ashington Press,

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

I95ö, pp.

Singer, p.

Ibid. p.

Ibid. p.

Ibid. p.

160-197.

169.

169.

173.

rl3.
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that what this principle requires is that an act likely to

cause sufferÍng is one that requires justificatíon, and that

the justification must consíst in showing that the suffering

likely to ensue is unavoidable or not unnecessaty."I

This principle has a moral rule correlated wíth it,

to the effect that it is generally wrong to cause others to

suffer. Similarly the rule that it is generally wrong to steal

has a correlational principle to the effect that stealing for

the sake of stealing is always wrong. And correlated r,rith the

rule that lying is generally wrong is the principle that 'rlyíng

for the sake of lying (wanron lying) is always wrong".2 These

are examples of moral principles that have moral rules correlated

with them. But some, suggests Singer, do not. (Tt r¿ou1d be odd

to suggest that one ought generally to do the greatest goodr'

The practical question is: what is the greatest good).

\tlhy Sínger should have used the plural 'rules' in

connection with the limits set by the moral principle that ít

is altvays \,\rrong to cause unnecessary sufferíng is unclear, as

ís his suggestion that it may be "required by some other rule".

Neither hís generalization principle (what is right for one

person must be right for any similar PeIson in similar circum-

stances), his principle of consequences (íf the consequences of

Als doing X ¡,¡ould be undesirable then A oughr not Èo do X) or

his principle of justification (any 'r'Íolation of a moral rule

must be justified) appear to require this. Perhaps it is sinply

(r)
(2)

lbid.
rbÍd.

p. l-73.

p. L7 4.
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to him, associated with the sorts of ustifications one might

produce for causing suffering.

Principles of the form tX is wrongr are,of coursernot

always analytic and tautologous (tMurder is wrongt is analytic

but 'killing is wrong is not), and clearly a principle such as

tOne ought to do the greateÉtÍ'good'is not. Singer argues that

moral rules requíre the qualifÍcation "generally" because of

competing claíms and obligations. Cases may arise in which

rules nay conflict, and clearly under some circumstances it may

be a right, even a duty, to break a promise, telI a lie' steal

or even take a life. This suggests that moral rules mediate

between justifícatory principles, whether analytic or not, and

par-ticular acts; the formulation of moral rules recognises the

exigencies of human existence. I^Ie could not, in other words,

make practical moral decisions by merely employing justificatory

principles.

Singer suggests that three kinds of moral rules

may be distinguished. The first are what he calls 'rfundamental

moraf rules"I e.g. those against tying, killing or stealing'

There is a second group whích he callsttneutral normstt, e.g. the

rules of the road, though why neutral norms should be regarded

as tmoral' is unclear, as Singer speeifies that their neutral-

ity is occasioned by the fact that "it r^rould make no moral diff-

erence if their opposites were adopted".2 fh" third group in-

cludes sÈandards, customs and traditÍons peculiar to different

Ibid. P.

Ibid. p.

(r)
(2)

L7 6.

t77.
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groups or conmunities, and includes the rules that make up what

are knovm as the rethical codes'that prevail in different prof-

essions, as well as standards that regulate fair competition

between certain business and other activities. Clearly it is

only Ëhe first group, "the fundamenÈal moral rules";that should

retain our interest.

I regard Singerrs distínction between moral rules

and moral principles as useful and in accordance with convenÈ-

ional usage about the justification of much human behaviour.

Subsequent sections of this Chapter establishing necessary and

(one) sufficient condition for moral rules will disclose no

reasons for disregarding it. In establishing a sufficient con-

dition for moral rules,which are not claimed to be gÞ!919!e-

guides to \^Trongnessrand showing how they r¿ork ín pracËice' I

amplify Singerrs contention that moral rules leave open the

possibiliry of justifying behaviour despite the fact that it

may generally be considered to be wrong.

Before delineating the grounds of necessary and

sufficient conditions for moral rules it will be appropriate

to discover whether the law, which appears to make distincíons

betr,¡e en rules and PrinciPles , has anYthing of interest tc¡ add

to the dístinction singer has already rnade. Thís discussion has

the additional point of beginning'to focus attention on differ-

ences and similarities between morality and the law, which is a

recurrent matter in this thesis.
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Dworkínl suggests that there ís a difference in

kind between legal principles and legal rules. Rules, he claims,

apply ín an all or nothing fashion, and where a rule covers a

case it must be applied, unless an exception can be found. Theor-

etically, at least, all the exceptions to it are capable of

being lísted, thus making more complete the original statement

of the rule. Principles however have a dimension which rules

lack, that of weight. courts are not bound to aPply a principle

in the same \{ay as a rule; they weigh themagainst other prin-

ciples. Countervailing principles do noÈ erode a princíple as

exceptions do a rule. They exist alongside it.

If Dworkin ís right then the rpositionf of rules

and principles is reversed; f have argued that it is moral

principles that apply 'all or nothíng' and that moral rules

exhíbÍt the characteristic of flexibility.

To the example which Dr^¡orkín proffers2, in which

a court had five different prÍncíples to weigh,Eekelaat3 t.-

plíes that rather than pre-empt discussion by definition it

would be as well to regard them as normative Propositions.

I{hat is of interest about the principles cíted by Dworkin'

claims Eeke.laar,is that they are of differing degrees of gen-

erality and weighÈ. He suggests that normative propositíons

t'have to Lhem two limbs". The first has reference to a set of

(1) Ronald Dworkin,
Philosophy, P.
pp. 25-46.

Is Law A System of Rules? in Essays in Legal
Summers (ed. ) Oxford UniversitY Press, 19

Dworkin.i , p. 36.

J.M. Eekelaar, Principles of Revolutionary Legality in
Oxford Essays in Jurisprudence, 2nd ser. OUP, L973,

(2)

(3)

ed. A.l{.B. Simpson, p.31.

68'
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hypothetical facts, the second directs what should or should

not follow on their happening (or failure to happen) ' "The

reference to facts can follow an infiniÈe gradation in degree

of generality, from the very Precise to the extremely general'

and the direction as Ëo consequences wíIl similarly vary in

weight of comPulsion". 
I

C1early fhere is now some disparity beÈween legal

rules and princíples and the moral principles and rúles earlier

mentioned. Eekelaarrs not ion of norma tive propositions will

tfitt neither moral rules nor príneiples, and there can be no

questíon of fundamental moral principles carryíng different

degrees of weight.

\{híleitappearsthatmostlegalpropositionsform-

ulated with generality ¡¡ill have a weak direction as to cofl-

sequences, ín some cases the direction may be so compelling as

to admit few or no exceptions. One such principle is that of

double jeopardy, although it may be noted that some legal

systems e.g. I,trest Germany do not accept thís'

Eekelaar suggests that the degree of veíght to be

placed on the directive is a matter of subtlety' It may vary

over the course of time and accordíng to its source of enunciation

An underlyíng principle of English law, caveaÈ emPtor' once

very strong' is now almost eclipsed' An early prineíple of

Engtish divorce law that the courts would be slow to assist an

adulterer has been gradually replaced over the course of more

thanonehundredyearsbytheprinciplethatamarriagethathas

(1) Eekelaar, P. 32.
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completely broken dow-n should not be kept in legal existence.

But, argues Eekelaar, "Vulnerability to atrophy is not confined

to generaLlzed proposítions. The precise trule' in Rylands v.

Fletcher has been steadily eroded by exceptions since its form-

ulation ín 1866".1

A further difference is now aPparent: lega1 princip-

lebr can come into and go out of existence and be weakened in

Èhe interim; but this cannot be true of analytic moral princip-

les, at least.

Eekelaar concludes that 'rthe gradations in the

generality and weight of normative proposítions aIe so fine that

no::eal demarcation can be drawn betr¡een those which should PIop-

erly be called trulesr and those which should be called rprincip-

,
le.s..,'t'' Further, propositions described by lawyers as tprincip-

les which are couched in teïms of comparatively wíde generality

with a correspondingly weak dj-rective are also sometimes referred

to as I general rules t 
.

In terms of general 'characteristics' it would appear

that moral and legal princÍples cannot be matched; the question

as to whether moral and legal rules rnight have more in common

than ít appears so far v¡ill be a matter for consideration in

Chapter 4.

Ibid.
rbid.

(r)
(2)

p. 33.

p. 33.
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Part 2 : l.loral Rules and Universalizabilitv.

Hare tells us that "the thesis that descriptive

judgrnents are universalizable is quíte a trivíal thesis "for,

as he explains, "any singular descriptive judgment is univers-

alizable - in the sense that it commíts the speaker to the

further propositÍon that anything exactly like the subject of

the first Judgment, or like it in relevant respects, possesses

the property attríbuted to it in the fÍrst judgmenÈ". But, he

holds, moral judgments are "in the same sense uníversalizable",

but that this thesis "ís itself not so trivia1". 1

Irtry not? Hare apparently means that moral judg-

ments have descriptive properties but are not merely descript-

ive judgments and that universalizability holds even though

they are prescrÍptive judgments. However, as Margolis points

out, "even singular imperatíves may be construed as universaliz-

able but the rerer¡ant respect Ín which they are, concerns solery

the unit class of subjects addressed by the síngular imperative.

Thus, whoer.ef isrrexactly like the subject of the first" imper-

ative (there beirrg none other) is addressed by the further im-

perative to rn'hich one is committed in connnitting hirnself to the

original singuJ-ar imperative",2 How then can moral judgments

construed as prescriptíve be marked off from ímperatives by

virtue of universalizability?

To the principle of universalizabilíty there corres-

ponds "a descriptive meaning-rule", from the applicability of

QuoÈed Joseph ìlargolis,
Joseph ltf ar¡,olis , p. 84.

(1)

(2)
Values and Conduct, Oxford,l..97I,p.84.
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of which ít is "a direct consequence... that v¡e cannot without

inconsistency apply a descriptive term to one thing, and refuse

to apply it to another similar thing (either exactly similar or

similar in the relevant respecÈ)".1 Universalizability is then

a logical and not a moral thesis; that is "a thesis about the

meanings of v¡ords, or dependent solely on Èhemtt. The meaníng

of toughtr and similar words "is such thaÈ a person who uses

lhem commits himself to a universal rulet' - t'the thesis of uni-

versalizability". But when he first introduces the concept of

universalizability Hare says that "it is, most fundamentally,

because moral judgments are universalizable that Tare can speak of

moral thought as ratÍonal (to universalize is to give the reas-

,
on".' But if to universalize is to give the (rnoralIy relevant)

reason then the principle of universalizabilÍty is a moral and

not (or not rnerely) a logical principle. And if Èhe principle

is solely concerned with meaníngs it cannot be a moral principle.

i{hat ís the source of this confusion? Margolis

suggests that Hare has conflated the logical principle of univer-

salizability and the moral principle of generality. Both are

vacuous and require content, but acquire it in different ways:

ttuníversalizability requires some semantic commitments over vrhich

it ranges; generalíty concerns the range aS extension of cases

over \,Jhich particular and different moral rules obtain. Conse-

quently generality is given contenË by some substantive moral

principles or criterior,".3 The judgment that X ís a thief, in

Quoted Margolis, p

Ibid. p.84.
Tbid. p.85.

(1)

(2)

(3)

B4
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respect of universalizability, draws attention only to con-

sistency of usage, but in terms of generality, draws attention

"to some criterion or principle or rule in terms of which the

case at stake is seen to faII l¡ithin the scope I of what ¡,re call

theftr. Universalizabilíty concerns consistent usage respeeting

relevant resemblances.... Universalizability cannot determine

the moral relevance of particul-ar restrictions of generality

with respect to given moral principles and rules; and the prin-

ciple of generality Ís entirely vacuous without some moral com-

mitment with respecL to which the relevance of runs of símilar-

itíes and differences may be determined and cases codified."l

On this showing it is pointless to consider whether

universalízability should count as a necessary or sufficient

condítion of somethingrs being a moral rule. Even j-f \^te \^;ere

to accept the term "universalÍzabilitytt in the sense in which

Hare uses it, it would not do as a sufficient condition of some-

thingrs being a moral rule because, as l.Jallace and l^lalker point

out, "many other, indeed perhaps all other sorts of principles

are universalizable. Consider, for instance, the principle that

in oilpainËing bright colours should be painted in last; thís

is universalizable but v¡ould not be classified as a rnoral

?principle". -

(1)

(2)

Margolis, pp. 85-86.

G. hlallace & A.D.M. \^Ialker,

Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1970,

The Definition of Moratitv.London,
p. 9
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Part 3 : Moral Rules And Prescriptívity.

Is prescriptivity such a singular feature of moral

judgments that it should be regarded as a sufficient condítion

for some thingrs being called a moral rule? I¡larnock dismisses

the elaim of prescríptÍvity to be regarded as an essential

feature of moral judgment by suggesting, "That one is supposed

to act on tacceptance of the conclusion that one ought to do

something, or that something would be the right thing to dor, ís

not a fact about morality or rthe moral languaget, anymore than

it ís a fact about crickeÈ, or long division, or growing runner

beans". l

Can this dismissal be justified? Firstly, is it

true that the essential feature of moral judgments ís that they

direct conducË? Secondly, can an action guiding moral judgment

be distinguished from say, an actíon guiding aesthetic judgrnent?

Margolis objects that:

".... Surely, moral judgments used to direct peoples'
conduct cannoË be used merely to di.rect their con-
ducÈ: these cannot be merely imperatives but must be
imperatíves thoughË to be justified on some grounds
or other. And if this is so, then the judgment of
what ís morally appropriate or required, on whÍch the
imperative logically depends for justíficatíon,cannot
itself.: be an imperative. Either so-called moral im-
peratives are arbitrary, without justifícaÈion, or
the admission of morally justified imperatives (dírec-
ting conduct) presupposes a kind of moral judgment
that is not itself an imperative. From this point
of view, an imperatival function assigned to moral
judgments can never be more than a subsidiary funct-
ion. tt 2

I{arnock,

Margolis,

Morality And Language, OUP 1983, p. 170.

, P' 39'

(r)

(2) Values and Conduct
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Further, there seems to me no reason for insistíng

that all moral judgments, guâ moral judgmentsr are, or must be,

action guiding. Some may be appreciative e.g. in cases where

someone did something wrong but it Ís difficult to see how the

action could be improved. Others may be nothing more than

exclamations.

As to the second objection, surely Ezra Poundrs

instruction to the young T.S. Eliot to cut the length of The

Inlasteland and begin at the line "April ís the cruelest month"

was action guiding.

On this

prescriptivÍty is a

called a moral ru1e.

showing it would be false to claim that

sufficient condition of somethingts being

Part 4 : Moral Rules And Sanctions

There are tr,¡o different kinds of sanctions which

might be said to atÈach to moral rules. Firstly, moral rules

might be said to be accompanied by specific forms of social

pressure; a person who breaks a moral rule mighË invite host-

i1ity, conÈempt, unfriendliness and perhaps even ostracism.

Secondly, a person who fails to act in accordance wÍth a moral

rule he regards highly may suffer feelings of guilt, shame or

remorse.
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It may be true that if a person ignores or flouts

a moral rule of his c.ommunity or suffers guÍlt, shame or re-

morse by failíng to live up to a Personal moral standard, but

how does this elucidate the meaning of 'Moralt or rMoralíty'?

Surely neither of these forms of sanctions can be

taken as a sufficient condition of a flouted rule being a moral

one. Some people suffer from neurosíes that accompany misplac-

ed guilt feelings. Because some neurotics feel guilty if they

do not constantly wash their hands it would be implausible to

conclude that such people have, or thÍnk they have, a moral

duty to occupy their time washing their hands' or that their

feelings of guilt or shame prove some moral 1apse. Similarly

one may invite contempt of hostilíty by breakÍng a rule of an

initiation cer-emony, but this does not establish that that rule

is a moral rule. But, of course, ít would be if contempt and

hostility is a sufficient condition of moral 1apse.

How does the presence of sanctions fare as a necess-

ary condition of a rule being a moral one? One may questíon the

morality of despisi-ng or ostracising someone' and Lhe moralíty

of an individual or group may contain a rule to the effect that

it is wrong to treat people this way.

"Someone who violated basíc rules of behavior and
harmed you was, by Navajo definitÍon, "out of
controlt'. The t'dark mindt' had entered him and des-
troyed his judgrnent. One avoided such persons, and
worried about them, and was pleased if they were
cured of this temporary insanity and returned agaÍn to
horzo. But to Chee's Navajo mind, the:. idea of
punishing them would be as insane as the original
act. He understood it vlas a conmon attitude in the
white culture...." I

(l) Tony HiIlerman,
1983, p.109.

The Dark lJind London, \¡ictor Gollarcz Ltd
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This suggests that the absence of osËracísm or

conterìpt cannot mean the absence of morality.

Must a person who never feels guilt or shame be

either perfect or without moral standards? If iË is a necessary

condÍtion of oners having moral standards or of onets acceptance

of ¡noral rules that one feels guí1t or sharne on failing Eo act

in accordance with them, then it seems that he must be one or

the other. The plausibility of Èhis thesis arises from the same

considerations as those on which many prescriptivist arguments

re1y, those relating to the action-guiding role ¡*'hich moral rules

and judgments are claimed to play. If a person claims that tor-

ture is morally reprehensible and yet does so without a morally

acceptable reason then hís sincerity is clearly in doubt. If we

strbsequently discover that he feels shame and remorse then these

doubts may be suspended.

hrlrile this may show Êhat these feelings are "good

Índices'r of sincerity the thesis requires more than this. If

true, it must be ímpossible for a person to act contrary to a

moral rule and not feel guilt, shame or remorse. But r¿hat of

situations r.'here one or more noral principles conflict? Tf I

belÍeve that it is wrong both to te1l lies and to endanger the

lives of innocent people I may feel obliged to tell 1ies. I{hy

should I feel guilt or remorse?

CouId this thesis be reformulated to accomodate

the possibility of

Wallace and Walker 1

conflict beÈween moral rules or principles?

suggest this might be done by relating

(1) WaIIace and hralker, p. 16.
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the concepts of guilt and remorse to that of moral wrongness.

The reformulated thesis r^tould now maintain that it is a necessary

condition of oners holding a particular action to be morally

\^rrong that one feels guilt or remorse when one does the action.

(In a footnote they observe that this would need further quali-

fícation to deal with actions done unintentionally, and so on).

But this reformulation is not without its difficul-

tíes. It would make it impossible for a person to hold that

what he has done was morally wrong while feeling neither guí1t

nor repentance. But suppose that a child whose parents \,¡ere

brutally murdered before hÍs eyes vows revenge and eventually

takes it \,rithout subsequent pangs of conscience or feelings of

reperìtance. He ís abl-e to say tI know what I did vras \,¡rong,

but I ¡oould do it again'. I,trallace and I^Ialker rightly question

¡n'hether the reformulated thesÍs is sufficiently strong for us

to conclude that he does not rea1ly belíeve that what he díd

\¡¡aS \¡If Ollg.

There is another, perhaps even more persuasive,

argument agaÍnst social sanctions being

and perhaps even necessary condition: of

rule. Hart advanced three criteria for

conferrÍng

text. He

rulesronly one of r¡hich need

regarded as a'sufficient

something being a moral

distinguishing duty-

concern us in Ehis con-

"Rules are conceived and spoken of as

the general demand for uniformity is

pressure brought to bear on those Í,ho

rmPosr_ng

insistent

suggests, that

oblÍgations r*'hen

and the social

deviate or threaten to der¡iate is great".1

(1) Hart, H.L.A.,
l-979, p.84.

The Concept of Law, Oxford, Clarendon Press'
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This is surely neither a necessary or sufficient

criterion. The parable of the Good Samaritan is clearly in-

tended to imply that the samaritan had a duty to assist the

1

Jewrr and this is neither a self-contradictory nor linguist-

ically improper use of the v¡ord "duty". But we know that there

were aÈ that time heavy social plessures agaínst co-operation

bet\,¡een Jews and Samaritans. So Hartrs criterion is noË a

necessary tesË of duty. on the other hand, MacCormíckz "tg,r""

there ís strong social pressure in an Oxford Common Room on men

to vrear trousers rather than skirtsr yet it would be inaccurate

to speak of dons having atdutyt to ¡+ear trousers. There is

simply a conventional rule about the correct clothes for men

to \{ear. So Hartrs criterion is not sufficient either.

The deficiency of thís test' to employ his ovm

terminology, is that it is a criterion specified in Ëerms of

an ,external point of vie¡¿' .3 It provídes a test for disting-

uishing duties from other rule-governed acts from the point of

(r) It is possíble to construe (in the dictionary meaning
of the word) the Samaritants action as tsupererogatoryr;

but this is surely not the meaning of the parable'

D.N. MacCormick, "Legal Obligation And The lrnPerative
Fallacy' in Oxford Essays in Jurisprudence, Second Series'
Oxford University Press, 1973r PP.100-129' p' 119'

c.f. the tinternal point of view': "What is necessary i-s
that there should be a critical refleetive attitude to
certain patterns of behaviouï as a conmon standard, and

that this should display itself in criticism(including
self-criticism), demands for conformity, and in acknow-
ledgements that such criticisms and demands are justífied'
all of which ffnd their characteristic expression in the
normative terminology of toughtt, tmustr, and rshouldr 

'
'right' and twrongt. Hart, P. 56.

(2)

(3)
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view of the social observer. This might be regarded as a

useful rule of thumb for distinguishing those social rules

conceived of by members of a group as imposing duties from

other rules; but the presence of transvestítes' for example'

will rnake ít not wholly satísfactory'

Part 5 Moral Rules And 0verriding Considerations.

I
\^Ihat is being claimed, Hallace and Walker ask,

when it is said that moral rules override other kinds of rules?

There are t\,ro radically different anshrers. First' it might mean

that when people are confronted with a choice between acting

in accordance ¡+ith a moral rule and acting in accordance wíth

anon-moralrule,theyalwaysacÈinaccordancewiththemoral

rule, Since, however, people do fail to act in this way' that

is, in accordance with moral rules, the f irst ans\'Jer ¡¡í11 not do'

Secondly, it might mean that people u'ho accept moral

rules believe that they ought to act in accordance with those

ruleswhentheyconflictwithotherkíndsofrules.Brrt'suggest

I^Iallace and \.{aIker, if this thesis wele correct \^re should be

obliged to say that a man v¡ho, while recognizing that he has a

duty to paint, must haveror believe that he has,a moral duÈy Èo

paint. Surely, however this would only apPly if the thesis

(f ) Lrallace and l,tra1ker, pp . 10-1I '
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meant that. It is true, they suggest, that sociologists and

anÈhropologists sometimes count as part of a societyrs morality

those rules which are taken to be of overriding importance. But,

they argue, it is far from clear that the meaning of rmorall

oblíges us to say that the painter bel-ieves he has a moral duty

to paint. Further, íf this thesís \,ùere true, one should expect

such remarks as, tother kinds of rules ought sometimes to over-

ride moral rulest to be self-contradictory, but this does not

appear to have been established.

The foregoing does nothing to disturb the assertion

that moral rules êr9 generally thought to be concerned with over-

riding values; whether people choose to consider them as of para-

mount importance is a purely contingent matter.

Part 6 : Moral Rules And Their Importanee.

1
Tr,¡o different \,rays can be distinguíshed in which

the notion of importance could be useful in an attempt to define

or isolate the

is a moral rule

by its holders

have maÍntained

condítion of a

ciple, it would

term rmoralr. A rule or princíple, ít might be said,

or prineiple if it is (i) held to be ímportant

or (ii) is important. Since no one appears to

that either interpretation provides a sufficient

rulers or prínciplers being a moral rule or prin-

be more productive Èo consider these interpretat-

ions taken as stating necessary conditions.

(1) ùlallace and Ralker, pp. L2 13.
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How could one decide whether it is true that a

necessary condition of a rulers being a moral rule is that it

is, or ís held to be, important? One can speak of things being

morally important, but also of things being lega1Iy, politically'

aesthetically and economically important. I,tre cannot shed any

light on the meaning of tmoralt by maintaining thaË moral rules

are those which ít is morally important to keep. As far as

importance is concerned we shal1 need some basis of comparison

other than that of moral importance. One possibility is that the

importance of moral rules is to be located in the fact that if

certafn moral rules 'were to be widely disregarded social chaos may

ensue. Altl-rough moral rules are of differing importance in this

respect it appears to be true that as a kind they are important

when compared wíth other sorts of rules. But this is also true

of legal ruIes.

One way of arguing for the importance of moral rules

would be to suggest that the acceptance of a moral rule necessari-

1y commits one to being prepared to give second place to oners

ol^¡n \.Íants, desíres and interests. But would this not rather ex-

hibft the importance of the rule rather than the moralíty sínce,

for exarnple, in sporting contestsrone must be prepared to do

thíngs, under the relevant rules, whíôh one would rather noÈ do?

But rnight this not be construed as begging the quest-

ion? A definition of the type under consideration asserts that

part of ¡¡hat it means to call a rule a moral rule is that it

should be accepted even Ín the face of strong desires and inclin-

atlons. I{hat has been said, suggest !üallace and ktalker, is open
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to this objection; but an aPPropriate reply is to say that

to call a rule a moral rule manifestly does not mean this. If

it did, we should be faced with the paradox that should no one

ever feel a strong urge to kill others, the rule that one ought

not to kiII r¿ould cease to be a moral ru1e. This is not,how-

ever, paradoxical to those who hold that the point of rnoral

rules is to curb strong and possibly anti-social desires.

Part 7 ìfo::a1 Rules And Their Content.

hrallace and l{allier suggest that there are several

possible variants of this thesis., It rnight be said that a moraL

rule or principle is such because Ít mentions as good or bad,

or right or wl:ong, certain types of actions. Or it might be

said that a rule or prínciple is a moral rule or prínciple if

its Ìrolder justifies it by appealing to considerations of certain

kinds. Again, it might be suggesÈed that moral rules and prin-

ciples are to be characterised b5' reference to their being

rules and principles with a celtain kÍnd of purpose (e.g. the

pronrotlon of social harmony) or, slightly differently, by refer-

ence to their being rules and principles such that the consequenc-

es of a¡r individualts accepting, or of evelyoners accepting them

are, or are believed to be, of a certain kind.
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I^lallace and walker suggest that while this classif-

ication is not exhaustivernor the lines between the three views

dístinguished entirely clear cut, the differentiation ís suffíc-

ient for the purpose of Íllustratíng Èhe difficulties associated

v¡ith this contention.

The-¡assert that, whatever the specific form of the

criterion proposed for the ruletS content, it must be inadequate

as a suffícient condition of a rule or principlet s being a moral

rule or principle. The reason for this is that, whatever the

content, ít is possible that non-moralr e'B' 1egal, rules could

be about the same criterÍa, could have actiorr in accordance

with them justified ín the same way, or could have the same

purpose as moral rules.

Hor+ever, \^Iallace and Walker agree that, if regarded

as a necessarY condition of a rule or principle's being a moral

rule or principle, this view has "considerable attractiveness".l

A reluctance to describe a rule such as talways vleaÏ a pink tiet

as a moral rule does seem to sËem from one, or perhaps a1l' of

the related facts that it is not about Lhe appropriate kind of

actions, could hardly have action ín accordance with it justi-

fied in Èhe appropríate way, and could scarcely have the appro-

priate purpose.

The¡ suggest that definitíons of the first tyPe'

according to r¿hich moral rules and principles are Èhose which

mention, as good or bad, right orhTÏong' certain specified kinds

of actions, are less promising than definitions of the second

(1) I{allace & I'Jalker¡ P. l8
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and tlì1rd tyPes. This is because, on the first type of

definitlon,certainkindsofactionscouldneverbethesub-

ject of moral rules and principles; but given the eccentric-

ity of human beliefs about the consequences of actions it would

be rash to niake such a claim' They argue that in an amended

formthiskindofthesísrnightfarebetter.Thiswouldassert

that "a necessary conditíon of a rule or principle's being a

moral rule or prÍnciple is that the actions it enjoins or for-

bids are describable or can be seen in very general ways e'g'

as contribtrting to human well being"'l

But this amendment seem oPen to the objection that

a Nazi coufd claím the sÈatus of a moral rule for a rule connect-

ed with tìre purging of Jews from society on the ground that their

elininatÍon would contribute to human wellbeing'

A definition of the second type' which affirms that

a necessary condition for a rule or principle to be a moral rule

is that its holder should justify action ín accordance with it'

or be at least prepared to do so, by appealing to considerations

of certain kinds (e.g. to do with human well-being)' appears

to assert that anyone who uncritically accepts certain rules and

principlesandisunabletoprovidereasonsfortheirjustific_

atíon ca.rìot have moral rules or prÍncipres! ln'arlace and I^Iarker

do allowr however, thatr provided this thesis rnerely states what

sorts of consideration must be appealed Ëo if a justification

is to be girren, the objection loses Íts force'

(1) Ibid . footnote P. lB '
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Definitions of the third type are not open to this

objection because they state that it is the purPose of the

rules or the consequences of theír acceptance - rather than the

kind of justifying considerations - which places them within or

without the moral sphere. But this type of definition has its

or.m drar¡backs.

Thenotionofthepurposeofamoralrulecanhardly

be elucidated r¿ithout reference to the eonsiderations its hol-

ders use or would use to justify action in accordance wÍth it;

therefore, defínitions in telms of the purpose of moral rules

rvíIl a1l suffer from weaknesses similar to those of the second

type. If ve then appeal to the putative consequences of the

acceptability of moral rules we have the problem thaÈ a person

mây, conceivably, have no views about the consequences of aeting

in accordance with hÍs moral principles. Nor ¡.¡ill it help to

appeal to the consequences of his acceptance as this will entail

that moral rules and principles þased on errorieous beliefs cannot

be moral rules and principles after all. It niight be claimed

that the upshot of the accePtance of mor.al rules and prínciples

\\ras the promotion of social harmony; but might one not be ob-

liged to admit that moral rules and principles which h'ere based

on erroneous beliefs and in fact created social disharmony $/ere

actually not moral rules and principles? "A definition along

these lines rnight give an adequate account of tmoralr as a term

of approval; but would quite clearly be inadequate with 'moral'

as a classif ÍcatorY term. t'1

(1) Ibid. p. 19.
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On this showing it appears that the content of

moral rules suggests that it can only be a necessary and not

a sufficient condition of a rulers being a moIal rule that it

should be concerned with overriding values, divorced from the

contingent and presumptive values of partícular agents'

Part 8 : Moral Rules And Tmmunity To C\a4ge

Hart suggests that while new legal rules uray be

íntroduced and old ones changed or repealed by deliberate

enactment, moral rules and prínciples, by contrast, "cannot

be brought Ínto being or changed or elimínated in this way."1

It makes sense to say that as from such and such a date it

will be a criminal offence to do so-and-so and to support such

a statement by reference to a law which has been repealed or

enacted.

ttBy contrast such Statements as tAs from tomorro\'z
it will no longer be immoral to do so-and-sot or
ton I January iast it becarne immoral to do so-and-sol
and attempts to support these by reference to de-
lÍberate enactments vould be astonishing paradoxes,
if noÈ senseless.rr 2

The reason is, for Hart, that it is inconsistent r¡'Íth the part

played by morality in peoplets lives that moral rules, prineiples

or sÈandards should be regarded, like laws, as caPable of creat-

ion or change by deliberate act. Hart asserts that "standards

(1)

(2)

H. L.A. Hart, p.

p. 17t.rbid.

171.
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or deprived of' moral

daily use of such concePts

the same is not true of

But thÍs seems to be arguable. One rníght object

that certain notions about chastity or motherhood were altered

by the legality of selling contracePtive Ëablets or the avail-

ability of pensions to unmarried mothers. While there may always

be those who object to the notion of an unmarried mother it may

also be true that there is, partly as the resulË of legíslative

inítiative, no longer a social stígma attached to conceiving

and bearing a child out of wedlock. The same rnight be said of

tl're legalizatíon of homosexual behaviour and the introduction

of legislation to p-!-.event discrimination agaínst homosexuals

in enrplol'rnent. And any legislative changes, must at least in

a democratic society, reflect public opinion to some extent.

Wrat are v¡e to make of Hartrs assertíon that the

sense of somethingttheret to be recog¡ised, not made by delib-

erate hunan choice, is not a peculiarity of moral rules?

"For in this respect, though not in others, â[Y
social tradition is like morals: tradition Ëoo is
incapable of enactment or repeal by human fiat.
The story, perhaps apocryphal, that the headmaster
of a new English public school announced thaÈ, as
from the beginning of Ëhe next term, it would be a
tradition of the school thaË senior boys \^'ear a
certain dress, depends for its comic effect wholly
on the logical incompatibility of the notion of a

tradition with that of deliberate enactment and
choice.tt 2

Ilart , p.

Ibid. p.

(r)
(2)

17I
112.
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But however logícally incompatible the combination

of tr-adítion wÍth that of deliberate enactment and choice,

this is what occurred when the rejuvenated EnglÍsh granmar

schools set out to attract pupils by imitating the well estab-

lished public schools in the latter hal-f of the nineteenth cenË-

ury. Thus in 1851 MitI Hill adopted, from nor¡here as it were,

a coat of arms - legless martlets.I In effect the new schools

\rere pretending they were o1d. And soon they began to feel old.

inlhen Henry Newbolt penned the lines:

tThis is the Chapel: here mY son'
Your father thought the thoughts of youth...,t

he was rrriting not about Rugby or Harror¿ buÈ about Clifton'

founded twentyfive years before in 1852, the year Newbolt was

born.

ttThere v¡as no question of an,voners father thinking
tl-re thoughts of youth there r.then Nernrbolt wrote;
or it there was he r^'ould be exhorting a son aged
five. "2

Thring's speech to the first meeting of The Assoc-

iatj-on of Headmistresses at UPpingham in 1887 is an illustration

of this self-deception. "You are fresh, and enthusiastie, and

comparatively untramelled",he cried, "whilst rùe are weighted

dovrn by tradition, cast like iron in the rigid moulds of the

past...".' But what tradition? Thring had no traditíon to

contend with when he arrived at Uppingham, a tiny run-dowrl

granmar school with twenÈy eight bo¡rs."Any traditions were

brought by him and imposed by hirn, deliberat"ly."4

(1) J. Gathorne-Hardy,
1978, pp. 133-34.

Ibid. p. I34
Ibid. p.134.
IbÍd. p.134.

(2)
(3)
(4)

The O1d School Tie, The Viking Press, N.Y.
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TheperfectrefutationofHarttsclaimisaffordedby

the case of Plumtree, founded in Rhodesia in 1900:

"...there was no nonsense about waiting for
traditions to gro\^I up' A Master called Harmnon

sailed out from l^linchester and slapped them on

entire - fagging, colours, prefect justice' moni-
torial beatings, everYthiog'" I

Hart suggests that the enactment or repeal of laws

may well be among the causes of a change or decay of some moral

standard or traditíon, Thus a traditional practice like Guy

Fawkes night may go out of existence because the celebrations

at that time, e.g. the explosion of fireworks' râY be forbidden

by law. He suggests conversely that if laws require military

service from certain classes this may ultimately develop a

tradition among them that may outlive the law' But then' surely'

social changes may cause these social classes,to disappear and

the traditÍon with it. The point is that we do not normally

thínk of moral rules disappearing, in the way that Guy Fawkes or

the Polish aristocracy may disappear '

ThelogicalfactwhichreflectsthetruLhthatmoral

rulesarenotman_madeandcannotbepromulgatedisthatÈhere

is nothing analogous, in the language of rmorally ought noÈ to

be done', to the difference between saying that something is

not to be done before and after thÍs has been said by some

accredited or authoritative person' Tf I, who am not an author-

itative person says, 'No boy may walk in the quadrangle after

darkr before the Headmaster, who is an authoritative person has

said, tno boy may walk in the quadrangle after darkr ' T am making

a false statement. If, on the other hand, I say this after

(I) Gathorne-HardY, P. L23.
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the Headmaster has said "No boy may walk in the quadrangle

after darkt, I am maklng a true statement. However, with moral

rules there is no body of people whose having said the words

'Such-and-such is not to be donet, with all due procedure, sub-

sequently makes it correct for anyone else to say these words.

This looks more promising: no one or body of per-

sons is authorised to make moral rules. But then no one is

authorised to make some arithnetical rules which exhibit a

reeognised immunity to change.

But are moral-triles immune to change? Itre have seen

that they mediate beÈween justificatory principles and particular

acts. In respect of the analytic content of a moral rule there is

clearly no person or group of persons who, by common consenÈ, are

authorised to make changes to or promulgate moral rules. But

as they take account of human exigencíes, they exhibit a con-

ditional phrasing, r^'hiclr allovs for exceptions comprehended under

these rules. As these exceptions mighÈ be said to reflect con-

ventional judgrnents, is it possible that moral rules are cap-

able of change or amendment?

I suggest that moral rules can change (to say t can

be changedt suggests deliberate enactment r^'hich can be mís1ead-

ing) in two dif f erent \'råys. Many people roight phrase a moral

rule about kiilling thus: tKilling is generally wrong.' To in-

dulge in anthropological speculation for the moment, one might

conjecture Èhat theÍr renìote ancestors rnight have phrased the

rule as 'Killing (such and such) people is generally i:rightr
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In other words their sympathies \^7ere lirnited, and there were

groups of people whose killing might have been acceptable or

even desirable under any circumstances. The narrowness of their

sympathies would noE likely have extended to other cIeatures

except perhaps domestic animals and birds. The second stage in

our projected evolution is that their ancestols have broadened

their sympathies to include people in general, so that the rule

is now tKilling people is generally wrongr. These symPathies

in respect of other species would still, in general, only extend

to domestic animals and birds, although the presence of Zoos

suggest that there is at least some public curiosity about un-

familiar species of life, and a willingness to keep certaín

numbers of them afive in captivity.

The finat stage, and this is conparatively recent'

is a complete broad.enÍng of sympathÍes, 't<i11ing is generally

vJrengt, to include the preselvation of all forurs of life not

seen to be threatening to man. A consideration of the socio-

economÍc reasons for the change in s1'rnpathies over a long períod

is írrelevanE here, but the indignation over the annual kílling

of baby seals, the abolÍtion of whaling by all but tr+o nations,

the concern over the culling of kangaroos and the welfare of

dolphins are s)rynto¡natic of this final sÈage.

This is not deny that there are variations in attitude

towards say, parÈicular species, or that some q¡ho embrace the

wldest syrnpathies may aÈ Èhe same time supPort abortion, (per-

haps under certaín conditions) regarding this as a pergissable

except.ion comprehended under the moral rule. It appears that
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it is in the mattet: of exceptions that Èhe second possibility

of change lies. Thus in at least several countries euÈhanasia,

under cerÈaín conditions, Ís behavior that excuses 'killing'

although this has clearly not always been the case.

Thus I suggest that moral rules might change in

t\^ro \^rays, by a broadening, or extensíon, of sympathies and by

the inclusion of additíonal exceptions complehended under the

rules.

However, even if moral rules hTere not subject to

change in any way, immunÍty to change would only

condition of somethings being a moral rule.

be a necessary

Part I Moral Rules And The DistinctÍon betv/eerì

Except ions Irrhich Are Part Of The Rule And Deserving Cases.

In maintaining that if one has adopted the moral

point of vÍew then one acts on principle, Baierl suggests that

white Kant is rÍght to argue for this and for the fact that a

nroral agent should not make exceptions in his oum favour, he

is wrong in suggesting that moral rules are inflexible and

wíthout exceptions. Since we think,for example'that killing

a man in self defence is not r{rong, how is it possible to sal-

vage some of our deepest moral convictions, which Kant was pre-

pared to rejecÈ? The only alternat.ive, suggests Baier, t.o

(1) Kurt Baier,
1969, pp.

The Mora1 Poínt of View, N.Y. Random House,
96-r00.
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sayÍng that acting on principle does not require us not to

make exceptions in our ovm favour, Seems to be equally untenable.

However, Baier claims, this problem arises only be-

cause of a confusion, the confusion of the expression vmaking

an exception to a rulet with the expressíon fa rulets having

an exceptiont.

Baier fllustrates Èhis by way of traffic regulations.

tNo parkÍngr regulatíons have a number of recognised exceptlons

which are part of the rules themselves e.g. rexcept in the

offícial parking areast, rexcept for permít holderst, rexcept

on Saturday ¡rornings and after I pm every dayt. A person who

does not know the recognised exceptions does not completely

know the rule, for these exceptions more precisely define íts

r:ange of application. A traffic attendant who does not book a

motor:íst for parkÍng ín an area reserved for permit holders

outsíde the hours which are specifically reserved for permit ho1-

ders, is not granting an exemption to, or making an exception in

favour of, this motorist. His is applying the rule correctly;

if he did apply the no-parkÍng rule to the motorist he r¿ould be

applying it ¡¡here it does not apply because this is one of the

recognised exceptions which are Part of the rule. 0n the

other hand, a parking attendant who does not book a motorist

parking in a prohibited area during a prohibited time, is m¿k-

ing an exception in the motoristts favour. If he does so be-

cause the motorist is his friend or because he is reluctant to

embarrass an l-nflue¡rElal person he grants the exemption ilIe-

gally, If he does so because the motorist is a doctor who has
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been called to treat

this is a 'deserving

ately.

someone who has collapsed on the pavement'

Baier asks us to apply this distinctíon to Ëhe rules

ofagivenmorality.Hepointsoutthatmoralrulesdifferfrom

la¡¡s and regulations ín that they are self administered' Never-

theless it makes sense to speak of making exceptíons in onets own

favour. One may refuse to apply a rule to oneself when one knows

it does aPPIy and this is true also of makíng exceptions in fav-

our of someone .1"".1

When we say that a Person who has killed in self-

not done anything \^/rong \^re are not making an except-

case' and he grants the exemption legititn-

defence has

ion in the

recoqnised

personts favour: rThou shal t not ki1lf has several

exceptions, among them, tin self-defencet ' I'tre woul-d

say that someone did not fully understand our moral rule 'Thou

shalt not kilf if he was not a\'raÏe of the recognised excepÈ-

ionstotherule.Moraljudgmentsarertherefore'onlypresumpt-

ive; killing is wrong unless it is killing in self-defence'

killing by the hangman, killing of the enemy in wartime' acci-

dental killing. These types of killing are not vlrong' But

again, even if it is one of the wrongful acts of killíng' it

is so onlY prima facie. There may have been an overridÍng moral

reason for killing someone e.g' he was about to blow up a train

and this r+as the only way to prevent this '

For an unexplained reason Baier considers
immoralt' to make exceptions in favour of
as in favour of oneself.

it t'almost as
onets relatives(r)
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\rlhena.md$istrateisernpoweredtomakeorgranÈ

exceptions Ín tdeserving casest the question of what constit-

utesta deserving caser is not ansl¡ered in the regulation it-

self . T-f It \^'ere, the magistrate would not be exercísing hís

pohrer to grant exemption buË would merely be applying the

regulatJ-or¡ as provided in it. What in such círcumstances

constitutes ta deserving caset? The ans\¡¡er is a morally de-

serving case. The doctor who is called Ëo treat an injured

person and who parks tillegally' in order to do so is clearly

a morally deserving case.

In the case of moral rules however' there is no

distinctÍon between exceptions ¡'¡hich are part of the rule and

deservjng cases. "On1y deserving cases can be part of the moral

rule, trnd et'ery deserving case is properly part of it"l; while'

in the cases of laws and regulations, there is a reason for

going beyond the exceptions allor¡ed in the regulations themselves

(in rnoral Iy deserving instances) there is no such reason in the

case of nrolal rules.
)

\rtrat of the Common Law, which Detnold suggested-may

have an analogous structure?

Irrhat appears to happen ín the Common Lav is that:-

(n) A case which constitutes an existing exception(a

case in search of a precedent) may itself become

a Precedent, i'e' a ne\'I rule'

Thus Donoghue v' Stevenson (f932) A.C. 562, "whíeh,

to speah bl-oadly, established the liability in negligence of

(r)
(2)

a

Baj.cr, P. 194.

to nre in discussion, October 1984'
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manufacturer of good"".(1) Mullen v. Barr & co; McGov¡an v.

Barr & Co. (1929)S.C. 46L, a case indistinguishable frorn

Donoghue v. Stephenson except upon the ground that a mouse is

not a snail, r^ras disallowed, on appeal , in 1929. Had the 1929

appeal been allowed iË seems correct to say that Donoghue v.

Stevenson would have been subsumed under t'the rule in I'fullen v.

Barr & Co.; McGowan v. Barr & Co.tt

(b) The precedent (í.e. rule) may be extended to

Cover conditions not contemplated when the lav¡ was laid dovm.

Thus Haseldine v. Daw (1941) 2 K.B. 343, where the

now established liability in negligence of a manyfacturer of

goods r^ras extended to cover the case of a repairer as vretl .2

Clearly (a) has no analogy in the case of moral

rules, because no ne\^/ moral rules can be created, in turn be-

cause no persons have the authorÍty to create them.3

(b) however looks more promising. !ùriting in 1970 Margolis

regarded the "thalidomide babies" as a hard case. He remarks

that

"One cannot sinply say thaË Èhe killing of these
babies is right as one can say that the killing of
the enemy is right. I think we are prepared to con-
cede, however, that though - accordíng to the teach-
ing - íÈ is \rrong to take anotherrs life, it might
have very significant bonific(or even optimif ic)
consequences Èo end the lives of such terribly handi-
capped ínfants;that, furthermorersince such an act
would have good conséquences (and avoid evil conse-
quences) it might therefore be right. I am not saying
that it would be right or \¡rrong but only that we would
regard the debate as eligible." 4

(1)

(2)

(3)

Detmold, M.J. p. 172.

Detmold, M.J. p.L72.
Lle have noted the possibility of their change through broad-
ening of syrnpathies and the addition of excepÈions to be com-
prehended under them.
I'fargolísr p. 162.(4)
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One reason why the debate \^ras not considered

eligíble was because the children (or at least a majority of

Èhern) \^rere normal except for malf ornation or absence of limbs.

Suppose however, as might have been the case, that the babies

exhibited gross mental defects as weII as the malformation or

absence of limbs. Suppose further, that after the first fe¡+

were born, and despite strenuous opposition from the Roman

Cathollc Church and some other groups and individuals, public

opinion, the medical profession, the law, parents etc. agreed

that future chÍldren exhibiting such tendencies should be

humanely put to death. The remainíng children are born and

this Ís done. This is no\{ a precedent. Future caser e.g. some

resultírrg from male parents¡r: participation in the Vietnam War,

could be treated in the same \\ray, depending on the consensus

reached in the thalídomíde decision, the details of which are,

for our puÌposes here, irrelevant.

But the possibilÍty of this analogy does noÈhing

to suggcst that in common larv cases there is any distinction

between exceptions which ere part of any particular rule and

deserving cases. Indeed one might argue that to some degree

the exccptions are the dgss¡ving cases; in the light of

Ðonoghr:e rr. Stevenson, Mullen r¡. Barr r\ Co.; ìIcGo¡van v. Barr & Co.

\{as a deservÍng case, but the common law is a matter of temporal

sequeDcc, and the t'earlierttcase ttnrÍsses outtt.

Exceptions to mor-41 rules, whether they are admitted

exceptions to the rules or simply exceptions (e.g. simply self-

servirrg examples) cannot erode the rules, but this does not appear

to be tìre case at common law.
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"The precise trulet in R lands v . Fletcher has

been steadily eroded by exceptions since its formulation in

1866. By the time the House of Lords, Ín Conway v. Rimmer'

effectively laid to rest an earlier ru1e, initially understood

to be of absolute character, that a certificate from a Ìfinister

that production of a document would be contrary to the public

interest was sufficient to withhold it from a courÈ, the auth-

ority of that rufe had been greatly shaken by both judicial

and extra-judicial critícísm. " 1

Detmold has suggestedìto me2 that similarities in

the structure of common law and moral rules may arise from

the notion of precedent - building, whether indÍvidually or

collectively, our owrt compendium of cases r.¡íth some residuary

rul-e which we bring to confront particular situations, the rule

having (perhaps) the elastícity to accornmodate conditions as

yet uncontemplated.

But there is nothing necessarily high-minded about

precedent. Consider A who commits an irrational act of murder,

and discovers that it will bring hím, with little extla applicat-

ion on his part, considerable remuneration. Subsequent police

investigation díscloses Ehat detection is almost irnpossible. A

then embraces a life of crime, usíng the first murder as his

preeedent; to the police, correspondingly, Ats precedent is

modus operandi for a serÍes of bizarrea master críminalts

crrmes.

t
I (1) J.M. Eekel-aar rPrinciples Of Revolutionary Legalityr

in Oxford Essa s in Juri rudence, ed. A.I,l .8, SimPson'
0xford 1973, p. 33.

(2) In discussion with me, Oetober 1984.
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I suggest that the notion of precedent does nothing

to afflrm that common law rules are similar to moral rules in

containing exceptions which are part of the rule and indistÍnguish-

able from deserving cases. Exceptions to common 1aw rules aPpear

to renrain precisely that: exclusions from the rule and not sub-

ject to their ambit, Exceptions (of either kind) Èo moral rules

have no possibility of eroding them; they do not constitute

anonal-ies as is the behaviour of the planet Mercury to Newtonrs

Law of Grar¡itation; they cannot weaken moral rules as they have

the potenLlal to weaken tendency statements such aS statistical

or other- scientific laws.

are uniquc

r+ìrich ar:e

â

For this reason it

in that there is no

part of the rule and

is suggested that moral rules

distinction betrveen excePtions

deserving cases. This is, there-

foLe, srrfficient condition for somethingrs being a moral rule.

Part lO : How Moral Rules l{ork.

ìfargolisl remarks that although 'Lying is wrongr

Ís obvlorrsly a tautology few would subscribe to it r"¡ithout

qualiflcatlolr. How can they understand the rule and without

cont::acìictlon fail to assent to it? Lrhat is the implicatíon

of cl enrurring? l.largolis argues that the outcome will affect

other f r.rmif iar precepts such as rPoverty is evilr, 'I{ar is

rvrorìgr r tsufcl-de is wrongt and rsexual Perversity is wrongt

(1) J. Iflrgolis, "Values And Conduct" Oxford University
Press, 1971.
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but here he is clearly wrong since the other Precepts are not

clearly tautologous wÍthout the injection of certain theologícal

or sociological assumptions. However it wíll affect "a11 meta-

moral theories that rely on the admission of moral rules that

mediate between particulaï acts and overriding justificatory

1

principles. "-

Margolis argues thaÈ if people disagree about

rlyÍng is wrongt they cannot be viewing the rule in the same

sense. If one claims that tlying is wrongr cannot be upset as

a moral rule then this is presumably drawing attention to Èhe

fact that the rule ís a tautology: "Saying in a morally re-

prehensible way r,¡hat one belíeves to be false is morally repre-

hensible." On the other hand íf one claims that ít is not true

that lying Ís always wrong this is presumably drawing attenLion

to the fact that not all cases you míght consider cases of

Iyíng are Properly so called. Or, that although genuine cases

of lying are morally wrong in so far as they are cases of lying'

the adjudged. conduct cannot be judged in a morally appropriate

way solely in terms of lying although lying is a consideration

in these cases. clearly this "demurrer applies to. . . promises,

debts, and all- simì1ar categori"s."2 Margolis has included

'murdert among these categories but clearly this is incorrecÈ

since Ëhe concept is so well defíned as to differentiate it' at

least in principlerfrom aceident, self-defence-, mercy killing'

armed service and the like, in such a \{ay that q'hat is adjudged

Èo be tmutdert is aIl¡aYS wrong.

J. Margolis, P. 166.

Ibid. p. l-67 .

(1)

(2)
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Hesuggeststhattherearethreedistinctelements

to be sorted out: the import of the tautological rule; the

ground.s for judging whether this or Èhat is, properly, a case

oflyÍng;andthegroundsforjudging¡+hetherthisorthatact

of lying is, properly, morally !¡rong' Since one may acknowledge

that the ruletlying ís wrongr is tautologous andrrstíll adrnit

the eligibility of the latter two issues, it must be the case

thaf the rule ís not intimately connected with arguments suPpoTt-

íng particular moral judgmenÈs."I

I suggest this is confusing as it stands; it would

be clear:er if tjustifÍcatory princ.iple' were substituted for

,moral ruler so that the justificatory prínciple reads tLying

is wrongr and the moral rule (say) tLying unnecessarily is

wrongt.

Ilargolis claims that vüith the moral rule "we

no::mally do not aPply verdict-like predicates like 'wrong' to

any action solely on the strength of such fractional categories

aslying'contract_breaking,cheating,murderorpromise_break_
a

iog."' I repeat here my prevíous objection to the inclusion

of tmurder', particularly as }fargolis continues, t'ít is" '

illuminating to note thaË q,e do apply 1ega1 predicates Ín this

fractional way; but then, precisely, legal considerations' Iike

prudential and nrgdf-cíil considerat.ions, aÏe notr as such, occupied

with overriding values, but are concerned rather with eertain

technícal goods".3 But rmurderr is .othing if not a legal tgood'.

Margol is ,

Ibid. p.

Ibid. p.

Ibid. p.167.

167 .

167.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The matter seems rather more compficated than Margolis suggests.

It might be said that both medicÍne and the lar+ deal with over-

riding considerations in technícal \¡rays'

'A lie is a lie but it may sometimes be justifiedr

points to the subsumíng of some cases of lying under one or more

comprehensive ru1es, t'themselves oPen to díspute, reformrreject-
1

ion..,.tt.t However \,irrong, then, lying may be under some partic-

ular rule it may not be judged as really hrrong or wholly \¡IÏong

i¿hen a1I relevant moral considerations are admitted. fLying is

t¡'rongt i-s íncapable of being disputed but ít is empty and even

superfluous as far as any particular moral íssue is concerned.

\rre need to know the criteria by which to judge an action to be a

case of lying and the justification for regarding it as morally

reprehensible or blameworthy; this is where, I suggest' our

moral notions about the tworthinesst of the circurnstances come in'

ItiScertainlytruethatthesenotionsaresubject

to change. The intuitionist McCloskey assures us thaÈ "v¡e dis-

cover general truths about goods and obligations by direct in-

sight, by rational apprehensíon of them. Tl'rese truths are self-

evident in the sense Ëhat they may be directly apprehended by

reason and their truth discovered without proof' l{e may and do

make mistakes but our knowledge, where we have it, is based on

direct insight. It is general truths such as tPleasure ís goodr,

rElimination of suffering is o'bligatoryr.... which are self- evi-

dent, not our absolute duties in concrete moral situations"'3

(I) I'fargolis, p.

(2) tt.J. ìfcCloskey,

(3) Ibid. p. 136.

168.

MeËa-EËhics & Normative Ethics, The Hague'
Nijhoff, 1969.
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But while the foregoing t general truths' t.y have been self

evidenl to I'fccloskey in 1969 it v¡ou1d, I believe, be false to

maintain that Èhese were rself evidentt to academics ín 1869.

Margolis draws attention to the role the tautolog-

ical rule (I have earlier indicated my preference for tprin-

ciplet) ray play in rhetorically reinforcing the relevance of

particular criteria and such justification, and in drawing

attention to an obligation to adhere to such criteria. But these

are, as he suggests, subsidiaryroles.

Ruleslike'lyingiswrong'demandexplicationbut

no justification, sÍnce they are tautologies; as such Èhey are

\¡acuous and the question of justificatÍon ariseS "respecting
.1

t*hatever nray be taken to be the positive content of the rule.l"

Non-tautological rules, on the other hand, demand justificatíon

and in certain cases this may be difficult to provide in ways

r..t'iichrnay fairly count as proof or confirmatÍon'

Consíder' no\^r, that someone has lied; in doíng so

he has acted wrongly. But the question arises as to r^¡hether ít

¡*'as rea1ly \.irrong for him to have lÍed under the nominated cir-

cumstances. He nighÈ claim for example that lying is wrong

except to save a life. Ilargolis regards this as a formulation

of "A nìore comprehensirre rule than ttlying is wrong" (or, con-

ceirrably, a fuller version of the rule intended)."2 I suggest

that he is mistaken: tlying is wrongt is the justificatory

principle, tlying unnecessarily is r,rrong' is the moral rule and

Mar:golis, p.

rbid. P.

(1)

(2)

169.

169 .
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tlying is wrong except to save a lifet i", in fact, an appeal

for specified conducÈ to be subsumed under one of the except-

ions recognized (by our moral, notions) to the moral rule
tlying unnecessarily is wrongt. As Margolis remarks, what he

regards as the rintermediary rulet (to me a rrecognised except-

íonr) tlying is wrong except to save lifet not only requÍres

justification (we need to know the exact circumstanees) but also

may be open to exception. This sounds far fetched but then it

may be the case that an eccentric has lied (presumably a 1ie

of sufficient importance to vrarrant the enquiry and justification)

to save the life of some creature (reptile, wild life, as v/e

wísh) whÍch everyone, ol: nearly everyone else, regards as un-

r{orth5, of being preserved. Certainly the rules (or the except-

ions as I would har¡e it) require justification and are, if valíd,

conditionally valid untir 'u¡e have laÍd bare the particular facts

of the case.

Those who accept justificatory tautologous principles

as exclusionary reasons for actions are usually moral absolutists

(hermits Ín benign circumstances are another possibiliÈy) and

the dÍfficulties they may face when faced with conflicting

justificatory principres are well depicted in Rachelts 'on Moral
1

Absolutism',' particularly in his discussion of p.T. Geach. It

does appear that a busl'r walking absolutist (or perhaps a certaj.n

kínd of Buddhist) who aceepts rhe justificatory principle 'kí11-

ing is \.vrongt in a literal sense may expiate the cons€:quences

(1) James Rachels,
December 1970,

rOn Moral Absolutismr
pp.338-353.

AJP Vol. 48, No.3,
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of this unintelligent choice \À'hen attacked by a poisonous

snake, when a strong stick and a modicum of resolution may

have saved hirn. Moral absolutists in general though, are in-

variably more prudentÍally minded and rkilling is wrongt is

usually taken to mean 'killing (human beings) is wrong'. It

j-s logical, though not inevitable, that such a justificatory

principle should be extended to the unborn; a moral absolutist

who accepts the extension of this justifícatory principle would

be placed in an uneviable position should hís wife become pregnant

as the result of rape, The standard rejoiner to this is that such

incidents are most unlikely to occur.

Geach 
I b.Ir..res that God has the power to prevent

people beíng put in situations r^'hen they are forced to decíde

between tvro acts, both unacceptable to a moral absolutist:

"....If God is::ational, he does not command the
ímpossible; if God governs all events by his
providence, he can see to it that circumstances
in whÍch a man is inculpably faced by a choice
between forbidden acts do not occur. 0f course
such circLrmstances.... are consistently describ-
able; but Goci's providence could ensure that they
do not in fact arise. .. -" 2

But then a moral absolutist has to have some card up his sleeve.

But the moral notions of most people accept Ehat

nroral rules do mediate between justificatory principles and

particular acts by incorporating exceptions that recognise the

exigencies of human existence; there are occasions when it is

not conventionally considered wrong to 1ie, cheat' steal or kill'

(1)

(2)

P.T. Geach, God and the Soul, London 1969'

Tbid. p. 28 (quoted Rachels p. 349).
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have some limited legal sanction as well, going
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These notions

beyond the

of mercy

of Revol-

efence). In some cases, how-
to doing so, as where a

eals food for his familY is
arge.t' 2

exceptÍons conventionallY made for bona fide cases

killing, self-defence and the 1ike. In 'Principles

utionary Legality'1 E.k.luar cormnents,

"The question.... arises whether it is possible
to conceive of principles according to v¡hich príma
facie illegal acts maY be sought to be justified.
It appears that such PrincíP les do exist and can

be applied even to override the enacted law of an

effective legal sYStem. One (example) is drawn from
the principles of sentencing offenders' In the vas-u

maj ority of cases in which a court finds a mitigat-
Íng factor it cannot be said that the Presence of
that factor ustj,fies the offence (ín the same way

âsr for example, self-d
ever, it rnay come near
penniless Person who st
given an absolute disch

Our ordinary moral notions also accept that much

social life would be manifestly unpleasant r.rere we unable to

resort to trvhite liest r,¡hich are, nevertheless, lies. Few v¡ou1d

consÍder it heinous for a man to compliment hís wife wearing

a nevJ dress even though it be far from his o\¡rrl personal ehoice'

Appeals to have actions subsumed under admitted

exceptions to moral rules aïe generally likely to succeecl where

it can be shovm that it was necessary or desirable to have Per-

formed the prima facie morally reprehensible act, where the ex-

c.jption sought is not merely in onets oum favour, and in certain

cases, \^,i'ìere the exemption is not being sought inconsistently'

But each case will require its ovm particular assessment.

<il .t.M. Eekelaar, 'Principles of Revolutionary Legality',
Oxford Essavs In Jurisprudence, 2nd Series'ed' A'I{'B'

in
Simpsont

0xf or:d,

l2) rbjd.
1973.

p. 38.
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Part 11: Su¡mnary

I have claimed that moral rules have certain distínct-

ive features vizz

(1) they are perhaps best, if oddly, described as con-

ditional a príorÍ statements. However expressed

e.g. 'Lyingts wrong!t, they can always be shovrn to

be vulnerable to counter-example, but not all state-

ments v¡hich might be construed as 'moral principles'

are analytic and can be so correlated. tOne ought to

do the greatest goodt would surely be regarded as a

moral principle but Ít vrould seem odd, as I have

already suggested, to say tOne ought generally to do

the greatest goodt. The point here is : ¡¿hat is the

greatest good e.g. what looks to be the immediate

greatest good as against a I greatest good I in the

long run.

(II) due to their partial analytie content it is clear

that there is no one person or body of persons who

can be said to have the authority to change them.

They are, however, subject to change or r¡odifícation

as a result of their conditional status; firstly' bY

a possible extension e.g. in the case of 'killingt to

cover classes of people or species not perhaps prev-

iously comprehended, and secondly by the possibility

of additional exceptions being included under any par-

ticular rule.
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(rrr) they cannot be eroded or effectívely rnodified by

exceptions, which may Ëhe fate of other kinds of

ruIes. Exceptions Èo them do not constitute ano-

malies.

(IV ) there l-s no distinctíon in them betr¡een exceptions

rvhlch are paït of any partícular rule, and deserving

cases. There is nothÍng to a rule having an eiceptíon

but this is a different matÈer enÈirely' I have claim-

ed this feature to be a sufficient condition of sone-

thing being a moral ru1e. All other grounds tested

prorred, witÌ'r one exception, universalizability, to be

only necessary conditionsr at best.

(v) they mediate betr,¡een justíficatory (analytic) prin-

ciples and particular acts, thus taking aceount of

the exigencies of the world. The analytic componerit

does not aPpear to do any work, but can justify clear

cut cases and assist in hard cases by reminding us of,

ín ìlillts wordsr"the manner in which it will be least

perilous to actrt.

llut moral rules, whatever their utility' and

hove-ver they nay be used as a supPressed major premiss in a

piece of nroral reasoning, neither exhaust that mÒr¿I;prOeeSí'or eval-

uation. Otl'rer possibilities exist.
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Part 12 : Moral Motivation

In comrnentíng on Kantrs argumenÈs against Ëhe poss-

ibility of theocentric ethics lt7i11iams1 characterises Kant I s

attitude as being that 'rnothing motivated by prudential con-

siderations can be genuinely moral action; genuinely moral act-

ion must be motivated by the consideration that it ís morally

rÍght and by no other consíderation at all."2 He points out

that two questions about morality and motivatÍon are raised by

this argument. Firstly, whether motivation is either moral or

prudential, these options being exhaustive, and secondly r^¡hether

a polícy or outlook may not be moral and at the same time prud-

ential, in other words whether the dj-stinction is exclusive.

Certainly some distinction must be drarnm, but where? The sel-

fish man who gives money to famine relief does so rightly, even

if his motír¡e was for his own reputation and not the relief of

famine, But this is better than some purely selfish action, for

famine may be relieved. I{e may not morall approve of the agent

(while approving of the act) while not r^rithholding some approval

of him. Here \rrillÍams makes a crucíal point:

". . . if we insist that to act morally is essentially
to act from a moral motivation we may well be tempted
to add to that the innocuous-looking proposition that
al1 that can matter from a moral point of view is that
people should act morally, and then eonclude(rightly,
from those premises) that from the moraÌ point of view
any t\ùo situations of self-interested motivation are
índistinguishable, and iÈ must be impossible from the
moral point of view to prefer one to the other.r'3

Bernard l.lilliams,
Ibid. p. 79.

Ibid. p. 81.

(r)
(2)

(3)

Morality, Penguin Books, I972.
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I^Ihat is the point then of withholdíng moral

approval of the self-interested donor to charity? tr{ith what

motivations are his to be contrasted? Principle: doing it

because one thinks one ought to: that is one. Williams suggest

that some, like Hume, "have emphasized the contrast with doing

something because one cares disinÈerestedly about the situation

which onets actions are supposed to alter or cares about the

other people involved".l !trilliams contrasts Kantrs notion of

acting on principle with Humest more psychologically plausíbIe

emphasis on sympathy and feelings for other peoplets situations,

and suggests that "it introduces a similarity between the sorts-

of reasons one has for doing things for others, and the sorts

of reasons one has for doing them for oneself"? ,o care about

anotherts pain is an extension of caring about onets oum; the

second is a necessary condition of the first. There is certainly

nothíng implausible in suggesting thaË a person who is concerned

about others may not be reasonably concerned about himself.

hlilliams suggests that to Kant thís is a problem "Since to acÈ

with regard to onets own interests, in a straightforward way,

is to act from a kind of motive which has nothíng to do with

morality at all and. is indeed alien to ít".2 Kant ís therefore

obliged to introduce an "absurd apparatus" 3 of duties to one-

self, recognition of whích licenses one to do for moral reasons

some of the thíngs one v¡ould be disposed to do in any case. The

decisive polnt in all this is that an exhaustive disjunction betw-

I{illiams, Tbid. pp.

Ibíd., p.82.
Ibid. p.83.
Ibid. p. 83.

(1)

(2)

(3 )

(4)

81-82.
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een moral and prudential reasons for acting leaves uneXplained

therrmotÍve" of those who do things for others, to theír ovm

disadvantage, however slight, out of lover respect, admiration,

or just because they are kín. Their motive is not 'moËalt

Ín any strict sense, neither is ít prudentíal, nor even in-

cIÍnational.

And there are other dimensions of appraisal; it

would be a mistake to confuse the rightness of an action and

the merit of perf ormíng it. I,tre generally tend to hold that

there is more merít ín an action or that more praíse ís deserv-

ed wÌren it is done in the face of strong disinclination, as in

giving aid to an enemy when our inclination is Èo deny it' And

a good action ís, so often, one that suits the particular cir-

cumstances, having tirerefore a degree of uniqueness about it'

No sense of formal consistency by itself wil1, of iËself'

ilake an action tgoodt in any complete serlse. "hrhat gives moral

\ralue to ar¡. action is often the spirit in wl'¡ich the action is

clone as much as the actual action itself. Speakíng the Èruth in

a spirit of enmiËy or malice is certainly morally inferior to

what St. Paul calls speaking the truth in love"'1 And again

there at-e acts of supererogation which may combine both moral

rnd aestlìetic elements which are difficult to isolate.

(I ) Hilliarn Lillie 
'

An Introduction to

Paperbacks, ìfethuen, L966, P. 130

Ethics , LohdÒn, UnÍvers itY
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CHAPTER 2

Part I : I,rlarnock On Rules In General .

I^Ihat is it, Inlarnock asks, f or a rule to I exíst I ,

for there to be a rule? Some persons and institutions have a

fairly clear authoriÈy to make rules; and in such cases rules

texistr, provided of course, that they have not been subsequent-

ly abrogated or - perhaps, a less clear matter - allowed by

desuetude to become a dead letter.

Now there may be, for example, rules of golf made

by uncontested authority which nevertheless are seldom, or

perhaps never, complied with - a great many' probably, of which

many golfers are una\^rare - but some also which ordinary players

take the view that they need not comply with. In this sense,

then, one mayracceptt a rule - that is, admit that it ís a rule

and even that there ought Èo be such a rule - and yet thi-nk,

consistently and reasonably, that one need not comply with it.

i^Iarnock allows that it would be restrictive and

un::ealistic to hold that Èhat only is a rule r,¡hich is properly

made by some authoritative rule-making body or person. lIe must

admit, it seems, that there are rules which no rule-maker has

ever made; and it is a separate question what the texistencel

of these consists in.

A rmader rule has an exÍstence which is largely

Índependent of what people in general either think or do. If

properly maderthen the rule rexistsrrwhether people know there

is such a ruIe, and do not comply with itr or even do not think
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of their behaviour as either complying with or contravening

that ruler. But what of tunmadet rufes?

The existence of such rules rnighÈ be presupposed

in descriptions of and in criÈical attiÈudes towards certaín

behaviour; in such cases Ëo admit the rexistencer of such rules

would be to accept the descríption and critical attitudes r¡hich

presuppose them.

Is the wearing of black ties with dinner jackets

a rule? No, argues Warnock: non-compliance does not evoke

tìre right critical attitude. The wearing ofr sâYr a red tíe

ç,ou1d be regarded as unusual rather th.an incorrect dressing.

He admiÈs that the boundaríes are a bit hazy, but "it does seem

reasonable to suggest that certai¡r behaviour is not to be re-

garded as in breach of a rule if it simply is, and is sirnply

regarded as, unusu.1....".1 rf it is thought there is a rule

then there mUSt be some likelihood of adyerse críticÍsm of such

behar¡iour as would eonstituËe (assumíng no special justification)

a breach of the rule. Thus r*re know ¡^¡hat it is for a rule to

exist .

Is one then, conplying with a rule if one tregularly'

acts in a certain manner with, in addition, the thought that:

people should so act ? If. I never go out without an umbrella

(in England!) and perhaps think Ëhat others ought to do the same,

am I complying with a rule? No - in taking the umbrella I am

simply doing something which I think is a good thing to always

do, and if I criticize those who donft,I will merely mention

(1) I{arnock, G.J. 'the obSect of }foralityr, }lethuen & co. Ltd. '
1973, p.45.
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what I think is the very good reason without doing anything

that looks like complying wíth a rrule'.

If I, ignorant of the rules of Cricket, see that

there is criticism if not exactly six balls are bowled from

one end and then six from another; and if I see that r¿hen a

fast bowler is replaced by a slow bowler, some players previous-

ly placed near the bowler are not moved further away there is

also críticism, I will be right in assuming that in the first

case the players are following a rufe and wrong in the second.

The tmoralt, accordíng to \nlarnock, Ís that there is no aPparent

¡eed to make a rule if there is reason to anticipate that people

are going to act as if the rule, if superfluously made, ¡+ou1d

pr-escribe that they should do; there r^'i11 be no need to make a

rule requiring that to be done which people see good Ieason

fol doing an)'\:ùay. If people regularly act in a certain way

because they think there is always a good reason to do so, then

it v¿il1 be inappropriate to suggest that they do so in complíance

wÍth a rule.

One might object here that "there r^'i11 be no need

to make a riule requíring that to be done ¡^¡hich people see good

reason for doing .ryr"y"l is not entirely satisfaetory. r'or

example, a dress rule in for-ce in a club's dining room may be

instituted to ensure that everyone, including visitorsr must

dress in a certain way e.g. wear jackets and ties during the

colder months of the year. It may well be that for occupational

(I) \{arnock, p. 46
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reasons all the male members \¡rear collars and ties at that time

of the year anylTay, but the purpose of the rule is to assist in

ensuríng the preservation of the character of the institution.

Itlhat is it to follow a rule? Warnock tells us

that

"... a person is actíng ín cornpliance with a rule
and hence tthere isr that ru1e, not if he merely
supposes, or iÈ is supposed, that there is good
reason regularly so to act, but rather if he
supposes that he (or one) ig to act in that way,
whether or not i_n every case there is, there and
then, a good reason to do so... . In complying
\,üíth the rule here and uo\ù, he is not merely doing
what he thinks, in the present case, there is good
reason to do. Indeed to hold that there is, and Ëo
be dísposed to appeal to, a rule seems typically
to involve the inclination as it were, to look away
from the merits, if any, of the particular case....rtl

One might interpret this as suggesting that a reason

for acting in such and such a rnray is that the rule so prescribes,

and in the absence of other reasons one would stirl so act; Èhis

is not however, to imply that one would obey the rure whatever

the consequences.

The intuitive appeal of tr{arnockrs notion of what Ít

is to foll-ow a rule may not be as strong as he thinks. Even in

the case of rules which purport to have no discretionary element

e.g. safety regulations, the force of any particular rule may

depend on peer observance, management attitudes, inconvenience

and time involved in taking on and off prescribed equipment,

impediments in working v¡ith such equÍpment, the perceived risk

in ígnoring the rule e.g. the hÍstorÍcar Íncidence of accidents

and their consequences - hospitalisation and lack of compensation -

(1) Warnock, pp. 46 - 41.
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and the Ímminent presence of the appropriate inspection authorí-

ties.

Agaín, a discretionary element may be introduced

for personal reasons. A eompany rule may prescribe thaË security

officers shall demand of all employees the production of an ident-

ifying pass \,rhen entering certain buildings on the companyts

plemises. Technically the managing director is an employee of

the company but whether he is requÍred to show his pass may de-

pend on llis personal dísposition; it rnay not be politíc to demand

such identificatíon.

resídrralIy,

RuIes

aim at

are about drawing boundaries,

having some ttall or nothingrl

different sorts of rul

and should,

character to them,

es. Some willbut there are, after all,

exclude co¡rsideration of any particular case:

t'Some rules of chess, and similar rules of other
games, are neither mandatory norms nor pov¡er-
confering or permissive norms. I am referring Ëo
rules determining the number of players, the essent-
ial properties of the chess board and the number of
pieces etc. Such rules are not norms. They do not
have any normative force because they do not ín them-
selves guide behaviour; they do, however, guide
behavÍour indirectly. They have an indirect nor-
matíve force because they are logically related to
\he other rules of the games which are norms. They
partly determine the interpretation and application
of these norms and for this reason they are regard-
ed as rules of the game." 1

There is, then, in these sorts of rules no discret-

ionarl' element: there are no particuJ.ar cases whose merits we

might be lnclÍned to ignore. And the number of such rules is

considel'able. But what of rules the application of which nec-

essit¿tes the consideration of particular cases? Was that ball

(I) Joseph Raz,
[ìnlvcr s ity

Pr:actical Reasons And Norms
Library, 1975, p. lt7.

London, Hutchinson
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wide? Was the batsman out? ltras that a no-ball? Again, the

number of such rul-es is considerable.

Even legal rules that must surely aim at sorne "a11

or nothi¡rgtt charact.er require consideration as to whether part-

lcuLar cases fall under Ëhem, and sometimes contain a considerable

discretionary element. In some instances citizens are required

to exercise considerable discretion: under the Road Traffic Act

of south Australia I may, íf my vehicle is appropriately placed

at certaín intersections, exercise rny right of way, whích other

drivers are obliged to grant me. But it will depend on the

circumstances of each particular case whether that right of way

is gri-rnted to me. If I insist on exercising it and help to pre-

clpitate a collísion then I can be charged with failíng to exer=

cise cìue care under SecÈion 45 of the Act' hrhose prov:'-sions over-

lide a¡-ry rights I may acquire through any other section of the

legislation. If, then, I follow the rule but disregard the

circumst¿rrìces of any particular case I will be at fault'

In the examples that illustrate this notÍon of

foi-1owÍ¡g a rule, Warnock confuses good manners with protocol.

It is doubtful if the failure to aIlo¡¿ a lady to precede one

throtrgh a door ¡^'ill evoke suffícient critical response for the

lapse to attract tthe right critieal attituder. However, failure

to Hear onets medals above the left breat pocket of onets tunic

will (or at least should evoke the right critical resPonse

sincer åS \{alnock þimself suggests, ttthat is where medals are to

be rorn". l

(I) \rtarnock, p. 47 .
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l^iarnock is then concerned to explain hov¡ the I exist-

encet of an unmade rule is related to compliance with that rule.

If no appropriate rule-following behaviour eveT occurs with an

unnìade rule, could one reasonably hold that the rule exists?

The appropriate behavíour could occur, but what would identífy

ol¡y behaviour as rule breaking? The attitudes of people to-

\,iards that behavíour. I^Ihat people? Eñough people or, perhaps'

in some cases, the right people?

If then I wear a red tie r'¿ith a dinner jacket to a

pri\rate dínner party, the invitation Èo which was endorsed

"dress: blaek tieil and no one comments adversely (perhaps they

are afraid to offend me because I have attained some celebríty)

then an t'unmadet' rule remains unbroken. If I do the same thing

but I arn merely a teenage nephew of the hosÈ, or the friend of a

friend andrsay, the host (surely as rrightt an appropríate PeISon

as one could wish) comments adversely, then an ttunmadet' rule

has been broken.

Llarnock asks "are rules essenËial1y suseeptible of

delíberate change?" and. replíes, "I believe they tt"".1

tMadet rules seem to present no problem. The

authority of some person, or institutionrto make rules seems

inseparable from, indeed to include the authority to amend or

rescind, qualify or supplement them. BuË what of 'unmade' rules?

Since such a rule does not owe iÈs existence Ëo the act of any

specifl-c individual or institution, it is not clear by whose

deliberate decÍsion such a rule could be changed.

(I) Ilarnock, p. 49.
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But thís is only a praetical difficulty: if such

a rule oeres its existence siurply to being "accepted" or recog-

nized', (not necessarily complied with in Practice) by enough

people, or the right people, then ít seems possible in principle'

though perhaps not always in practice, for the rule to be changed

by gerreral agreemenË among these people.

ttThat a rule is not made by anyoners deliberate
act does not. ímply that it cannot in that way
be changed. t'r

hhat ís meant here by "essentially susceptible of

cleliberate change?" The rules of arithmetic are not rules suscePt-

ible of change, so his proposal seems defeated at the outset; but

thÍs would be an inadequate response because Warnock is considering

ttntan made rulestt, even ín the CaSe Of ttunmade rulesttthat are nOÈ

"ulade by anyonets deliberate act". Clearly lJarnock does not mean

the "Iogical possibilityil of changing a rule, which is merely to

vierv the argument from one remove and is vacuous. Can he mean

that it is empirically possible to change a rule? This tells us

Ilttle about urhat a rule is, since the empirical possibility of

chalrging a rule is, surely, merely a matter of the consistency of

srrch an occurrence with Èhe lav¡s of nature. There seems no reason

why such an occurrence is inconsistent r^¡ith, for example, the laws

of mechanics, buÈ how can such an apparently remote poínt eluci-

clûte ,*,hat a rule Ís, or the force of "essentiallyt'?

I shall assume, therefore, Èhat it is a much narro\¡I-

er sense of ttpossibility" that l^Iarnock intends: to change a rule

nìeans (something like): that a rule be changed by a society that

aclheres to ít is consistent with all the relevant facts about that

(I) Narnock, p. 50.
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society. Let us call that historical possibility and suppose

I,Jarnock to be saying that it i.s cl-early historically possible

to change a rule.

Before considering l,rlarrrockrs assumption that ttthe

authoríty of some person or some body or institution to make

rules seems inseparable from, indeed to include the authority to

amend or rescind, qualify or supplement thern"l we musÈ consíd.er

what degrees of dífficulty may be occasioned in changÍng rules.

Let us consider an example of rrMan - codifiedtt

rules that have remained unchanged for eight centuries. The

t
Shulchan Aruch,- the moral and technical code which is the

basis of the Orthodox Jewish Law, stem from centuries of un-

written tradition but were edited and published in the tr^relfth

century A-D. Sínce their publication they have been considered

The Authority on Orthodox Je¡¡ish Law and there has never existed

any administratíve 'machíneryr for their alteration, nor has this

ever been contemplated. i^Ihat may be ealled 'liberalt as opposed

to Orthodox Judaísm, is the result of congregations of Jews who

have refused to regard them as binding. Based on and regarded

as "proven bytt the Bib1e, the Shulchan Aruch are not, however,

recorded in the Bible as Godrs r¿il1 and are not, therefore sus-

ceptible to the argument that they are the product of a divine

law giver.

The Shulchan Aruch has never been altered, rescinded

or portions of it deleted; it is regarded as unalterable,

Warnock, p. 49.

I am indebted to Rabbi Jeffrey A. Kahn of the Temple Shalon,
Líberal Jewish Congregation of SA Inc. for assistance in
this matter.

(1)

(2)
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accepted as an integral and essential part of Orthodox Jev¡ish

1ife, a¡rd has survived seven centuríes of exigencies.

If we regard as a "first" degree of difficulty

rules that, say, merely require a majority of people to effect

theír change, then we might regard the Shulchan Aruch as a

"second" degree of difficulty: its adherents have no desire

to change the laws, have exhibited no such desire for a períod

of time which might be regarded as "social probability'r, and

in any event there is no "machineryttto effect such a change.

This is not however, to deny the possibility that OrÈhodox Jevrs

níght somelìo\,f be induced to convene a Sanhedrin to effect changes.

Let us take the Constitutions of the States of

Western Australia and Tasmania as examples of a t'thirdt' degree of

diffículty. Under the provisions of the Constitution of I¡Iest-

ern Australia the Legislative Council retains the ríght to "re-

fuse supply" and, unlike the federal Senate, iL cannot be forced

into double díssolution if it denies the money to the Government.

Under the Statets constitution it is impossible to resolve a

dispute between the Upper and Lower Houses; the Legislative

Council can use its blocking vote for as long as it likes. The

Council cau reject any proposal Put to it, and the Government

can do notfiing. Indeed, under the SËa'ters Constitution the only

parli-amentaÐreform that must go to referenduu is a reduction

in the number of parlamentarians. Even here the Legislative

Council has the final say in I'hether a referendum is held. It

may be noted thaÈ the State of Tasmania has also no formal mach-

inery for resoLving a deadlock in the legislature.
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The only possibility of effecting change to

possible situations of deadlock appears to be in altering the

politicat composition of the Upper Houses in these states. In

both these states then there is no formal machinery for resolv-

ing deadlocks bet¡^reen the two houses, and how the (absence of

such) rules in these cases is "essentially susceptible of change'l

is a matter which is surely Llarnockts onü-q.-j to resolve.

Let us no\^r consider the force of l4larnockr s assumpt-

ion that in case of rmadet rules, t'the authority of some person

oI Some body or instítution to make rules seems inseparable from,

índeed to inclucle the authority to amend or rescind, qualify oI

supplement them".l Here, he appears to have ignored the problems

associated with changes to, and the interpretation of, written

constitutions.

hrarnockrs ínsouciance no doubt reflects the ínsul-

arity of the British, whose constitution is unwritten and r,¡hose

laws are made by a Parliament whích enjoys today substantíaIly

the power attribute-d to it by Blackstone in the eighteenth cent-

ury: "It can in sho::t do everything that is not naturally imposs-

ible". ParlÍament is sovereign in the Brítish Constitutions ín

Èhe lega1 sense that it can make or unmake any laws and no body

or court has power to set aside or override its legislation. It

can overrule the decisions of the Courts and protect guilty pers-

ons from legal punfsltment by Act of Indemnity. Even the House

of Lords sitting as a court of appeal cannot override the prov-

isions of Acts of l,arliament. Neither ís there any body which

can dispute soverefgnlty with Parliament,

(1) Inlarnock, p, 49 ,
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But these Po\¡Iers are enjoyed neither, for example,

by the Australian ParliamenÈ or the Uníted States Congress.

Although these legislatíve bodies have power to make rules on

a vast range of subjects they do not have the Porùer to make any

rule they choose on every such subject.l Thus we see thaË the

most impoltant responsibility of the United States Supreme Court

is to inÈerpret the Constitution of the United States. In dis-

charging that responsibility the Court may find it neeesaâlyt-to

nu11ífy Statutes or even Acts of Congress as violative of Ëhe

Const itut ion.

The basíc theory on which the American practice of

judícia1 r-eview is based may be summarísed as follows: the written

Constitutíon is a superÍor law, subject Ëo change only by an

extraordinary legislative plocess involving both Congress and

the States, and, as such, superior to conmon and statutory law.

The powers of the several departments of govelnment are lÍmited

by the terms of the Constitution. The judges are expected to

enforce the provisíons of the Constitution as the higher law and

to refuse to give effect to any legislative act or execuÈíve order

ln conflict therewith. Thus, for example, Federal tax statutes

have occasionally been held to conflicË with constitutional guar-

antees. A federal tax on persons engaged in the i|Iegal business

of ganrbling r,ras held by the Court in 1968 to compel self-incrim-

fnation, and in 1971 the same conclusion vlas reached as Ëo the

maríjuifna transfer tax act which required that the names of all

persons paying the tax be turned over to law enforcement agencies.

(l) The United States Constitutional System is further complicated
by tlre Presidentts power to initiate legíslation' which Con-
gress may weII accept.
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Ironically, judicial review is not mentioned in

the Corr.stitution itself. The immediate source of the doctrine

ls a decision of Chief Justice John Marshall in 1803,1 although

Alexander Hamilton in No. 78 of The Federalist2 had argued strong-

ly in favour of judÍcial review, an argument from which Marshall

borrowed. A not dissÍmilar notíon of judÍcíal review is inplicít

in tl-re Australian Constitution.

It is not difficult to assemble remÍnders about the

"covenant" - like notion engendered by written const.itutions or

the difficulties associated with their alteration. Thus on the

proposal for a constitutional amendment to require a balanced

budget, the New Yorker remarked,

tt.... rvhatever current opiinrÍonmay be, future
opiníon on the question is almost certain to
change.... By contrast to this changeable
goal of economic policy, the Constitution of the
UniÈed States ís the fundamental political agree-
ment among Amerícans - an agreement thaÈ binds to-
gether not only living citizens but also past and
future generatíons. And a constitutional amend-
ment, by altering that agreement, is the single
most solemn political action that one generation
can takett. 3

The nearly ten year (unsuccessful) campaign (the period required

for the amendment to be considered by the State legislatures) to

have an Equal Rights Amendment added to the United States Const-

Itution serves to illustrate thís poínt.

(1)

(2)

In the case of I'larbury v. Madison. I. Cranch,

London,

( 1803 )

f isher

t37

The Federalist , ed. Henry Cabot Lodge,

Unr'Ín, 1888, pp. 482-49L.

(3) The New Yorker, August 2, L982, p. 25.

T
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section r28 of the Austrarian constitutionl speci-

fies the sole manner in which it may be altered, and this re-

quires, that, "Íf in a majority of the SËates a majority of the

electors voting apProve the proposed law, and if a majoríty of

all the electors also approve the proposed law' it shall be

presented to the Governor-General for the Queents assenttt' This

is certaínly an irnpediment to change'

otlrercountrieshavefargreaterdifficulty:in

discussíng'the question of extradition of IRA terrorists from

the lrísh Republic (in f979) Blackwood's Magazine remarked'

". '.. the lrísh Republic has a wrítten constitution'
and Irish Judges, far from slrmpathetic to terrorísm'
lnvariably find that extradition for politically
rnotÍvated crimes is unconstÍtutional' To change

thewrittenconstitutíon'everronsucÏrminormatt-
ers as adoption law and university reptesentation
in the Senate, requires a referendum"'

In hls assumptions about the authority of rule-

making bodies I'larrrock has apparently taken as paradigmatic

bodies that have sovereign authority' In the case of countries

with written constitutionsr as we have seen, the authority to

legislate is strbject to judicial revier¡ and is in some cases

r-ecommendatory only i.e. the Parliament may agree to legíslate

subject to approval by leferendum' I do not deny that bodies

bound by wrltten constitutions, whether they be parliaments'

social or sporting clubs or the like have considerable legis-

lative pohrers, but to assert that this Pol¡¡er is usually sovereign

is mistaken, alld for that reason !trarnockts assumption is dubious

63 & 64 Victoria, Chapter 12, a British Act of Parliament'(1)

(2) Blackwoodts Magazine Volume 326, November 1979, P' 445'
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because it suggests that this power may be exercised wíthout

any ttoutsidett approval-,

It ls clear f rom the foregoing that l,trarnock's

assumptions about the authority of rule-making bodies Ís suspect,

and his belief that man made rules aïe "essentially susceptible of

del-iberaÈe change" Ís to be viewed with suspicion.

And r,¡hat of tturrmade rulestt? Here llarnock is on

fírmer grounds, and for reasons which are explored in my con-

sjderation of R.G. Treyts counÈer examples against l,trarnockts

clafms about the essential characteristic of rules.
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Part 2 : I{arnock On Moral Ru1es.

ì{arnockr s discussion of rules is intended as a

preliminary to his discussion of Rule Utilitarianism. Are there

moral rules? If there are not, then he wíll have shovm that "the

Rule-UtÍlitarian theory of morality cannot possibly be correct".l

\^Iarnockts attempt to show the inadequacy of rule-

utilitarianism by legislating against the existence of moral
)

rules ls a curious enterprise, since his ornm moral ttdispositions"-

v¡ould like1y be unworkable without something analogous. Surely
?

it would have been suffícienË to show, as Margolis," among others,

has done, Èhat act-and-rule uti-litarianísm cannot be sharply dist-

inguished.

He contends that in some sense there are made moral

rules: there are cases in which people have or are assumed to

have, authority over other people of a sort that extends to con-

cern for their moral well being; and one way in which such an

auÈhorfty may be exercised is in the making of rules on matters

of morality; in short, moral rules, Suitable candidates for

moral authority are popes, teachers and parents. I,Jarnock suggests

that, by analogy, one might be said to make moral rules for one-

self : thotrg}r I have no authority over Èhe conduct of others, it

seems that I could always tmake it a ruler for myself that I am

not to do this or that; and sometimes such a rule r,¡ou1d be a moral

rule.

50.

86-87.

\¡a1ues and ConducÈ, Oxford University Press,

(1)

(2)

(3)

lnlarrrock,

I,Jarrrocl<,

Margolls,
1971, pp.

p

pp

J

r6l 66.
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I^Iarnock maíntains that moral rules in this sense

are of no great importance; if they are, this is purely accÍd-

ental or at any rate eontingent. A man who has moral vier¡s

and tries to live up to them does not necessarily make rules

for hÍmself in seeking to do so.

t'... I may abstain frorn seeing, sayr pornographic
filrns, not because I have trnade it a rulet to keep
away from such things, but merely because I regul-
arly judge iË to be morally \¡/rong not to do so.
I do not need, as it !r7ere, to make a ru1e, if I
am any!{ay going to see, and to be duly moved by,
moral reasons for doing what the rule would enjoin
me to do.ttl

Under what círcumstances, then, r.tould one make a

moral rule for oneself? Only in cases where the flesh is weak?

An ímmoral or amoral person is hardly likely to make moral ru1es,

and if avoíding temptation is the criterion might such rules be

not as much prudential as moral? I^larnock leaves the matter un-

resolved.

It is true that people have the eapacity to indulge

in private moral legislation and perhaps do so not infrequently.

I{e might call such legíslation 'moral regímens', complementary

to the physical regimens people choose: "Montgomery has several

rules for keeping himself on the razor-edge of fitness. For one

thÍng, he told me, he refuses absolutely to do any work after

d1nner.... . He saíd that two other basic rules govern his be-

haviour. First, never \,rorïy. Secondr never bother with de-

?
talls....tt.-

l,larnock, p .

John Gunther,

51

Flieht Into DanAer,

(1)

(2)

Robertson, 1942, p. 1-92.

Sydney, Angus and
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Warnock suggesËs that the moral rules "made" by

are t'non-fundamentaltt because behind such rules,

If thereany, must be reasons for their existence.

is a rmadef moral rule proscribingr say contraception, then it

ís the practice of contraceptÍon that is morally lrrong, and the

"fundamental question is then as to the merits of the judgurent".l

The question of moral righË or r^rrong cannot stop at any made

rule since the further question in this case - as to the merits

of the rule - ís itself a quest.ion about moral ríght or LTrong.

The tmoral rulest of whích l^Iarnock wrítes are at

varíance with the rmoral rulesr distinguished in Chapter 1 on

several grounds. Firstly, Inlarnockrs rmoral rulest are rnan rnade

whereas, as \"¡e have seen, no one is authorised to make moral

ru1es. Secondly, and complementary to their man made character,

they ean come into, and go out of, existence, at clearly identif-

lable times; various Protestant sects have had, for a tíme,

proiribitions about dancing on the gnound that it encouraged

contact between young people in their formatíve years which

could lead to all sorts of 'sinfulr behaviour. Thirdly, such

rules must have an all- or noÈhing character about them or hypo-

crisy will result; the ministerrs daughter is as bound as any

of hÍs young parishioners. I propose to call the Inon-fundament-

alt moral rules suggested by l{arnock, moral rulings.

Warnockrs suggestion that moral trulest made by

authority are non-fundamental because behind them, as behind any

rules, must be reasons for their existence, is in anticipation of

(I) Warnock, p.52.
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an argument for the 'dispensabilityr of moral ruLes.

Warnock asks whether the existence of a rule

makes the practice of contraception morally wrong or whether the

rule rather pïoscrlbes the practice because it is antecendently

and independently taken to be r.lrong. If one asks whether a Ia\,I

makes speeding íllegal or rat.her proscribes what is anyway taken

to be illegal, the reply would be that if there wasn't a law

speeding might be objectionable but not illegal, so that ít is

the rule that makes it illegal. Does then the moral rule against

contraception make it morally wrong?

This is an unfortunate example for trJarnock to choose

since it is by no means aPparent to anyone ¡¿ho does not accept

Roman Catholic doctrine that contraception is morally hr-rong.

hlarnockt S Suggest ion that , in the ..matter of contracept ion r the

question of moral right or $rrong cannot stop at the rule itself

since the further question as to the merits of the rule itself

is, itself, a question about right or wrongr contrasts with moral

judgments whích are applications of moral rules. In the latter

case it is not a question as to the correctriess of the ru1e,

but as to whether the judgment has correctly comprehended the

normal operation of the rule and the full extent of the exceptÍons

comprehended under it'

Boyce Gibsonts observatíons seem accurately to

capture the unique nature of moral rules :

t'... we have to learn v¡hat we ought to do'using
and respecting precedent... in the disce-rnment
of our moral duty in our own particular cases'
That fs the specifically moral attitude
It 1s flexible and exploratory... directed to
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ptrticular sÍtuations and not to typical situat-
ions. ... moral discernment is something whích
gro\^'s J-n scope and subtlety and is not the appli-
catfon of a law which leaves no room for growth
of any kind",1

Consideringthenotionthatmoralrulesareanalog_

ous to legal rules, I,Jarnock SugBests Èhatttthis Seems to make

the question whether X is morally \dtong wholly a matter of the

way people think about X".2 But, he says, surely this is un-

palatable: one night be inclined to insist that the use' sâY,

of torture just is rnor-ally wrong. It seems paradoxical to

suggest that thc \^7r-ongne ss in general of some way of behaving

could consist solely Ín peoplets viewing it in a certain manner.

Ifwecolìsiderthatbeingmorally\'rrongisnotËo

be compared wíth being illegal but rather with being obj ect-

ionable, then \^re can say that just as speeding is objectíonable

because it is dangerous, whether oI not the law proscribes itt

so the use of torl-ure just is morally r'Trong whether people re-

gard ít as a brcach of a rule or not.

Lrlarnockreaches\^Thatseemstobethecorrectcon-

elusion, Èhat torture is morally w-rong, but he has laid down

no foundation from which such a view might be deríved, other

than peoplers noral feelings. Torture may be morally rePugnant'

but is lt ever ¡¡cceptable? \{trat are the linits of moral

acceptabilÍty frr any parÈicular case? If one is to justify

torture, apart from a purely ttoperational" sense, the appeal

is for the iltclusfon of onets conduc¡ in one of the exceptions

that mlght be a<lmÍtted to a rnoral rule: mosË peoPle would be

(l ) Boyce G jìrson, 'Reason

No. l, l'lir¡' 1967, PP.
(2) Na::noclt, ì). 58.

in Practicer,
lr-12.

AJP, Vol . 45 ,'
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surely willing to admit that torturing a terrorist for infor-

mation is morally preferable to doing nothing to discover where

he has hidden the bomb that may destroy a city and many of its

inhabltants.

The difficulty, in üIarnock's víew, is that we have

lost a possíbly attractive assimilation of morality to 1aw and

made this sort of talk of rnoral rules look t'ernpÈy and redundant"

This is because moral rules "do not. . . fígure in the conceptual

role of elucidatíng what it is for something to be morally
2

wrong".- They do not, in other words, alter the behavioural

status of that which ís deemed to fall under their purview.

Because a moral rule is not accompanied by any appartus of

detection and deterrence, there is nothing to deter or deflect

a person from an immoral practíce (I,rrarnock sticks wiÈh contra-

cePtion) that is not already present in the appreciation, if he

has it, that the practice is morally \,rrong. Critical attitudes

to\^rards his conduct need not be evoked by breach of the moral

ru1e, the conduct itself will do just as well. In a legal

matter there is a difference betvreen thinkÍng that a species

of conduct is objectíonable and that ít is contrary to a law;

if in a moral matter it is uncertain whether certain conducË

is wrong, what difference could there be in supposÍng that it

is corrtrary to a moral rule?

Moral rules, on this showingt appear to be super-

fluous.

1

Warnock,

rbÍd.
p. 58.

p. 59.

(1)

(2)
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I,Jarnock ignores the fact that employing moral

rules requires people to artículate not merely moral feelings

hut a¡auments for and against Ëhe inclusion of behaviour either

under the relevant rule- or the admitted exceptions comprehended

under that rule. It is not denied that some of these arguments

may be "consequentialistrr ín character, but this does not nec-

essarily violate the integrity of the parËicular rule.

\,rhat is it , \,,Iarnock asks, to have a moral view?

Perhaps to hold a moral view just is to recognise a rule. Tf

I accept as a rule Inever do Xt, I must have some reason for

accepting it as a moral rule. I{hat could that reason be but

the view that to do X Ís actually morally wrong? But to hold

that \¡iew cannot be to accept that rule; to hold the view is

to have a reason for aecepting the rule. But why accept the

rule? If I hold and act on the víew itself what is there for

the rule to do?

Warnock argues that the only reason for accepting

as a ¡ule 'never do Xr is the view that to do X is morally wrong

ancl if I accept the vier¡ why bother to hold the rule? But what,

one nray ask, is the content of this formal rule? If ít is a

personal moral rule then indeed l^Iarnock himself has argued

that. it 1s unnecessary. But let us assume that l^Iarnock is re-

ferrlng to coûìmonIy accepEed moral rules e.g. rkilling is gen-

erolly wrong'. I may hold that thÍs is a moral view without

the sJ-ightest reflection about its ramífications as a rule-

Thcn one day I am forced to take another human life, perhaps in

self def ence. Irtren justifying my action, T will , albeit un-
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r^ríttingly, appeal to a recognised exceptÍon comPrehended under

the rule tkilling other people is wrong'. I will, in other

\¡rords, be employing the ru1e.

The 'dispensability' of a moral rule may be appro-

priate in the case of personal tmoral rulesr, a subjeeË which,

as \de have seen, l,larnock tïeats superficially and ambiguously.

But it would obtuse to argue that because people have moral

vlews there is nothing for tmoral rules' to do. The value of

moral rules lies in the fact that they provide standards, the

justification for behavÍour constituting departures from which

has to be provided by appealing to the recognised exceptions

comprehended under the rules - showing that such and such a

behaviour falls within the class of exceptions so comprehended -

or by arguing for the adoptíon of an exception not previously com-

prehen<ìed. Conversely it is possible to criticise behaviour by

appealing to a molal rule, the importance of which is generally

apprehended.

Sur:ely hrarnockr s o!üTI moral ttdispositionstt , e. 8.

1

non-deceptíonr* will- only work by the adoption of some rules

analogous in their operation. To adopt a principle of "non-

deeeptlon" is to say (something líke) "Deception ís \trong" and

thls may indeed bear shades of meaning and ntrances beyond mere

untr-uth and mis::ePresentation; but how are \^7e to draw the bound-

arles and codify t|e test cases Without some argument and ex-

pÌoration of our intuitions in this matter? How are rl7e to reach

pubtíc agreement on çhat constitutes deception and non-deception?

(1) l,larnock, pp. 86-87 .
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1As R.E. Ewin observes

"A rule generally requiring me to be just still
leaves questions about who or what has claims to
just treatment' A question such as tDoes this man

have a claim to just treatment from me (given thaË
he has, in the pasË' shoqm no signs of considering
justíce in his relations with me or anybody else)
1", I take it, obviously a moral question...." 2

W¿rrnock continues with cricket: if I think that

the captain of a fielding side should use his faster bowlers in

the beginning and act and advise accordingly, there is no need

to talk about a rule. It is not a rule of cricket that fast

bowlers should open and it is not a personal rule - I do ít, like

the umbrella carrier, for what I consider to be good reasons.

There is nothing here that ca1ls for description or explanation;

my views and acLions are sufficiently accounted for by the reas-

ons I can prorride when the issue arises. No doubt there are

occasions r¡here I could be persuaded to agree that opening wíth

fast bowlers nriBht not be the most appropriate thing to do.

Wilatwouldbedifferentifaruleurereinvolved?

He invites us to consider an actual rule of crickeË - that six

balls, no less and ¡o more, aïe to be delivered from each end in

turn. The rul.e ís unambiguous and umpires enforce it, not be-

because thecause on all occasions it seems best to do so, but

rule specifÍes 1t ls to be done.

"hllr.ct the rule does, iu fact, is to exclude from
prnctical consideration the partieular merits of
partl-ctrlar cases, by specifying in advance what is
to be clone, whatever the circumstances of particular
cases may be.rr 3

(1) R.E. Ewítr, Co-opera
Press, 1 98 2.

Ewin, p, ?-9 .

Warnoch, l). 65.

(2)

(3)

tion And Hunan \¡alues, Sussex, The Harvester
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True enough, but if this was the intention of

every rule of the game, íË would be unplayable. There are, it

is true, rules thatå11 into Warnockrs convenient category -

how many balls in an over, how many men in a side, appropriate

clotl-ring etc. But what of the mattels that cannot be anticipated

in advance? I^lill the umpires a1low an appeal against the light?

Does some particular piece of play constitute t.b.w. or not?

This must depend on the circumstances of each particular case.

But Llarnock \,Jants Ëo use this example to exempt

morality from the sphere of rules. He admits that it can be shor"n

empíríca1ly that some people do follow moral rules, but should,

i.e. does this have to, occur? His notion of following a rule

reappears:

"... to follow a rule... is... as it vrere to turn
away from consideration of the particular merits
of particular cases; and it does not aPpear that'
in the sphere in whích moral jridgment ís exercised,
there is any particular consideration to justify
doing so". I

Shortly after he says,

"In the sphere of moral judgment... there is no
special need, as in the case of public legal or
political institut.ions, for uniformity and pred-
fctability of operationr'. 2

I^Ie should notice in this context the position of

tl-re moral absolutist e.g. one who belíeves that lying is always

hrrong, whatever the circumstances. The moral absolutist appears

to have insuperable difficulties in conflict cases i.e. if it is

absolutel1z $'roDg to do A in any circumstances and also wrong Ëo

Warnock, p. 66.

Ibid. pp. 66-67.

(1)

(2)
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do B in any circumstances and he is faced with the choice between

doing A and B, when he must do somethíng, and there are no other

alternatives open. For this and other reasons 1 I t"3ect moral

absolutism aS untenable and contrary Ëo most peopler s moral

notions.

Let us look at the t'requirementt' of uniformity and

predictabilíty. A Ministeï of the croum may, for instance, take

action under a statutory rule that permits the making of ex g¡atia

pa)rments, the qualíficatory wording perhaps being no more than,

"r,here the Minister considers it appropriate the Minister may. . . "

and there could be some subsidiary regulation 1 imiting the amount

to be paíd to any one indivídual in any financial year; indeed

limiting the amount to be paid to any particular class of per-

sons in arìy one year. Now following a rule such as the above

may consist of supplying values to X (c1ass of person) and Y

(payment) as the particular circumstances are thought to \"/arrant'

having regard to precedent, political sensitivities, etc' etc'

How can (and why should) this be assimilated to

some simpler bureaucratíc model whích involves following a rule

by applyÍng it willy-nilly to those who infringe some portion of

some ACt, where no excePtiOns or excuses are comPrehended under

the relevant section?

The second example provides the "uni-formity and

predíctabilíty of operationt' which \^larnock aPpears to regard

as a \rspeclal needn in publíc legal or political institutions,

(1) Cf. "On Moral Absolutismr',
Dec.1970, pp.338-353.

James Rachels, AJP Vol 48, No.3,
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and conforms to hÍs notion of following a rule; but the exer-

cise of judgnrent in publíc,legal,or political institutions is

not invariably restricted by the requirement to provide uniform-

ity and predictability of operation. It. is clear that in many

such rinstÍtutlonalt cases the notíon of turning away "from

consideration of the particular merits of particular cases" is

absurd, because it is that on which many such institutional

actions turn.

Warnock is unwilling to give

does not flt the institutional or statute

Istatus to a rule that

Iaw model which he re-

gards as paradigmatic, and we have Seen reasons to doubË v¡hether

hís argunìents agaínst the tmoral rulesr established in Chapter 1

are as concl-r¡slve as he suPposes, I suggest that Warnockts dis-

cussion of r-r.rles in general is defective in its account of what

it is to follow a rule and his díscussion of moral rules more

seriously defective in dísmissing the possibiliÈy that they may

harre a role in moral reasoníng. I^larnock rejects

"the idea that the exercÍse of moral judgement .)

cssentially consísts in the application of rules"'

but the rejectlon Ís more radical than that.

In the Introduction I claimed that there \^Iere two

lacunae in l,ùarnock's aceount of morality, namely how people acquire

the 'good disposítionsr without overÈ coercion and how these 'good

dlspositÍons' find practical social expression. His discussion

of rul-es, both general and moral, has done nothing, I claim to

He is wil.ling to admít the existence of unmade rules'

Warnock, p. 93.

(1)

(2)
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show how morality rnight play any significant rule in peoples'

1 ives .

Part 2: Freyts Critisrn of trlarnockrs Account.

IFrey be gins his criticism of Warnock r,rith the

assertion that a moral rule enjoining promise-keepingr e.g. rOne

ought to

rul es to

keep promisesr, possesses many of the hallmarks of

be found in Warnockt s discussion. Such a moral rule is

"a standard by which many people guide and assess
conduct. It is capable of being formulated, under-
stood, taught, Iearned, acted upon' conformed to
and violated. It can be used to regulate as r¡ell
as to justify and criticise behaviour; it is cap-
able of having sanctions for Íts violation attached
to it; and it can provide a reason for actÍont'. 2

There are, he arguesr other characterisÈics in re-

spect of which, if alleged moral rules do not possess them, there

is nevertheless no logical bar to their doing so. He suggests

that Warnock treats items of the form tOne ought to keep promísesror

'Prourises ought not to be brokenr not as ru1es, but as general

propositions, to be contrasted vith, e.g. a rule of Zoos of the

forlrrTìre anÍmals are not to be fedr. Frey suggests that Íf the

cetÌt.ral cases of rules take the rare tot and rare not tor forms

there is no reason why alleged rnoral rules cannot be similarly

(1) R.G. Frey, "Mora1 Rules", Philosophical Quarterly, April L976,
VpI. 26, No. 103, pp. I4g-L56.

(2) IbÍd.pp. 149-Is0.
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moral rules in the

if there is a doubt

be ascertained by

not possible in the

t'I can see no reason in prineipler .... why alleged
rules could not be writËen dovm; it is not as if,
e.g. being unwritten is a síne qua non of being
moral in the first place. Rather it seems merely
a contíngent matter, if true at a1l, that moral
rules have not been wrítten dorm or written down
in the forn of books of rules". 1

There is an initial difficulty here occasioned by

the fact that philosophers often mean different things when

using the term rmor:al rulet. rPromíses aïe to be keptr is not

rendered in the conditlonal form e.g. rpromises should generally

be keptt or tpromises should not be broken unnecessarilyr. If

'promises are to be keptr is not meant to be elliptical, then

ib and other moral principles could be wrítten down, bul- Ehe

result ís not goíng to be very morally illurninating.

For the sake of convenience I will assume Frey is

talking about rmoral rulesf in the sense in which I have used

it.

Writing do¡,¡n t'Borrov/ers are responsible for the

replacement costs of lost books and rhe repair costs of damaged

bookst'is not the same as wríting dovrnttPromises are to be keptr';

the rules are of a different kind, and for a reason to which
)

Baler' has dravm attention. !trhi1e it may be true that some lib-

R.G. Frey,
see pp. 40

p. 150.

46.

(r)
(2)
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ïary officials are emPowered, e.g. by regulation, to make except-

Íons to the library rule in tmorally deserving cases, e.B. r¡7here

books are borrowed in anotherts name without tbeir knowledge, or

in cases of theft, flood, fire etc.r these exceptions are not

implied rin the rule itself. Moral rules like rPromises are to be

keptr are inexhaustÍab1e as to their possíble exceptions, whích

are implíed within the rules themselves.

This is not ho\dever, to dísagree with Frey's notíon

of the essentj,al attïibutes of a rule. Clearly both the rules

he posíts viz. rPromises are to be keptr and tThe animals are

not to be fed' can be used to regulate as well as justify and

criticize behaviour, are capable of having sanctionsfor their

violatíon attached to them and can provide a reason for action.

However, tPromises are to be keptt would provide gleater difficul-

ties in interpretation if rvritten dov/'n than rThe anirrals are not

to be fedt which is surely elliptical for rThe animals are not

to be fed by other than authorized Personnelr. Frey's "in prin-

cip]eil seems vacuous because tPromises are Ëo be keptt (or in the

condit.ional form I have adopted for moral rules'rlPromises should

generally be kept I does not comprehend the recognised exceptions

to the rule which more precíse1y deliniit its range of application.

In print, rPromises are to be keptr ís unilluminating.which rThe

animals are not to be fedt is noË. There may be occasions Ì¡lhen

the animals þave to be fed by other than authorized Personnel e.g.

if the Zoo employees go on strike, but this is not an exceptional

case comprehended under the displayed rule rThe animals are not

to be fedr.
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Freyrecognizesthatmora]-rulesdifferfrominst_

itutional rules in that there is no Person or body whose Pron-

ouncements are authorj-tative, but this is because of a general

problem of deciding what it is that makes something moral in

character. He maintaÍns, however, that it is the business of

everyone, or of all moral agents, to know the rules and enforce

them; sometimes, Iike the rules of solítaire, against themselves.

Llhat does Frey understand to be l^Iarnockr s candidate

for the essential characterstic of cenËral cases of rules?

"The answer gleaned from chapter 4 and 5 is that
the essential characteristic for sornethíng to be

a rule is that it is caPable of being altered,
rescinded or of being unmade; more generally'
that ít should be capable of being deliberately
changed". I

I¡rarnock, he argues, is not the first to employ the fact that

moral rules do not appear to admit of deliberate change, but he

appears to be alone in making their (apparent to Frey) immunity

to deliberate change the ground for excluding them from the class

of rules.

Frey considers it important not to confuse the

"negative', feature of being altered or rescÍnded or of beíng

unmade with some "positíve" counterpart' such as beíng promul-

gated or beíng made. Being promulgated suggests, to him, formal

enactment by an individual or body in authoríty, acting applop-

riately, und.er rules "and not all the central cases of rules

have been brought into being in this *"y".2

Any common law systemr he argues, recognises a

source of legal rules besides that which takes the form of enacË-

(1)

(2)

Frey, p.

Tbid. p.

r51.
r51.
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rnent by sorne 1aw making body like Parliament.

"Certainly, such rules could be enacted; the
point is that they need not be, in order to
have the status of legal rules". 1

Whether such common law rules could be enacted is open to question.

2
A.l,l. B. Símpson has argued that

"it is a feature of the conmon law system that
there is no way of settling the correct text or
formulation of the rules, so that iË is inher-
ently impossÍble to state so much as a single
rule in what Pollock called tany authentíc form
of words t tt . 3

If Simpson is correct,

conìmou 1aw r-ules in some authentic

the difficulty of rendering

form of words i.e. Ín statut-

êsr is one tlrat Frey appears to have not fully explored.

If we stick, Frey arguesr to the "negative" feature

of beÍr'rg delibe::ately changed, will rn¡e find that the central

casc.s ar-e all cases of rules that admit of deliberate change?

Unless, they are, immunity from deliberate change will not be

decisÍve in excluding moral rules from the class of rules; whether

they rrre is a matter of fact. Counter examples are no\¡I produced

agaÍnst \{i¡rnockts tfiesis that the central cases of rules all ad-

mft of deliberate change.

ttThere are", claims Frey, ttcases of rules which have

beerr promulgated or made but v¡hich cannot be altered or rescinded

or unnraclerr.4 Monopoly Ís a suitable candidate; íts rules have

(1)

(2 )

Irrey, p. 15I.
A.\{.8. Sinpson,
Oxford Essays ín
Oxford I973, pp. 71-99.

Sinrl¡son, P. 89.

Frcy, p.151,

"The Common Larr And Legal Theory" p,84
Jurisprudence ed. A.I,I.B. Simpson,

(3 )

(4)
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been made but independently of the fact that they have never

undergone change, deliberate or otherwise, it seems unlikely

that they can be altered or unmade because Èhere is no rule

speclfying how Ehe other rules may be changed and by whom.

This is an important consíderation, because it

raises the question of who is auÈhorized to change Ëhe rules

of Monopoly. Neither any síngle player or group of players.

Frey informs us that the inventors of the game are dead and

that there is no equivalent to the Lawn Tennis Association, so

that the only likely candidate'- ís,, the Manufacturerrs patent

on Monopoly sets. Frey invites us to imagine that the Manu-

facturer's patent on Monopoly has expíred or been voluntarily

relinquished but the fÍrm continues Èo manufacture Monopoly

sets, Now why should players of lrfonopoly regard a decision on

íts rules in future years by the Manufacturers of the game as

authoritative? Certainly, he agrees, a decision by the Manufact-

urers in future years to alter the rules by, say a notice to this

effect sent to all o¡nmers of Monopoly sets may prove "causa1ly

efficacious" in changing the rules, but there is a difference

between a decisionrs províng be efficacious and that decisionts

actually changing the rules: the former measure is uncertain of

success whereas the latter would effect Èhe change at a stroke

if the indivídual or body proposing the change had authoríty under

the rules to do so.

Frey has chosen an unfortunate counter example be-

cause his argumentghave no factual basis. We learn from Bradyl

(1) M, Brady, "The Monopoly Book", Pan (paper) London, 1980.
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that there was a single inventor, Charles Darrow' who sold the

game to Parker Brothers in either 1934 or 1935 in return for

royalties, and that the company still retains the Patent. One

of the conditÍons of the gale was that the game (which Darrow

had previously marketed both independently and through F.A.O.

Schwarz) requl-red, according to Parker Brothers, certain rev-

isions which would refine iÈ and clarify the rules.

"Some of the staff were sti-ll concerned about
the indefinite playing time, so they agreed to
market the original version as long as Darrow
permitted them to develop a variation of the
game which could be played in less time. The
shorter version r,ras to be printed along with the
general rules, to give the public an option." 1

Frey is incorrect in hís claim that "there is no

equívalent to the Lawn Tennis Associationrr: as a resultof var-

ious requests

"the Monopoly ìfarathon Records Documentation was
formed. Headquartered in the offices of Parker
Brothers, Salem, Massachusetts' it accepÈs and
adjudicates Monopoly Marathons in general estab-
lished categories, and is oPen to suggestions
because, inevitably, people think of yet another
way in which Monopoly simply must be p1ayed". 2

Australia had a representative at the tr{orld Monopoly Champion-

ships held ln Bermuda in 1980, where 18 national champions played

for a $SOOO silver trophy;3 Presumably the Championships were

held under rufes regarded as authoritative.

Frey suggests that the question about who may change

the rules rnay be seen more clearly in the teachings of Jesus in

Brady, pp.19-20.
Ibid. p. 26.

The Âustralian, May 15th, 1980' P. 9

(1)

(2)

(3)
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the rules,
to do so . tt2

ttln a sense, these rules have been promulgated,
certainly they have been made, but it would seem
that they cannot be altered, rescinded or unmade.
For their adherents r¿ill not accept alterations
by ordinary persons as legitímate and alterations
by divine persons do not appear to be in the
offing. " 1

To a11ow for the possibility that Christ rnight reappear and

deceased moral leaderchange the ru1es, Frey nominates another

like Schweitzer or Gandhi.

The question arises as to whether Christ can be said

to have promulgated moral rules in any original serise:as suggested

by Frey.

JFu1ler suggests that:

". . . there is r¿ide spread agreement that there
was little original in Jesus's ethical teachings.
he was steeped in the tiberal, Pharisaic rabbinÍcal
tradition. Today, vre can recognise how much of what
he is alteged to have said, which is believed to be
unique and orÍginal to Christian teaching, was anti-
cipated in the writings of, sâY, Rabbi Hillel, 40
years earlier. As Edvryn Hoskyns and Francis Davey
r.¡rote nearly half a century ago' the attempt to
discover in the teaching of Jesus some ne\'r teach-
ing about ethics or morals has completely broken
dor'm. Tbey explained: 'rThose modern Jewish scholars
who have busÍed themselves with a comparison between
the ethical teaching of Jesus and the ethical teach-
ing of rabbis have given this judgment that there is
no single moral aphorism recorded as spoken by Jesus
which cannot be paralleled, and often verbally paralle-
1ed, in rabbinic literature." More and more Christian
scholars, they claimed, \,¡ere eoming to agree with this
conclusion. tt 4

(r)
(2)

(3)

Frey, p. I52.
Ibid. p. L52.

Peter Fuller, tMy Redeemer Liveth?l
VoI. 3, Number 8, December 1983, PP.

Ibid. p.16.

The Age Monthly Revieç¡,
14-16.

(4)
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There is other evidence that could cause us to

Jesus \,ras not the roriginalr moral teacher some

be. Thus:

"... The probability isrûhat we knor^¡ as Jesus's
sayings - Ëhe parables, the Sermon on the Mount
and so on - come from a book, an anthology of the
teachings of progressive rabbis, which some soldíer
put in his rucksack, brought home with híur and sold
to Mark. rl

'rls there any evidence for this, or is it just
Scholarst folklore?" Goddard demanded.

"Hard evidence there obvíously isn't after Êhis
passage of time; strong circumstantial evidence,
yes. Experts fírst began to suspect the existence
of the now missing anthology - the technical term
for lt ís therQr Gospel - over half a century ago.
It t s still the only plausible explanation avaÍ1ab1e
to us. It explains why, while Markrs oI^7n Prose
style Lras so rough and ungrammatical, the teachings
of tJesusr contained in his Gospel are perfection.
I-t explains how, when there is no existing reference
to Jesus outsíde the Gospel of Mark until years after
he hacl written it, he came into being through Mark
as the ChristÍansr Christ." I

Suc,h arguments will not, of course, be persuasíve

to those whorsay, accept Èhe Resurrection, and assert that the

Sermonl on thc ì{ount bears analogy wíth the work of parliament-

ary draftsmeri',whose work may be unÈouched by parliamentary dis-

cussionrbut whose efforts do not become law until Royal assent

has been receLvcd. The other words, it is

that makes thcrn eutlrentÍc moral teachings.

Christ I s ímprimatur

l^le may approach the matter another way, by a neo-

Kantian argunent. Harrisorrz .tg,r"s that for the appeal of Christ

(I) Martin Page, The Pilate Plot New York, Coward, McCann &

Geoghegan f¡rc., 1978, p. 80.

(2) Jonatharr lìurrison, Our Knowledge Of Right And l{rong,

London, Geol-ge AJ-JLen and Unwin, L97 1.
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to be a moral appeal

t'it must be presupposed that u¡e have some stand-
ards of right and wrong already, by which Christrs
behaviour cari be morally assessed. For his pre-
cepts to cormend themselves to usr $7e must have
some insight into r^¡hat is right and wrong which
is independenE of his testimony.'r 1

Harríson argues that, given that Christ I s behaviour

appeals to standards of moralíty vre already possess and that

many of his moral precepts commend themselves to the degree of

moral enlíghterrment we posSeSS at the moment, \üe may be willing

to accept some other of his precepts simply on his auÈhoríty'

that is, on the authority of someone r¿ho has already given evi-

dence of moral insíght, and is good. But these precePts would

supplement the knowledge of right and wrong t,¡e already have,

rather than be the sole source of our having any knowledge of

right and wrong. Hence, Harrisorr suggests, the view that we

acquire all our knowledge of right and wrong, "all our knowledge

of Godts commands, upon the authority of some dÍvlne being, T€-

vealed in some divine book, must be rejected."2

Ifitchelt3, in his criticism of Kantrs notion of

moral autonomy, suggests that the problem is general, and applies

as much to Aristotle and his phronimos as to the Christian and

ChrisÈ. Aristotlers recommendation is to copy the hronimos

the rnQlr of practical wisdom; but this presupposes that r^re cart

recogn ise a phronimos r¿hen we see one; this in turn presupposes

that \re already know the sort of thing the phronímos does and

Jonatl'¡an Harrison, p . 220 .

Ibid. p.22L.
Basll ìlitchell,
Press, Oxford,

Morality:

(1)

(2)

(3)

p.148.
Religious And Secular' Clarendon
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says; but

He quotes

if we know that, r,rhy do we need to copy the phronimos?

Haret s point:

"We have just to satisfy ourselves that a man is
good before \re can be sure that he is phronimos...
i.e. we should have to make for ourselves Èhe
sort of moral judgments we thought we were going
to get made for us by the phronimos." 1

Mitchell, however, regards this as paradoxieal: it

appears to prove the logical impossibility of a process v¡ith

which \^/e are all familiar - the process by r¿hich r¡e all develop

spiritually and in every other way by taking people v¡e admire

for models and irnitating them. "We do seek the advice of wise

men, as r^re should scarely do if we knew in advance what advice

they would give",z There ís some truth in this but surely

it is a concession that we can recognise a wise rnan when \¡re see

one, alrd indeed Mitchell does concede this: "This Process re-

guÍres that one possess some incipienË a\^rareness3 of what is

rvorth imitatirg",4 brra, Mitchell argues, "it evidently does not

require that one possess a full understanding of the virtues which

the ¡rodel possesses and v¡hich one hopes to acquire by imitating
q

him.tt-

Ìfitchell later modifies this point:

"It is, indeed, often misleading to talk, as I dld
earlÍer, about choosing a model for imitation; what
more often happens is thaË the model, by its sheer
impressiveness, demands our imitation and in doing
so not merely develops, but radically revises' our
previous notions about what is rr¡orth ímitating.

(r)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

BasiI 1.1Ítchell,

Ibld. p. 148.

Italics mine.

Ibid. p.148.
Ibid . p. 148 .

p. r48
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If such acceptance is not to be uncrÍtical fanat-
ism it must be possible for us to justify it,
although it is evidently not necessary, or possib-
Ie, for us to justify it wholly ín terms that were
available to us before v¡e encountered the ne¡,¡ para-
digrn. " 1

Granted Mitchellrs point, he has conceded that

t'This process requires that one possesses some
incipient avTareness of what is worth imitating

His counter to Èhe KanLian moral autonomy argument would be

more effective in this case w ere ít clear that Christrs moral

teachings were original.

I am prepared to accept Christts promulgatíon of

e.g . The Sermond on the Mount as a possible counter example to

\,larnock, though I regard Ít as evidentially unsatisfactory. I

reject both Sehweítzer and Gandhi as ,candidates because, what-

ever their personal attributes and the esteem with which they

ar:e held by some people, they are not, I thínk, regarded as

mo::al legislators in the same \,ray as Christ.

Turning to etiquette, Frey remarks that the rrules'

"have not been promulgated or made (in the narro\4¡ sense) and

there is no person or body r,¡ho can unmake themt'.3 They change,

he says, without any formal procedure, that is they do not in-

clude a rule specifying how any of the other rules may be changed

and who is empowered to change them. It is largely fortuitous

that the example of certain people is influentíal, buÈ they have

no authority. Now if by 'etiquettef Frey sÍmply means "good

manners" he is on safe ground, and l,trarnock r^¡ould not be in dis-

agreement. LÌe note, in passing, however, that there are areas

ìfítchell,
Ibid. p

Frey, p.

p.r53.
148.

r53 .

(1)

(2)

(3)
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of life, albeÍt concerning a small number of people, where

strict rules of protocol, some including what míght be called

etÍquette, apply e.g. Court, diplomatic and vice-regal life.

It is not clear whether their rules are in turn governed by some

renabling rule', but that is not to say that there are not pers-

ons whose authority in making and unrnaking rules is not regarded

as authoritative.

Frey suggests that the rules of ordinary English

grammar are analogous; there is no body which by its pronounce-

menÈs can change them. Grammatical rules, which both describe

linguistic practices and attempt to systematize and order them,

ar:e inherently corrigible. But can English be regarded as para-

digmatic? One of the obvious difficulties for anyone, however

authoritative, wanting to alter the English language, is that it

Ís the language of different nationalities e.g. American as well

as British. Again, English is peculiarly subject to rapid change

in being the leading scientific and technological language in the

rvorld. But in 1948 considerable grammatical changes were inÈro-

duced into the Dutch language with the object of deleting archaic

for-ms, and this presented no difficulty. Tt cannot therefore be

the case that all modern languages "rå irr""pable of being changed

on the recommendation of authoritative bodies.

Let us review here the strength of the four counter

examples Frey has posed to l^Iarnockt s assumption that rules are

essentfally subject to clrange. His first, Monopoly, is defective
'becarrse he is factually incorrect; his second, Christ t s moral

teirclriugs (and those of schweixzer and Gandhi) r find unconvincing
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on evidential grounds, though christrs teachings might be re-

garded as a possible counter example; the third' etiquette'

is one with vhích l,larnock would not be in dísagreement, partic-

ularly because there are parts of etiquette which are governed

by rules and are therefore (in theory and in practice) subject

to change. The fourth, language, is defective because Trey

takes the changes which occur to the rules of English grammar

as paradigmatic; there are, however, authoritative bodies that

are(or have been) empowered to make pronouncements about the

grammar of other languages.

Frey has thus assembled counter examples to IlTarnockr s

thesis that the central class of rules all admit of deliberate

change. In order to challenge them, Frey argues' I^Iarnock will

have to say that the sets of rules in question do noL fall among

the central cases or that these rules do admit of de1Íberate

change.

If klarnock wants to ínsist on narroü¡ing the class

of central cases down to rules v¡hich have been made in the narrow

sense, and exclude Lhe counter examples of etiquette and English

granmar this may have, according to Frey, the effect of exclud-

ing "a good many lega1 rules that have their source in custom

and tradition and not in any formal enactment by Parliament".l

What is involved here? Blackstone observed that '

"....the authority of these rnaxims rests entirely
upon general reception and usage; and the only
nethod of proving, that this or that maxim is a

rule of the common law, is by showÍng that it hath
been always the custom to observe ítt'. 2

Frey, p. 154.

Quoted Simpson, p. 93.

(r)
(2)
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Thus there ís a contrast betr¿een the basis for the authority

of statute and common law. l{i1ls require two witnesses because

the British Parliament provided

contracts require consideration

so in the l^lills Act of L831;

ttbecause as far back as

can remember this has been accepted as necessary". I Io

anyone

the

first example the statute is both the only reason and a conclus-

ive reason for saying this is the 1a¡+. In the second, the conmon

law rule enjoys the status it possesses not because of the cir-

cumstances of its origin but because of its continued reception.
a

I^Ihy cannot Lrlarnock adopt the tpositivistf ' approach

to common law and insist that common law rules have been ttmadett

in some sense? Even if he doesn't, viewed in the 1Íght of Frey's

announced criterion f or Inlarnockr s central class of rules viz.

that they be capable of deliberate change, then the argument

rn'ould turn on what constitutes "deliberate changett. I^Iarnock has

made it clear that, in his opínion,

"That a rule is not made by anyone's deliberate
act does not imply thaÈ it cannot in that way
be changed". 3

(r)
(2)

Simpson, p. 93.

SÍmpson argues that trboth in its strong and weak forms pos-
itÍvism seems to present a defective scheme for understand-
ing the nature of the common law" çp.8a). The strong claím,
that the common la¡.¡ consists of rules r¡hich owe their status
as larv to the facË that they have been laid doum, runs into
difficulties when one attempts to find a specÍfic instance,
in the sense that the production of an authority that this
or that is not the 1aw is not the same as the identÍfication
of acts of legislation. Lleaker versions of positivismrSímpson
argues, escape the difficulty involved ín the claim that the
rules of the common la¡n¡ are the product of judicíal legislaÈ-
Lve acts; they share, however, wíth the sÈronger versions the
claim that the 1aw in general, including the common 1aw, con-
sists of a set of rules, a sort of Code, ¡,¡hich satisfies tests
of validity prescribed by other rules.

(3) Warnock, p. 50.
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Simpson would be the last to deny that the eommon

law is not subject to change. Ite comments that,

"The realiÈy of the matter is that well seÈtled
propositions of law - propositíons with which very
few would disagree - do suffer rejection" " Few

inlg20wouldhavedoubtedrhatmanr¡facturersof
products were immune from the tiability soon to be
imposed upon them, or in 1950 that the House of
Lords was bound by its own decisions' Irlho ever
heard of familY assets ín 1900"? I

LetussupPose'saysFrey,thatl^IarnockinsÍststhat

despite appearance ,the rules in each case of the counter examples

do admit of deliberate change. Even if no formal procedures for

changíng the rules are specified, "vrhy may not certain informal

procedures nevertheless be used to confer the appropríate auth-
,

ority"?t There are three possibílities, only the last of

which could be damaging to his counterexamples'

Firstly,iftheauthorítativenessofdecisionsto

change the rules e.g. of ordinary English grammar, is a function

of procedures, why may not one select an informal procedure and

confer authority on oneself to change the rules? If evely one

is entÍtled to do so, surely that would be destrucEive of the

rules of grammar that we have, And how could one confer authority

on oneself? But, in a sense, people do confer authoríty on them-

selves and others fo communicate as they please; it is simply a

case of frnhat the traffic will bear' in the sense of minimal in-

telligible communicat ion.

Secondly, Frey suggests it does not seem that a

group of people can confer authority upon themselves, which in

turn renders unlikely the prospect of using an informally agreed

Simpson, p. 91.

Frey, p.154.
(1)

(2)
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procedure to change the rules of English grammar. Lrhy, ho\,üever,

cannof a group of chief sub-editors in a newspaper chain lay

dovm rules of style to which both theír assistants and the chaÍnfs

journalists are otrliged to conform? This might have the curÍous

effect of ffreezingr certain graurnaÈÍcal usages and making them

immune to change, at least in a lirnited sense.

Thírdly, Frey suggests' surely if the informally

agreed procedures \¡rere subscribed to 'rby the class of English

speakers" would they not be authorized to change the rules? Thís

would hold also for etiquette:

"if all members of a society agreed that genËlemen
were henceforth to be seated at tabl-e before the
ladies and that ladies ¡¡ere henceforth to hold
doors for gentlemen, the respective rules would
seem clearly to be changed". -

Frey is less certain of the outcome in the case of

grammatical ru1es. He doubts, for example, whether the rule

prescribing that a sentence contain a subject and a verb can be

alteled, even with everyonets agreement, so that sentences need

no longer contain verbs. The fact that sentences do contain verbs

may suggest that something in addition to and deeper Èhan a rule

is involved; even if this were true it does not foIlow that the

ordinary rules of English gramnar requiring sentences to have

verbs could not be changed. A1l that follows, he argues, is Ëhat

there may be reasons why this rule is a feature of our grammar

and may prove unalterable in other languages.

Anything is logically possible (even the agreement

among the whole class of English speakers to the deletion of

verbs from sentences) but if Frey had placed the rules of English

(1) Frey, p.155.
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grammar firmly Ín a central tclasst of rules by some independent

criteria, his position would be strengthened.

Frey considers that the most important reply to be

made to the thid possibility ís to envisage the likelihood of a

change to moral rules. He suggests that I'if all members of a

society, or if all moral agents in a society, agreed to changes

in a particular moral rule, r¿ould it not be the case that the

rule would be c}ranged"?l Thus if most members of a society

came to consLder that the use of torture ¡.¡as advanLageous, they

could change their rule "one ought not to torturetr to "One ought

to torturerr. It is irrelevant, he argues, to talk of rules

making acts rigìrt or \,ùrong, and of the change of the torture

rule now making acts of Lorture ríght, since such talk need form

no part of the example if you are an act-utÍlitarían or any other

kind of corìseqlrentialist.

One might take issue here with Freyts use of the

term "lroral rule". The following reply might be made: though

it ís possÍb1e to change the moral attitudes of the members of

onets corrnrunity, and to persuade them to impose penalties for

actions at present unpenalized, to relax penalÈies already in

force, or to hold up as morally necessary what was previously

thought morall¡' undesirable, it ís not possible to change some-

thlng fronr belng right to being r¡Irong or vice versa. But this

is to niss the point; Frey is arguing that to accept a rule of

the for:nr "one ought not to Xtr is not necessarily to think that

the rule nraìies X c.Iass of actions \arrong, an attitude that is

cer tainly conìpatible r¡ith act-utilitarianism. But surely Frey

( 1) Iìr'e)' . p . 155 .
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1s not suggesting that Èhe society which changes its Lorture

rule happens to be constituted of act-utilitarians. If they

are consistent act-utílitarians then the enforceability of the

changed torture rule appears problematical. If they are rule-

utilitarians then they are likely to be faced with the difficulty

raised by the Act-Utilitarian J.J.C. Smart:

"...who v¡ould say that we ought Èo keep to a rule
that is the most generally optimiftic' even
though r^Ie kne\^l that obeying ít in this particular
instance would have bad consequences"(?). I

?1
l"largolis' and I,JiIliams- among others have raised the crucial

problems faced by rule-utilitarianism, a recital of which here

would take us beyond our purpose.

In summary, the members of Freyts would-be-torÈ-

urirìg society are entitled to change their social legislation

but they would be mÍstaken in the belief that, in so doing, they

are altering a nroral ru|e. This is analogous to remarks about

promises made by Hart ín'The Concept Of Lawr.4 
"" 

says that'

"it is logically possible that human beings rnight
break all their promises: at first, perhaps with
the sense that this was the wrong thing to dorand
then with no sense. Then the rule which makes it
obligatory to keep promíses ¡^'ould cease to existtr' 5

But, as I^ioozley points out, the rule would be in-

effective while people were still rnaking promises (which they

(1) Smart, J.J.C., tAn Outline of a System of Utilitarian Ethícsr
in Utiltta::ian For and Against, Cambridge, 1973, p. 44.

cf. MargolJ.s, J. Values and Conduct pp. 161-f70 Passim.(2)

(3 ) cf . LIilllanrs, N . Iforality, Pelican, L973,pP. 96-tl2 Passim
and tA Crltique of Utilitarianismr, in Utílitarianism For
and Against , pp . 77 .150 PassÍrn.

H.L.A. Ha::t, "The Concept of Lar^/t', Oxfordr paper L979.

Quoted \rlooz,ley "The Existence of Rulestt Nous, VoI. 1,
l'larch 1967, pp. 63-79: p. 7f.

(4)

(5)
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intended to break) and while other people were still taking

them at face value; it would be ineffective vrhen nobody put

any trust in promises any more and no one would continue to make

promÍses.

"But the obligation to keep promises does not
vanish or cease to be valid ín circumstances in
which nobody makes promises. It would still be
trr¡ethat, if anybody made a promise, he would be
under an obligation to keep it. A conditíonal
proposition does not become falçe if its condit-
ional clause is not fulfilled'1.^

!):ey gives another example: if all members of a

socíety agree to gíve up the institution of private property, and 41-

though they previously had a moral rule prohibiting stealing' no\^r

they give ít up.

But all this 'means -Ís that the moral rule prohibiting

stealing has gone into suspension; it is, and will always be

\ürong to steal , and the validity of l^Ioozley's argument ís un-

affacr-ed. It is true that peoplers attitudes to actions can

change, so that what was regarded by any community as immoral at

one time and r¡-æs punished by it in one vJay or another, is not

necessarily regarded as immoral by ÍË at another time. But what

is regarded as ímmoral by a community is one thíng, and what is

really immoral is another. Though it is possible to change the

moral attitudes of members of onets community and to persuade

them, say, to relax penalties already in force it is not possible

to change sornethlng from being riiht to being r¡lrong, or vice

versa. Frey suggests no possible way in which this might be

done; quite naturally, since it is impossible.

(1) I,ioozley, p.7L.
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Frey concludes that either his counter-examples are

valid against InJarnockrs thesis, in which case these are instanc-

es of rules which cannot be altered, or else moral rules can be

deliberaÈeIy changed, in which case they are no different from

the rules of institutions.

But we have seen that hís counter-examples eíther

cannot be accepted without some reservatiort or are mistakes, and

that moral rules cannor be ttchangedt'. The nearest Frey comes

to providing an índependent criterion for placing moral - and other -

rules within the central class of rules is to suggest thatr t'some

sort of treatment of rules in terms of family resemblances might

be both possible and

I^le sha1l

neither possible nor

f easible'l.l

see in chapter 3 that this suggestion is

feasible.

(1) Frey, p. l-49
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CHAPTER 3

Part I : I^littsensteinr s And Later Accounts of

Farnily Resemblances

In pursuance of Freyts suggestion that t'some sort of

tre¿ìtment of rul-es"l in a"trs of family resemblances may yield

a t'ccntral class of rules", I propose to show that either in a

\^Jittgertsteinian or later form the notion of a ttfamily resemblancett

is inter:nally Íncoherent, is open to the same objections to which

a r:esculblance theory of universals is suseeptible, and is open

to ¡irrrrc objections in terms of practical application'

The analysis will be concerned. with the notion of "gamet',

not o¡Iy for the conventional reason that it iS the concept most

f¿rmllJarly associated with farnily resemblance accounts (and the

[rost frequently attacked), but also because it is, I suggest' an

tteasÍet." notion than ttrulett. !üith ttrulett \nte have two addítional

problcms not conventionally associated \'ríËh ttgamet': firstly, the

abll ity to "inspectrr a rule, since if we are to appealr as \,'Ie can,

to orclinary usage and acknowledge the linguistic indeterminacy

wlrf ch, irs vre shall see, Èhe family resemblists are determined to

expiolt, then v¿e shall have to admit the exisÈence of "private"

rtrles (the existence of which is acknowledged by both llarnock and

Fr cy) ; and secondly the difficulty of taking in rules which are

irrcnplble of precise formulation and subject Èoo)unter-example.

( 1) lirel' , p . 149 .
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In view of the by now Ínseparable association of the

family resemblance idea \^/ith l^littgenstein it is of perhaps more

than antiquarian interest Lo note that it did not originate with

him. trrlilliam James developed a notion of "family likeness"

without naming it, in Varietíes of Religious Experiencerl in

connection v¡ith the concepts t'religiontr, ttreligious sentímentt'
')

and t'governmentrr. As Pitcher- has observed, we know that l^Iittgen-

stein read James, and it seems almost certain that Jamesr lec-

tures v¡ere the oríginal source of the idea for l{ittgenstein.

I^littgenstein expands his notion of a family resemblance

ín two important passages. The first is from The Blue tsookl:

"This craving for generality is the resultant
of a number of tendencies connected with partic-
ular philosophical confusions. There is

'(a) The tendency to look for someËhing common

to al1 entities which \,re commonly subsume under
a general term. trIe are inclined to thínk that
there must be something common to all games,sâY:
and that this common property is the justification
for applyíng the general term rgame' to the various
games; whereas the games form a farnily the members

of which have family likenesses.'. The idea of a

general coneept being a conrmon property of its
particular instances connects up with other prim-
itive, too sÍmple, ideas of the structure of
language

t(b) There is a tendency rooted in our usual forms
of expressiorr, to think that a man r¿ho has learnt
to understand a general termr saY, the term rleaft
has thereby come to possess a kind of general pic-
ture of a leaf, as opposed to pictures of particular
leaves.. .. This again is connected with the idea
that the meaning of a v¡ord is an image' or a thing
correlated with the word.ttt 3

(1) James, \^lÍlIiam,
Longmans,1911.

(2) PÍtcher, George,

Varieties of Relieious Experience, New York,
pp. 26-28.

The Philosophv of Wittgenstein. New York,
Prentice-Hall, L964, p. 2L8.

(3) The Blue and Brovm Books, (Basi1 B1ackwell,1958) pp. 17-18
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is from The Philo-The second, more famous, Passage

sopieal Investigatilrlq where he examines the

tles in finding properties which are common to

concludes:

peeuliar difficul-

all games and

"And Èhe result of this examination is: \'Íe see
a complicated network of similarities overlapping
and críss-crossing: sometimes overall similarities,
sometimes similarities of detail." 1

"6J. I can think of no better expression to char-
acterise these similarities than 'family resemblan-
cest; for the various resemblances beËween the
members of a family; build, features, colour'of
eyes, gait, temperament etc. etc- overlap and criss-
cross in the same \^Iay. - And T shall say: tgamest

form a family." 2

I{ittgenstein makes no mention of r^'hat \ì7e ale supposed

to do rvith his idea, but it ís clear that his remarks aIe meant

as ¿l refu- tation of the t'realistt' view that all entities subsumed

under a general \,/ord have something in common in virtue of which

tlrey are so subsumed. As such, what he has to say is of importance

for a t|eory of language and, in particular, for the problem of

urrlversals. I^littgenstein's use of the word "essences"3 tends

to support thÍs view, despite the facË that he never uses the

word "universaltr. Nonetheless his use of "general termt' in the

passsge quoted from The Blue Book indicates that it could be

rcplaced without change of meaning by "universa1".

There are many difficulties in the interpretation of

Wlttgensteints remarks often caused by his ovrn use of metaphor.

(1) lli ttgenstein, L. , Phil ical Investigations, Oxford,
Basil Blackwell, 1953, Section

Philosophical Investiqations.
66, p. 32.

Section 67,

Sections 65,

p. 32.

92 and 116.

(2)

(3) Philosophical Investigations,
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For instance, the metaphor of ttfamily resemblance" itself breaks

dovm fairly easily because all the members of a (literal) family

are, independetly of their physical resemblances, genetically

related, which games are not. Thus lrhat l^lÍttgenstein ought to

have said is not "family resemblaneett but "resemblance like the

physical resemblance bet\^7een members of the same familyt'. In

I{ittgenstein's defence it may be pointed out that after intro-

ducing the concept of farnily resemblance he rarely uses it in the

PhÍlosophical Investigations and that his thesis is not dependent

upon the success of this metaphor. Nonetheless it is curious to

see realism creepÍng into inlittgenstein's metaphor apparently un-

noticed for it is of the essence of a (1iteral) farníly resemblance

that all, but not on1y, those things exhibiting it should be

¡rembers of the same (genetic) family. This conmon genetic línk

serves to make his viern¡ more plausible.

Ihere is a further trivial mistake in Irtittgensteínrs

formulation. He says, "yor wi1l not see something that is common

to all [games]".I But Ít is quite clear that we will: all

games, for instance, are activitíes, all take place at a certain

time, all begin and all end and so on. Surely what l^Iittgenstein

ought to have said is "you will not see something conmon to all

ganes in virtue of whích they are called tgamesttt orr in other

words, there are necessary conditions for a thingrs beíng a gamet

but these conditfons are not also sufficÍent.

Taken literally, I^Iittgensteinrs account ís already in

serious Èrouble. Keith Campbell,2 however, saves the concept by

Philosophíca1 Invest igations
t'f'amily Resemblance Predicatesrr, AmerÍcan Philosophical

Section 66, p. 31.(r)

(2)

Quarterly, July 1965, Vo1. 2, No. 3, pp. 238-244.
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giving it a precision that it lacks in l^Iittgensteinrs formulation.

It is clear that in justifying Lhe application of a certain pre-

dicate we often refer to other predicates. Thus, for example,

if we were justifying the application of the predicate "deciduous"

to a tree, we might do it by referring to the predícates "leaves"

and "shedding". Thus there is a hierarchy of predicates and those

above are justified by those below, which are called "basic pre-

dicatesrr by Campbell. The choice of basic predicates is to some

extent arbitrary (in the above case I^7e might be further asked to

justify the use of t'leaves" and ttshedding" ín terms of other

predicates). In reality it wÍll depend quire loosely on the in-

terests of the speakers and the context in which they speak.

Campbell nov/ states l,trittgensteínrs doctrine as follows:

"There are some proper predicates which have a

reference class (i.e. the class of individuals
to which a predicate F applies) such that:
(I) There is no one basic predicate r¡hich

applies to every membe,r.
(II) Basic predicates do, however, apply to

every member of varj-ous toverlapping and
criss-crossingt subclasses of the reference
c1ass.

(III) The predicate applies to the whole reference
class in virtue of the applicability of the
basic predícates to its sub-classes." I

IÈ witl be necessary to revÍse this formulatiorr'

In particular requirement (I) is unsatisfactory as ít has been

shov¡r above that all games do have things in common - despite

hlittgenstein's denial. Campbell goes on to make (II) nore explícit.

To do this one finds replesentative (paradigm) members of the re-

ference class of the predieate F, say a, b, c, d and liststheír

(1) Campbellr p.24L.
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basic predicates. To indÍcate Èhat a predicate (designated by

a capital letter) applies to an individual (designed by a small

letter) I shall put the predicate in pointed brackeËs after the

sma11 letter. Thus a <N> means "the predicate N applíes to the

indivldual a". Thus, if we list the basic predicates of our

four paradigm members of the reference class v¡e get (for example):

" .*,r, N2. . .N-, ,.i..ìMd> b .Nf,....Nr,

c <N N

M.
a

M M>
n tc g

d<N N.Ir. . . Mk'

Mfo

.M>
p

M.,r

,I n

The predicates NT...N,' are necessary characteristics

of all members of the reference clasS (as, for example, t'being

an acLivity" ís a necessary characteristic of being a game) and

therefore apply to all the individuals. The predicate" M",... l"fp

are not necessary characteristics of F-hood but Campbell calls

them t'marks of F-hoodtr. In the descríption,. of the reference

class of the predicate F, therefore, we have (Nl. '.Nn) (Ma," 'Md)

(Mt,..."r) (*", -.t*) (Mt. -."n). The class of necessary

characteristics Carnpbell calls the N-set of F's reference class;

and the marks of F-hood he calls the M-set.

Now Campbell re-formulates the definition of a farnily

resemblance predicate somewhaÈ as follows:1 A predicate F is a

family resemblance predicate if and only if:

(I) The M-set is not nul1, otherwise necessary and

sufficÍent conditions could be found for the appli-

cation of F to all members of the reference class'

(1) I have altered his formulation slíghtly.
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(II) The bracketed sub-sets of the M-set are not in-

dependent of one another - they must contain

members common to many other subsets'

(III) No two logícally independent marks are present in

every bracketed sub-set ín which either occurs '

This is the condition for criss-crossing' (No

M-predicate is necessary' so Èhe name is comrnon to

aII).

(IV)AllbracketedsetsareofacertainminimumsLze.

(V) A1l bracketed sets are of approximately equaL size'

(VI) Each mark occurs in a certain minimum number (not

less than two) of the bracketed sets ' This ís the

condition for over-lapping' (This is not entirely

satisfactory because a perfectly respectable game

rnight have a unique property' For example' Volley-

baII ís conventionally attributed to the invention of

Mr.WilliamG.MorganofHolyoke,Massachusettsin

1g95f Thus "Ínvented by Morgan in 1895t'will occur

only ín the bracketed set- of Volleyball'

This objection rnight be overcome by replacing "each

markoccurs''by''almosteverymarkoccurs''.This

seens to be satisfactory, although it introduces a

ne¡^larbitraryelementandonewondershowwellitwould

coPe with very Peculiar games) '

TbelastthreerequÍrementsarefiecessarytoensurethat

tìre r:eference class is sufficiently closely knit' f am not sure

(1) c. f. Jessie H. Bancroft, Games, New York, Macmillan, L939'
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of the necessity of (V), only of its desirability if (I\t) and

(VI) are to be satisfied easíly. In these final three require-

ments and also in (II) there is an índeterminate element that

cannot be legislated away for all cases. This, I,trittgensteín

rnight regard as an advantage, because it takes into account the

indeterminacy of cer¡aín naÈural concepts, and allows uS to make

the boundaríes of a concept as exact or as vague as v¡e wish. ttAm

I inexact when I do not gíve our distance from the sufi to the

nearest foot? No single ideal of exactness has been laid down."1

If the arbitrariness of these four requirements could be removed

for lndividual predicates then their reference classes l¡ill be

precisely defined and \,ne be able to find which things are members

and which are not. In as far as we are unable to devise a rational

method of precisely deterrnining these four conditions they will

introduce an arbitrary element into the definition, and hence

into the reference class. If this diffículty of arbitrariness

can be overcome we will have an exact decision procedure for the

appllcation of a predicate to an object. For an object to a

member of the reference class of a predicate F it must have all

the necessary characteristics of F-hood and its M-seÈ must satis-

fy the conditions given above.

It is appropriate to make some conments about Camp-

bellrs second criterion, namely that the bracketed sub-sets of

the l.f-set must contaín members conmon to many other sub-sets.

This condition \¡Ias apParently ínÈroduced to try Ëo exclude dís-

jutrctive predicates; for, if a predicate F does not satisfy

(1) Philosophical Investieatíons. SecËion 88, p. 42.
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this condition then it is possible that F is a disjunctive

predicate. But as it stands thís condition is not sufficient

to ensure the exclusÍon of all disjunctive predicates. For ex-

ample, the bracketed sub-sets belonging to two horses and two

horse-hair sofas may contain many predicates in common, in which

case the disjunctive predicate "horse or horse-hair sofa" will

be applícable. Tightening the condition will not give us absolute

certainty that all disjunctive predicates have been excluded. Even

strengthening it so that it requires that each brackered sub-set

of the M-set should have members conmon Ëo all but one of the other

sub-sets,provides no logical guarantee that all disjunctive pre-

dÍcates will be excluded. If it be sËrengthened further so thaË

a mcmber of one sub-set be common to all Èhe sub-sets, then the

rnember so treated will join the N-set, and if this procedure is

generalised for all members of a1l sub-sets (there would seem no

reason for stopping this process once it began) then the predícate

F ceases to be a famÍly resemblance predicate (i.e. its M-set be-

comes nult).

Why thÍs attitude to disjunctive predicates? A

finitely long disjunctíon, each disjunct of which is a predicate,

1s itself, from the point of víew of formal logíc, a predicate.

hlhy may noÈ such a disjunctive predicate be also a family resemb-

lnnce predieate?

Wittgenstein writes:

"But if someone wished to say: tThere is something
common to al1 these constructÍons (i.e. predicates)
- namely the disjunction of all their conmon pro-
pertf-esr - I should reply: Now you are only play-
lng with \rords.tt I

(1 ) Ilúlosophical Investigations, Section 67, p. 32.
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This does not seem a very good reply, but it is easy

to see the sort of possibility l^Iittgenstein is worried about. For

given any class with a finite number of members it is always log-

ically possible to construct a disjunctive predicate whích is

both common and peculiar to all members of the class. This is

achieved because each member of the class must possess Some pre-

dícate not possessed by any oÈher member. The disjunction of

such predicates, itself a predicate, will be conmon to every mem-

ber of the class. It is perhaps signifÍcant thaÈ l^/ittgenstein

does scant justice to this possibility when he puts it into the

mouth of his critic in the passage quoted above. As l{ittgenstein

formulates ít, what ís contrnon to the members of the class is the

rdisjunction of all their common propertiesr, but if they have

conmon properties then they have something common without the

necessity for Íntroducing disjunctions. The real difficulty is

neatly veiled in l,littgensteinrs formulation.

This ís, I suggest, the first major dífficulty of

the famí1y resemblance doctríne. On the one hand' if disjunctive

predicates are permitted then a: realist account is always possible.

On the other, there seems to be no intuitive way of excludíng dis-

jurrctive predicates, except by l,trittgensteinian f iat, and this

cannot be accepted as a sufficient ground for excluding them;

any views may be made logically watertíght by ruling countel-exam-

ples out of order.

A problem now arises as to what predicates are family

resemblance pred,icates. According to Bambroughl all predicates are

(f) "Universals and Family Resemblance", in PAS 1960-6f, Vo1. LXI'
pp. 207-222.
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family resenrblance predicateS. Certainly there seems to be text-

ual evidence in hlittgenstein which gives suPPort to this, although

\,1Íttgenstein, in his insistence on avoíding past generalizations,

\^ras too vJary to generalise about this. But the range of concepts

to rvhich I.^Jittgensteín would apply hís doctrine, and which he adduces

1
Ín support, is verY wide. In the Philosophícal Investiqations

he applies it to "language" (65), "game" (66), "number" (68) 
'

"pace" (69) , "plant" (70), "colours" (12> ' "leaf" (73) ' the con-

cepts of ethics and aesthetics (77), "knowing (78), and to "red",

"daLk" and "sweet" i.e. those predicates most likely to be regar-

ded as basic - (87). In Zettel ' n. makes further references to

the subj ect and includes further examples: the concepË of a liv-

ing being (326), "A heap of sand" (392), psychological concepts

(47 2, 41 4-47 6) . His ref erence to "redtt , ttdaTktt, t'Sweettt, ttknowingtt

etc. indÍcates that he intended it to cope with more than just sor-

tal- universals v¡híc.h might otherwíse have been expected to form a

fairly intuitive demarcatíon line between family resemblance uni-

ve¡sals and other universals. Clearly trlÍttgenstein thoughthis

doctrine had a very wide applicability and ít seems vaín to attemPt

to fínd a feature common to all his examples of farnily resemblance

pred ícat es .

One piece of textual

extrene view occurs ín the Remarks

evidence against Bambrough's

On The Foundations Of Mathe-

maticsr3 where Wittgenstein is talkíng about the way in which

(1) The references are, of course, to sections of the Invest-
igations.

(2) Zettel , etc.ed.G.E.l"1 . Anscombe and G.H. von lJright, Oxford,
Basil Blackwell' 1967).

Renrarks On The Foundations Of Mathematics, ed G. H. von l,iright ,

Blackwell,1956) .
(3 )

R. Rhecs, and G.E.M. Anscombe, Oxford, Basil
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five Is made up out of two and three (Remarks, I, 64) and he

goes on, soon afterwards:

t"But you can see - there cantt be any doubt, that
a group like A consists essenËially of one like B

and one like C. I - I too say -

III

í.e. this is how I too exPress myself - that the
gïouP drawn there consists of the two smaller ones;
but I don't know whether every group whích I should
call the same in kínd (or forrn) as the first wíll
necessarily be composed of tr¿o groups of the same

kind as the smaller ones' - But I believe that it
will probably always be so (perhaps experience
taught me this), and that ís why I am willing to
accept the rule: I will say that a grouP is of the
form A if and only if it can be split up into two
groups like B and C. " I

It seems reasonable to assume that, as \^Iittgenstein

w¡rs carlier on the same page talking abouË the number five and as

tlre group A that he drew is a group of five vertícal lines, that

he is talking about integers in thÍs passage. It also seems clear

thlrt ilr this case he was saying that there are necessary and

su.lfl.cient conditions for a group Èo be of the form A (even if

thr.sc conditions are laid down by convention. ) The passage just

quoLed apparently contradicts the passage on numbers Ín the

I,lrllosophical Investigations \^7here he seems almost to adopt a

rrouri.lralís¡ view:

"I^Ihy do we call something a'numberr? Well , per-
haps because it has a - direct - relaÈionship with
several things that have hitherto been called
number; and this can be said to give it an indirect
relatfonship to other things we call the same namet"2

A

II

B C

lìemarks, 2, 61 .

I'hilosophical Investigations, p.

(r )
(2) 33 , Sec. 67 .
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The contradiction is avoided, however, Íf, in the Investigations,

Wittgenstein is asking a different question about numbers, namely,

trlnlhat do cardínal numbers, rational numbers, real numbers, negat-

ive numbers, transfinite llumbers, irrational numbers etc. have

ín common?" The passage in the Remarks does, nonetheless, give

the irnpression that l^littgenstein held that at least one concept !ùas

not anìenable to a farnily resemblance analysis.

A consideration of Mundletsl obser-

vatíons on the words to which, in his view, I^littgensteinrs notion

of a 'family resemblancer is applicable, will make clear i,JitÈgen-

steints apparent confusion as to what a rule is supposed to do'

Mund1e suggests that the notion seems to be intended to apply not
)

mercl¡, to a small number of words, tottslippery customers"- like

tgarnet but to descriptive words in general. "...the application

of a word is not everywhere bounded by rules" (84).3 Mundle

clairns thaË although \nlittgenstein denies thaÈ there is anything

comnorì to games in the Sense in vrhich he usesttgamestt, he iS in-

consistent, because the use to which he puts his comparison between

languages and games ínvolves the assumption that games are alike

in that tl-rey are played and that they involve f ollor¿ing rules.

It Ís in these two respects that llittgenstein assimílates games

arrd the uses of language. Accordingly, he speaks of any language

use as pÀêJ.ing- a language game, whieh, as \ô7e sometimes use words

for serfous purposes, seems singularly inappropriate. The feature

(1) IlundIe, C.I^I.K., A Critique 0f Líneuistic Philosophy, Oxford,
Clarendon Press, L970, Pp. 191-194.

Lbid., p. 191.

Philosophical InvestigaÈions, p. 39.

(2)

(3)
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of his comparison which receives most emphasis is that both

games and language involve f ollowing rules. But , though \,re are

frequently invited to compare the so-called rules of language with

games-rules, his remarks are uninformative.

I^Iíttgensteín argues the language-rules and games-

rules are alike in not legislating in advance for all contín-

gencles. A parallel is dravm between t.he fact that no boundary

has been drawn for the application of the word "game" and the

fact that there are no rules "for how high one throws the ball

in tennis, or how hard; yet tennis is a game for all that

and has rules too."1 As Mundle remarks, "It would be pointless,

because unenforceable, to make rules about this, or about how much

tenrris players may perspire."2

I^littgenstein does not seem to have considered that

games-rules are framed with the chief purpose of trying to 1egís-

late in advance for all contingencies which could give rise to

dissension. In practice a games-rule can be revised to try to

avoLd arbitrariness or ambiguity,

"The rules of Charades are not imprecise because they
prescribe only that each team shall play-act each
successíve syllable of the word-to-be-guessed, and
thus leave endless scope for antics and exhibitionism-
leavíng scope for this is the purpose of this game."3

The game l.Iittgenstein refers to most ofÈen in trying

to thro\'r light on language is Chess; but the rules of Chess are

flxed, and specify precisely all of the kinds of moves which are

for-bfclden.In all respects they are unlike the rules of language.

I)hilosophical InvestigaEions , P. 33.

A Critique 0f Lineuistic Philosophy

(1)

(2)

(3 ) lbld., p. 193.

: P.193.
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Wittgenstelnrs comparison betr¡een language-ru1es and games-rules

is seriously misleading because it leads hím to speak as if lan-

guage-rules are all prescriptive. Thus, in a Passage where he

is assímllating language-rules and the rules of Chess he says:
1

"followlng a rule is analogus to obeying an orderrrr-.

As MundIe observes,

t'Games rufes are indeed prescríptíve: a player
who breaks the rules' even if the game be solitaire'
ís not playíng the game, in both the literal and the
rneta,Phprl.call- sense of tplaying the game"'. 2

But, by colltrast, the purPose of grarnmatícal rú-Les- grammar -

is mainly to clarify meaning. John Sí*on3 gives an apposite

example: suppose it is argued that""I{e \,vas at the ball game last

night" ancì "Mary had firte card" are two clear and logícal attempts

to simplÍfy the language. The rationale is that, in tire first

case, tl.re speaker has decided that the distinction bet\,leen t\ntast

and t\^reret is insÍgnificant and has chosen t\^tast, no maÈter if the

subject is singular or plural. In the second case the speaker

drops the tSt fr:om rcardst because the five already indicates more

than onc.tt However as Simon remarks'

"Five does indícate plurality, bvb the final s

confirms it. After all, the speaker may have
said ta fine cardt orra five cardt, and it is
the fÍna1 s that ensures that we have not misheard
him, So too, we may be uncertain whether lre heard,
say he or v¡e until the were dispel¡ our doubt con-
cerníng who r¡as at the ball game."'

fr:oln the concepts of mathematics there also appear ÈoApart

words used in ordínary speech r+hose meaning can be analysed

be

wÍthout

(1)

(2)

(3)

Plrilosophical Investigations' Section 206, p. 82.

Murrcl 1 e ,

S lnrort ,
J,981 , 1r

rbid.

p. I94 .

John,
. 147.

J'arad igms Lost

p. 147.(4)

London, Chatto and l{indus,
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resort to family resemblances. For example, the word t'brothert'

is equivalent by definition to "male sibling". Bambrough seeks

to deny that thís sort of definition is informative because, he

argues, to say thatrrbrothertt is the same aS t'male siblingttis

to say nothing more than saying that"a brother is a brother".l

Bambroughts argument is unconvincing on two grounds.

Firstly, his claím is that all words require a family resemblance

arralysÍs. But why does "brother" require a family resemblance

analysís? Surely it would be absurd, in elucidating the term

"brother", to try and think of sirnil-arities between brothers and

then claím that these similarities overlap and criss-cross, whílst

ignoring the (obvíous) fact that every brother has maleness and

siblinghood ín common.

Bambrough accepts that rrbrother" can be defined in

terns of necessary and sufficient conditions but denies that it
2

can be rrultimately explained in such terms.tt But that we have

solved the problem of the general term "brother" is one thing; that

\^re are norù faced with the problems of the general terms ttmalett

and "sibling" is quite another. After all, there are independent

tests for maleness and siblinghood and when both are satisfíed

then the predicate "brother" may be applied to the individual

for whom they are satisfied. If there are probleus about these

tcsts (as there clearly are about the chromosome Sex test, for

exanrple) then they are not the same as the problem about brothers.

Secondly, I cannot see hohT l^Iittgensteinls farnily

rescmblance concept obviates the difficulty of rultimately ex-

Unfversals and Family Resemblancê, P. 2L5(1)

(2) Ibfd. p. 215.
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plaining' terms. All díctionaries define ¡¿ords in terms of

other words (unless they are illustrated dictíonaries which have

problems of their ovm) and thus are either circular, regressive

or incomplete; no "realist" would deny this. But this problem

would apply equally to a dictionary of faurily resemblance "de-

finitionstt. I^littgenstein analyses t'gamest' in terms of other

activitíes (eaeh of whích will require further analysis) and

family resemblance (which will require an analysis of íts own).

The point may be expressed in terms of Campbell?s formulation

of the family resemblance concePt by sayíng that every family

resemblance analysis ís an analysis in terms of basic predicates.

¡\n account (if any) of these basic predicates will not' EX thesi

be in terms of farnily resemblances. As I^Iittgenstein noted: "Ex-

planations come to an end somer¿h.t""l family resemblances

cantt circumvent this.

Let us, for the sake of pursuing the argument'

imagine a three-fold division of concepts. Firstly, there are

those, l-ike the concepts of mathematics(but including some every-

day Èerms like "brother" which dontt belong to mathematics), which

are capable of rigorous analysis in terms of necessary and suffic-

ient conditions. Secondly, there are r^rords apparently more likely

to be amenable to family resemblance analysis than to rigorous

i:nalysis. This group consisËs of many of the less clearly defíned

concepts in use in ordínary language, including most of those

that Wittgenstein chooses for his examples.

(l) Philosophical InvestigaÈions, Section 1, p. 3
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Finally, tìrere is a group of basic predicates r^rhích cannot be

analysed f ur-ther r^rÍthin the gÍven context. The words used in

a particular linguistíc context are explained by reference to

these predfcates and any account of them would either be cir-

cular or would have to take place in a different context. These

basic preclicates are the primitive terms of the language system

and I dontt see how lJíttgenstein, or anyone else, can avoid them.

\{hat is now the problem is how far }ùittgensteinr s

ínter:pretation gives an adequate account of how the general words

in the secoud category get their meaning. A"rorrl has questioned

how far l^littgensteints theory is a new theory of universals,and

how far it is merely a restatement of the traditional resemblance

tl-reory. Tt seems that the only variant of the resemblance theory

that is def Ínitely incompati'b1e with I^littgensteinrs theory is that

a universol is applied to a number of objects because each resemb-

1es the otìrers in the possessíon, as it r,rere, of a common feature

or featlrres. I{ittgensteinrs theory does not seem to be necessar-

Íly distirrct from other types of resemblance theoryrand it would

need to be shown that his account avoids the difficultieq into

which rcsenrl¡lance theory runs. There are t\^ro main general ob-

jections to resemblance theory and it may be useful to begin our

consideration of the adequacy of l,trÍttgensteints account by con-

sídering nt length how far these objections rnight apply to family

leseniblances.

(1) R.l. Ànr:on, "Wittgensteinrs Theory of Universals, Mind,
1965, pp. 249-25L. Vol. DO(IV.
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Part 2z DÍfficulties \^lith The Fa¡nilv Resemblance Account.

Thefirstofthetwoargumentsagainstresemblance

theory 1s the ínfínite regless argument. Ìüittgenstein would say

that boxing and patience have a family resemblance to each other,

l_ikewÍse havè,. boxing and chess. But in doing so he has used

the unlversal "family resernblance" and of this he has to gíve

an account. I{hat ís the family resemblance bet\^7een instances of

fanily resenrblance? Thus an infinite regress may be developed'

Thfs objection could be raised against any account of univeTsals -

whether resemblance theory or not - whích claimed that all univer-

sals were explicable in the one \¡/ay. It would thus apply to
T

Bambrorrgh's doctrine that all universals (including the unível:-

a1 fanilv resemblance) \"7ere capable of a famllY resemblanceS

¿lccount. It need not apply to Campbell's formulatíon of the

cìoctrÍlre because he gives an account of the universal family

resentblance in terms of necessary and sufficient conditíons and

uot by a further, second-order, family resemblance. !üittgensteints

owrt ¡ìccount is susceptible to a relaËed difficulty. In the ana-

Iysis llke that of the concept "gamet'r¿e must, according to

l,Jittgenstein, employ the concept t'family resemblance". If , then,

we ask for an analysis of the concept t'family resemblancet'and we

seek an ansldel in Wittgensteinrs writings,we find an informal

analysis given in terms of the concept ttgamett. Thus I'triËtgenstein

avoids inflnite regress, though at the cost of a circularity.

ln f¡rirness to Wittgenstein we must Point ouÈ that he is not com-

petled to elucidate rrfamily resemblancet' in terms of t'game". But

lf he is to maintain the style of his philosophy he would probably
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do so in terms of some other concept that was amenable to family

resemblance analysis - thus the problem is merely transferred.

Bambrough makes the same mistake more obviously'

"The simple truth'r he writes, t'i" thaÈ what games have in common

is that they are g"*e"".l A sirnple truth, but how profoundly un-

helpfult Llhere Bambroughts account fails mosÈ obviously is in

attempting to satisfy one requirement of any satisfactory theory

of universals: namely, thaË ít must be able to give an account

of why predicates are applied to some objects and not others.

A theory of uníversals which fails on thís account can scarcely

be regar:ded as satisfactory. Bambrough gives a sort of account

of why the predicate "game" is apptied to certain activities:

he says that it t s because they are games. In view of the fact

that he charged all analytic accounts (e.g. that the predicate

"brother" could be applied to x because x \¡¡as male and a sibling

of I) as mere lrord s\,¡appíng - changing one p:uzzle for another -

I confess to failure ín knowing how he would defend his own posit-

ion, whích sWaps one puzzLe for the same one. ttBrothertt = ttmale

sibling" might not be very informative, but ttgametr = rrgamet' is

even less so.

There is 1íttte evidence that l^Iittgenstein would

have accepted Bambroughrs in¡erpreËation, and it seems to contra-

dict one inl-erpretation of the family resemblance concept thaÈ is

found ln Wittgensteinrs wriËings. If I4Iíttgenstein is trying to

show that it is irnpossible to give an account of what it is to

be a garne - i.e. not Ërying to solve the problem of universals buÈ

(1) UnÍversals And Family Resemblance, p. 2I7.
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to deny that it has a solution and to dismiss it as a pseudo-

problem - then his analysis might be compatible with Bambroughrs.

But ülittgenstein says (speaking of languages) that "it is because

of íts relationship, or these relationships (of family resemblance)

that we call them all 'lang,rage'."1

Po*p.2 distinguishes three possible meanings of the

phrase "because of" in this passage. The first is the traditíonal

view that the existence of the relationships is a sufficient con-

dition for the applicatíon of the predicate. The second is thaE

it is in view of the fact that theße are these relationships that'

for historical , psychological g-L: et)¡mological reasons' rrre come

to apply the same word to all. The third is that the family re-

semblance relatíonship merely indicates that there are símílarities

between the members of the reference class of the predicate. 0n1y

the first inteïpretation would make family resemblances into a

theory of universals and so it has been PresupPoseC until now.

However, if family resemblances aIe not meant to constitute a

theory of universals, then they cannot refute realism,and this

would be the case on either the second or the third interpret-

ation. The reason is that all the members of the reference class

could have both Some cornmon "essencett and overlapping similarities;

or they could have a conmon "essencett but it could still be due to

the fact of the similarities that vre vrere brought (for hisÈorical,

psychological or etyrnological reasons) to use the same Predicate

to apply to all of them. Moreover, the second and third inter-

PhÍlosophical Invest igat ions Section 65, my italics.
Philosophical Quarterly, 1967, Vol.17,

t(r)
(2 ) "Farnily Resemblance",

No. 66, pp. 63-69.
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pretations are scarcely of philosophic interest. Thus it would

seem that what hÌittgenstein meant in Section 65 of the Invest-

igations rttas that family resemblances are to give an account of

why a given predicate has a cerËain refelence class and not

another: to give conditions fór the application of the predicaËe.

It can scarcely be claimed that Bambrough's account does this.

On the other hand, some textual evidence can be

found whÍch seems to support the historícal, psychologicalrety-

rnological interpretation of "because of ". For examplet I'tríttgen-

stein says: "In such a difficulty (of fÍnding definitions)always

ask yourself : How did ¡^¡e learn the meaníng of thís word. " '?

From what sort of examples? In what langrrage games?"l Also,

his injunction to "look and seet' whether all games have a common

' ,ac rhaf lra ¡nrrnair¡pq fhe Drôce! elproperty- indícates that he conceives the process as an emParlc:

one. If this interpretation is taken literally then hís task

seems to be more like one in the psychology of learning than in

philosophy. On the other hand, he could be saying merely that

asking how we learn the meaning of a word could be an aíd in its

conceptuaL analysis, even though it did noË provide the answers

to oul- conceptual problems on its own. Except on this last inter-

pretation, however, his remarks will not be sufficient, either to

refute reailism,-t, or to establish a theory of uníversals.

So far there have been t\"Io arguments against Bam-

brough's positioni the first arose out of my honest confusíon at

what lre sald; the second is a textual one, namely that his theory

is not WJ.ttgensteints theory. There is a third argument advanced

by Campbell ín "Family Resemblance Predicateslr, and this seems

Phl.losonhical Investigations' Section 77, p. 36.(1)

(2) IbI(l . Section 66. P. 31.
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fatol. According to Bambroughrgames have being a game in cormnon

arrd nothing else; or, put more generally, all members of the

referene.e class of a predicate F have F-hood ín common and nothing

else. Canrpbell t s argument is based upon the fact about the

Anrerican Constitution that all Congressmen are either Senators

or }fenrbers of the House of Representatives. According to Bambrough:

(I) ¡r1l Se¡-rators have Senatorhood in common and nothíng else.

and (II) all congressmen have Congressmanhood in common and nothing

else. Now, either Senators do not have Congressmanhood j-n common

(r"hf.ch is false in vírtue of the American Constitution); or they

do have Congressmanhood ín common(which contradicts the first of

Balrbrou¡¡lrrs assertions); or being a Congressman is not someÈhing

difl cl-ent from being a Senator (whích is also false ín virtue of

tìle Ànrer:ican Constitution). Clearly, they do have congressmanhood

ilr conrnron and Bambrough is rnrrong.

The second of the t\,ro arguments against resemblance

thec'rl¡' t.o be considered is that some rion-games might resemble

s(rnìe g¿ìnles more Èhan other games do. Richmanl cal1s this the

'rl'r'r.rblent c'rf \rlide-open Texture'r. The problem can be made more

rncìfcrr1 if it is claimed that any t\,üo things have some conmon

proPer-tiee. To use an example given by Pornpa2, street-fighting

rescnlllles boxing more than boxing resembles chess, yet boxing and

clress at:e both games whilst street-fighting is not. There are

t\\ro p(1ssib1e replies open to a l,littgensteinian at Ëhis point:

rllc flrst inr¡olves counting, and the second weighting, the basÍc

¡rretlit:rttes. First, the hlittgensteínian could reply that boxing

(1) rrstrnretìring Commonr', Journal of Philosophy, December 1962,
trt) . tì 2l-830, p . 829 .

(:) I'rrrrrPrr, F. 66.
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has more resemblances to chess than it has to street-fighting.

Put more formallyrthis means that there is a definite number,

P of basíc predicates,whÍch are applicable to all games and

street-fighting. A resemblance exists bet¡¡een two actívities if

some basÍc predicate is applicable to both. Thus street-fighting

will share a certain proportion of the P basic predicates with

boxing (Say S/P) and chess r¿ill also share a proportíon of the

basic predicates r^rith boxíng (Say C/P). If the I^littgensteinÍan

is adopting this mode of reply he will mean thaÈ the proportíon

(C/P) wilt be greateï than the proportion S/P.

This answer is open to several objections. The

j-dea of listing Ehe basic predicates applicable to all games and

strc¡et-fighting is very artificial, not to mention extremely diffi-

cult and lengthy. For example, is "having rulest' one basic pre-

dicate, or Ís it as many as there are rules? Moreover, there are

further problems. Do we just list the necessary basie Predicates

of all games? 0r, do we list any basic predicate that can be

appJ-ied to any game whatsoever ? In this case our list is going

to be even longer and more tedious to eompile than we expected.

Furthermore, do we list the basic predicates of each individual

gane (e.g. each football match, boxíng match' game of croquet etc.)

or just the basic predicates of each type of game (e.g. footba11,

boxing, croquet etc.)? In the first case lle have to embark on

a detaited and completely comprehensive description of every foot-

ball rnatch ever played - not to mention boxing, croquet and all the

others. In Ehe second case, realism reapPears - not, admittedly,

Ínrnedfately, ín our account of ttgamet', but in the very next stage
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ttfootballttr ttboxingtt

and peculiar ProPer-

of our

etc, ;

t ies

Thus

need to knor"l the common

of these acEivitÍes for inclusion in our analysis of "gamet"

either the family resemblance account of t'gamett becomes absurd-

Iy complex or ft degenerates rather quickly into realism.

The second objection applies even if questions like

these can be answered and the details of the analysis filled out.

It is that in order to vlork out the number of basíc predicates P

applicable to all games and street-fightingrl,Je have to know what

all the ganes are - and this includes knowing whether chess,

street-fighting or boxing is a game. In other words, the

\líttgensteinian must assume An anSI4Ter to our question ín order

to be able to work out an ansl^ler to ít. On this interpretation

we have to know ¡vhat aII games aïe in order to be able to decide

wi-retlrer a gíven activity Ís a game or not. However, it ís not

strictly necessary to bring all games ínto it, for we can select

a sub-class of paradígm games so that P wíIl be the number of

basic predicates applicable to all paradigm games and street-

fíghting. The use of the paradÍgm case brings problems of its

o\rn; quesLfor-rs of choosing the paradigms will be ímportant and

could vitally affect the outcome and, in addition, there is no

reason to bel-leve that the adoption of this approach would leave

the class of games anything like it is at present - which l^rittgen-

steln apparently ktants.

Â less problematic approach would be to ask r¡hether

boxing sþould be classified r¿ith street{ighting or with chess by
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comparing the number of basic predicates cotrmon to boxing and

street-fíghting with the number of basic predicates coilmon Ëo

boxlng arrd chess. But Èhis leaves unans\^rered the question we

started with: ?'Are street-fighting and chess games?" "411 we can

say is that if boxing is a game then (assuming r^re get the numerical

preponderance lre want) chess is, whilst street-fíghting is not.

I^le have proved thaÈ chess and boxing "go together" whilst street-

fightÍng doesntt go L'íth eÍther of them. Even so the result might

be mísleading because v¡e might be inquiring whether the predicate

"involves the use of physical force" is applícable to boxing,

street-fighting or chess, and in this case it would be fallacious

to say that boxing and chess "go together". Finally, it seems

almost certain, in the given example, thaË on almost any adoption

of l¡asic predicatesrit r,¡ill be found that boxing does have more

in comnon with street-fÍghting than with chess. A set of basic

predicates for which this wasntt the case would seem very arti-

ficlally contrived.

Bambrough, in his discussion of the "Churchill face",

makes thís interpretation even more difficult. Because "high-cheek

bones" is not a single feature but a continuum of infinitely many

features, he concludes that,t'r,re see that Ëhere could in principle

be an Í¡rfiniÈe number of Churchill faces which had no feature in

common. In fact it becomes clear that there is a good sense in

which no lwo members of the Churchill family need have any feature

ln conrmon 1n order for all the members of the churchill farníly ro

have the Churchill face".l Thus any Churchill - even Sir I^IinsËon,

(1) Unlversals And Family Resemblance , p. 2I5.
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lrhom one míght take as the paradigrnatíc Churchill - will have

0 per cent of Churchill features: buË so has a horse. This

rn'ould seem to be a reductio ad absurdum of !üit tgensteinr s theory.

Howevervre propound the family resemblance concept it will con-

flict with this exÈravagant suggestion. I{ittgenstein's ovm words

are contradicted because the resemblances no longer ttoverlap and

críss-cross". Campbell's formal specificatÍon is violated be-

cause his second, fourth and sixth criteria al:e not satisfied.

Even Bambrough's own formulation will not do. He supposes that

there are five objects â, b, c, d, e to each of which four of

the five predicates A, B, C, D, E apply in the following way:

a<BCDE>;b<ACDE>;c<ABDE>;d<ABCE>;e<ABCD>

"Herett, says Bambrough, "w. can already see how natural and how

pr:oper it might be to apply the same word to a number of objec-ts

between which there is no colnmon feature". l The naturalness and

propriet'¡ of this is solely due to the fact that each obj ect has
J

four of the five propertíes. In the case of the Churchill face

quoted above, the situation may be schematized as follows:

a<ABCD>;b<EFGH>;c<IJKL>;d<MNOP>;

e <QRST> In this case it seems both unnatural and improper

to apply the same predicate to a, b, c, d, ej álthough all r¿ould

be well íf we introduced a predicate Z = "Ìfember of the Churchill

family" ¡,¡hich would apply to al1 the individuals - but thatrs

re,alism.

(1) Universals And Familv Resemblance. p. 2L5.
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It night be thought that I have been unfair to

Bambrough in schematizing his views about the Churchill face;

what he meant was that each of the predicates A, B, C, D, E,

denoted an infinite continuum of features and each r,Jas susceptible

to a family resemblance analysis itself. Thus the predicate A is

composed of a family of more basie predicates .{1,L2,L2.44,... i
rt

the predicate B ot 9t,å2,å3,å and so on. Then the Churchill

face relatíon will become: a <B, Cl DI Elt ; b .42 cz E2'

B.
J

D.
J

E3r t a<A4{4 c,r t4t

Dz

ccA ; e<A c5 D5tt5
3 5

hrhichever interpretation we take, however, wíll not remove Bam-

broughf s difficulty, for

fr-om Ar, BZ, and C, etc.

ex hypothesi AI Br' Cl, eLc. differ

But this reply to the first críticism of resemblance

theory is not the only possible reply to the problem of wÍde-open

te-xture open to a i^littgensteinian. Indeed, in fairness, it must

be admitted that there is no textual evidence that Wittgenstein

would make this reply; there is no textual evidence that he con-

sldered the problem at all. He could say Ëhat counting properties

\{as not part of the ansv¡er because some properties r,¡ere more im-

por-tant than others. This seems, superficÍally, a more satisfactory

answer than the first. In the instance suggested by Pompq the

I^Jlttgensteinian mÍght claim that boxing and chess should be ex-

cluded from amongst the games because both were primarily non-

seriousr¡,¡hilst street-fighting was serious and non-seriousness is

more central- to the concept of a ttgamett than, for instance, ttinvol-

virrg physical force against an opponentil which link boxing and
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streer-fighting. This examp3-e would, however, be singularly un-

fortunate because there is textual evidence to suggest that

Wittgensteln regarded. chess as seriou".l Bna, the point can be

seen even though the details are in dispute. However, the difficul-

ties occasioned by such details as the one just mentioned will cumu-

latively be very great. I,rlhat this vier,¡ requires is some method of

first enumerating and then weighting characteristics; in other

words a calculus. If it were perfected, however, iÈ would bring us

back dangerously close to realism, for the sort of information ahout

games that ÍÈ v¡ou1d pre-suppose would be statements like: "The

property of non-seriousness is eentral to the concept of tgametrtt

and "The property of involving physieal force against an opponent

is peripheral to the concept of tgame'l'. Once we have decided what

is ce¡tral and what peripheral to a concePtr there is a strong in-

clinatl,on to regard what is central as constituting necessary and

sufficient conditions for the concept. The more we reduce the veighÈ

of the central features the less likely it is that the boundaries

of the family-resemblance concePt "game" uríll coincide r¿ith those

of the ordlnary concept "gamett. On the other hand, the more ¡nre in-

crease the weight of the central features, the closer ou¡ position

comes to realism. Furthermore, there will be a strorig possibilíty'

as v,e develop the common language calCulus, that r^te will have to

assunìe tþe ansr¡ers to the questions we wish to investigate with the

ca]c¡lus's heIp. There is thus a:r danger of cÍrcularity and realism

on the orre lrand, or a radical revision of the predicate on the other.

(f) "Ar-e games
nou¡"ht s and

all tamusingr (unterhaltend)? Compare chess with
crosses." Philosophical Investigationsrsection 66.
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Pompa nrakes a further attack on family resemblances

similar in direction to Èhe Problem of l^Iide-Open Texture, but

differing from it. WÍttgenstein says that games are characterised

by the fact that they have a certain (unspecífied) number of pro-

perties designated by the predicates A, B, C, D, E,...etc. Thus

the statement rra is a game" is equivalent to the disjunction

tta <A v B v C v D v ....> tt. But the number of disjuncts is

huge and so the statement "a is a game" j-s so indeterminate that

it can convey practfcally no information. To say "a is a card

gamett is no better because the disjunction is now

tta <A v B v C v D v ...>

family resemblance concept of t'cardstt - as on many irlterPretations

\{e must - we must replace the predícate ttArr by a further dis-

junctíon. In fact, to sayttA i" a card gamet'is to open more

possibilities than to say "a is a game". The curious fact is that,

although l^littgenstein was trying to give an account of predicates

as they're used, he has here ended up with a conclusion which goes

against common usage, for we ¡¡ould ordinarily agree that to say

'þ i* a card game" 1s to be more specific than to say'þ is a game".

It is difficult to see how a farnily resemblance accounË could avoid

being thus reduced to a disjunction. Clearly l{ittgenstein did not

intend it to be take¡r as such, but given, for example, a family

resemblance analysls of "gamet'¡it is not immediately clear how

he can then block the formation of a símp1e dj-sjunction of the

basic precll-cates of "game" (perhaps with some conditions added -

depending upon tlìe subtlety of the analysis).
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Once the disjunction is in (wÍth all but the most

stringent conditions) 1t is possible that the family resemblance

predicate ilay tend to lose its information content. Another

possibílity would be to use the heavily weighted central features

to divíde the reference class of the predicate so that those memb-

ers which exhibited all the central features fell into one group

(central cases), and a1I Èhose which exhibited only some (or per-

haps even none) of the central featules fell into another (peri-

pheral cases). Thus a theory of meaning mid-vay between realism

a¡d family resemblance theory would result. It remains to be shov¡n

how the inclusion of the peripheral cases in the reference cl-ass

of the predícate ín this way would avoid the other difficulties

of a family rcsemblance account.

I suggest that the reason why 'rgame" is such a Per-

suasive exarnple for the I\rittgensteinian is that its content is so

límited, Tell sonìeone who hasn't heard of iÈ before that pelota

is a game ancl his sum total of knowledge is not likely to be much

Íncreased. Certainly some possibilities will be excluded: hetll

knorn, Ítrs not an animal; that's ítts an actívíty (presumably a

hunran activity); that it has spatio-Ëemporal exÈension etc. But

these exclusions all result from the N-set of the predícate; the

If-set excludes nothing.

The advantage of family resemblance theory claimed

by supporters is that it does justice to ordinary usage. This

claim does not look plausible ¡^¡hen the family resemblance tleat-

ment is upplted to a predicate like "brother"; yet for "game"
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ft docs perhaps have a certain plausibility. \,ie have , however,

seelr the very great difficulty the family resemblance theorisË

has in dealing with the predicate "game" in such a vray as to

include a1l- and onlv games. The more he tightens his restrictions

on the lnl-set the more his doctrine begins to look like realism.

The orrly way in whích he can guarantee the exclusíon of all non-

games 1s by realism - by reducíng the M-set to nothing. To leave

tl'rc M-set in seems to bring the problem of tl.lide-Open Texturet down

on the theory.

The diffículty which we have in providing necessary

and sufficient conditÍons for the attribution of the predicaËe

t'gamett is the reason why ttgamett is

the fanrily resemblance theorist to

rvitìr t'::uLe"? Raz has reminded us

such a persuasive examPle for

use. Are we in equal difficulties

that, tt... a rule is a reason

for-. acLÍon".l But while this may be a necessal:y condition of

sonethingrs being a rule, it cannot be regarded as a suffícient

condiLion; orders, threats or even advíce may provide a suffÍ-

clcnt condition for action. Clearly compliance ís neíther a

necessiìl:y rìo r suffícient conditÍon of somethingrs being a rule.

Peoplest response to a rule will be determined by a number of

factorsre.B. how far the rule harmoníses or eonflicts with their

írrt-erests; how easy or how difficult breaches of the rule are

to detecf; how efficient the enforcers of the rule are; indeed

how co¡rcerned they are to enforce the rule.

(1) Raz, Joseph,
Loudon, 1975,

Praetical Reason And Norms
p. 56.

Hutchinson,
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I suggested earlier that trulet v¡as a more difficult

customer Èhan tgamet; and if the family resemblance theory

cannoÈ account satisfactorily for tgamer, hotù can it do so for

trule'? I,rle should be faced again, for examplerwith Èhe problem

of 'rwide open Èexturer' (í.e. the possibility Ëhat we may find

examples of some non-rules that resemble some rules more closely

than some rules resemble each other). For all the reasons dis-

cussed earlier, I see no prosPect of a famíly resemblance analysis

yíeld1ng the characteristics of a central class of rules.
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CHAPTER 4

Part l: MoralRules And Legal Rules.

I have argued that moral rules can be distinguished

from other rules by one sufficient condition; that l^larnock is

mistaken in his supposition that there are no moral rules' and

that his criterfa are inadequate to disÈinguish them from moral

rulings; and that Freyts counter-examples are unlikely to refute

I^Iarnock,s arguments. And I have argued furthel that llrey is mís-

taken in supposing that a family resemblance notion of trules'

could be formulated.

In conclusion I argue that the aPparent símilarities

between legaI and moral rules suggested by Hartl are sufficient

for these to be regarded as a tcentral caset of rules but tha't

certain more ambitious attempts to link law and morality by other

than purely contingent factors are likely to be unsuccessful'

We mighÈ usefully begin an attempt to find similar-

ities between moral and legal rules by considering MacCormíck's2

attempt to dÍstinguish rules of obligation from other rules'

since both moral and legal rules are clearly rules of obligation'

Hart asserts that

"Rules are conceived and spoken of as imposing oblig-
ations r,¡hen the general de¡nand for uniformity is in-
sisterrt and the social pressure brought to bear ona

those who d,eviate or thÏeaten to deviate is great'-

(1)

(2)

Hart, P. 168.

D. N .l.lacCormlck,
in Oxford Essa

and the ImPerative TallacY"
, Second Series,PP.l00-129'

"Legal 0b
s in Juris

Iigation

(3) Quoted MaeCormick, P. 1I9'
dence
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MacCorrnick argues that this is neither a necessary nor a suffic-

ient cr:iterion.

The parable of the good Samaritan plainly implies

that the Samaritan had an obligation to assist the Jew, and Èhe

use of robligationt in this context is neither self-contradict-

ory nof a linguistically improper use of the word. But since

we know that there r¡/ere very strong social pressures against

co-operation bet.ween Jews and Samaritans, Hartts criterion is

not a necessary test of obligation. 0n the other hand MacCor-

mick argues, there is strong social pressure in an Oxford common

room that men should wear trousersr not shorts or skirts, Yet

clearly it would be wrong to speak of a don having a tdutyt to

\,¡ear trousers. There is simply a rule about the socially accept-

able nanner of dress. So Hartrs criterion is not sufficient

either:.

To MacCormick, Hart's criterion is deficíenË because

it ls, in Hartts terms specified in terms of the rexternal point

of vfew' i.e. it provides a test for distinguishing obligations

from otlrer rule governed acts from the point of view of the social

observer. This might be a useful rule of thumb for distinguish-

íng those social rules regarded by society as imposing obligations

frorn other rules, but even at this level it would noË be, as the

hypothetical case of the transvestite don illustrates, r^'holly

satlsfactory. MacCormick argues that to discover the signific-

ance of the ¡¡ord t obligation' \¡e must look at Ít from the 'inter-

nalt 1>oi.nt of view: what special force is there, therefore, in

the Judgment that a particular act is a duty from the point of
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view of the person who makes the judgment ?

This wíl1 become clear if we examine the type of

caseHartusestodemonstratethatnotallcasesofbreachof

rules are cases of breach of duty' Should a smal1 boy say to
1

his mother, rHonestly I were at school today'r- when in fact he

has played truant, he has in one sentence' MacCormick suggestst

t!r,o wrot-tgs for the price of one. But the rule against lying

is one under which duties arise, whereas no duty arises under

the rule that tI wast is the correct form of the fírst person

indlc¿ltive of the past tense of the verb tto bet ' lJherein lies

the differe.nce? It is merely question begging ín MacCormickrs

view,to say that one rule istmoralt and the other tgrammaticalt'

Adistinctionemergeswhenweexaminethelanguage

\de use for criticism in both cases' In the one' the boy is

c::itíclsed by saying that he rhas done wrongt or racted \'¡rong-

fullyr or tcommitted a wrongr; in the othert r¡le say that he

has ,spol<en Íncorrectlyr, texpressed himself wronglyt, tdeclined

the ver:b wronglyt, and so on. Again it would be questíon beggíng'

suggests ÌfocCormick, to say that one class of criticism ís tmore

ser-ious, than the other. Hov¡eveI strong l¡e may be as glammarians

we do ììot regard ungrammatical expressions as twrongst 
' and'

convcrsely, Do contradíction appears to exist bet\^TeelL adopting

a lerrfcnÈ attitude torwhite lies'and tlittle fibsr of which

mostrlfnotallofusrareguiltyrwhilecontíriuingtoregard

them as ¡¡enuine rnisdeeds. The difference, lnlaccormiek suggests'

is olre o f l<ind , not of degree '

(1) l''lucCornilck, P. 120.
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Thisdifferencecanbeillustratedbycontrasting

two generalÍsed examples: tDoing X is doing hrrong' and 'doing

X ln rnanner M is doing wronglyt. In the first example the

criticism is of v¡hat someone did, in the second, it ís of how

someone did or attempted to do somethíng, leaving open the

question of whether doing X in these circumstances is open to

critlcism in itself. Let us, MacCormick suggests, call the

former strbstantive criticísm, the lattert Þrocedural criticism'

and assurne that if such different types of criticísm are pro-

perly used in applying different socially recognised rules to

hunran conduct, then it follows that the rules themselves must be

of differerìt types. surely the differefice is one of functíon;

sonle rules function as subsÈantive guides to conduct, guiding us

as to what ought or ought not to be done, while others act as Pro-

cedural guides, laying dovm in whaÈ rnanner this or that ought to

be done. There is an ambiguity in thís distinction: is rgetting

rlc.h ought not be done by stealing' an example of substantive

or procedural criticism?

\^IhatdoesMacCormíckmeanbyproceduralrules?

Table manners for example; it may be easier to eat peas wíth a

spootl than a fork but it is regarded as twrongt to do Sorrwrongr

bece¡se there is a t'conventional standard stipulating how to eat

peas lrr the company of oËhers-"1 Again, language: there is

rrothlng in the nature of the rotá" tf weret as against tI wast

whfch makes the latter more desirable as a mode of self expression;

fhcre ls a co¡rventional rule,'. under which tl wast is the correct

fornlulation of that mood and tense of the verb'

(f ) IfacCormick, P. L2I.
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Thís is a less happy example because grammatical

usage has an authority that transeends the purely conventional;

one of the reasons for demanding rgrammaticalt usage is clarity

íf we hear, to employ the example given in Chapter 3, "vle vras

at the ball game last night", \,re may be uncertain whether we

heard, sâY, he or we until the were dispels our doubt as to \^¡ho

\^¡as at the ball game. Again, the use of "Mary had fíve card"

can hardly be called a logical attempt to simplify the English

language. Five does índeed indicaËe plurality but the final s

confirms it. After all, the speaker may have said "a fine card"

or "a five card" and it is the finals that ensures that we have

not rnÍsheard him.

MacCormick gives other examples: the 'rÍght' t"y

to nìove a bishop at chess is diagonally, the correct \,ray for a

car driver to l-ndicate his desire to turn right is to do so rn¡ith

the rrightt indicator or failing that, to extend hís ríght arm'

alrd to do otherwíse is to act incorrectly.

The common element in all these rules is "that they

establish a standard node of performing some activity which is

at least sometl-mes permissíble in itself". (But is growing

rlch by steal-ing an activity sometimes permissible in itself?)

MncCornrÍck suggesÈs that such rules exhibit a similarity with

tlnstrumental normsr which speeify r.rhat one must or ought to do

to achLeve some purpose: tËo keep oners car radiator from

freezJ_ng one ouglìt to drain it or put in antí-freezet. But, he

at:gucrs,
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"r^rhereas in this type of case the appropriateness
of the procedure is determined by its efficacy in
producing the desired result, the appropriateness
áetermined by tprocedural rules' is essentially
conventional.tt I

SubstanÈíve rules of conduct on the other hand are

conceived of as indicating permissible and impermissÍble forms

of behaviour' not merely as indicating stePs to be taken to

achieve some goal or other,

"though the effects of the behaviour prescribed
orProscÏíbedmayberelevanttothejustificat_
ion of the rulet'.

I suggest this last point is important, since procedural and

substantive rules may be interactive in the sense that proced-

ur:al rules may clearly modify substantive ones' The efficacy

or cotlventional appropríateness of certain kinds of organ trans-

plants or in vitro fertilisation, for example, may well determine

notioris of what 4rgpermissible or impermissible forms of be-

harriour.

Maccormick concludes this delineatíon by arguing

that the nature of these substantive rules may be clearly under-

stood by considering hovr theír maintenance has to be justified'

should justificatíon be demand'ed. Demanding money with menaces

is not only conventionally regarded as an inappropriate proce-

dure for obtaining money from others, but is regarded as both

undesirable ín itself and ín Èhe consequences that would result

from iÈs Èoleration. The justification for having a rule against

it is not soleIy in terms of the need for some convention about

IIacCormick, p. 123.

Ibid. p.123.
(r)
(2)
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valid modes for transferríng money, but rather in terms of

',tlre conceived evil nature of the proscribed behaviour". 
l

If people regard some deviant behaviour as being

undesirable in the sense of deserving blame and non-toleration

rather than simply the .:üífhholdíng of praise, then they regard

the substantive guidance of the rule Èo be about minimal standards

of acceptable behaviour. To Maccormick it is this feature which

constitutes the particular type of rule of which the people who

tlremselves accept and endorse it are accustomed Ëo speak in terms

of tduties' and toblígations' irnposed by the rule' This feature

is shared by some rules of law, some social rules of positive

morality and some personal standard.s of individual morality'

The qualification of 'some' , clearly indicates

that MacCormickrs notion is inadequate to seParate all legal and

moral rules from other sorts of ru1es.

Tv¡o further criteria mentioned by Hart for ident-

ífying duty-imposing rules, in addition to the one criticised

earlÍer, require, ín MacCormickts víew, some modification' To

Hartrs criterion that such rules are considered essential to

the preservaÈion of híghly prized. or essential features of socíal

life, l'lacCormick points out that the maintenance of a common

language is surely a highly important feature of social life'

yet Hart himself has suggested thaÈ the rules of language impose

no obligations. The point is, rather, that "sharing standards

for the suppression and díscouragement of undesirable forms of

conduct is one essential prerequisite of social life' but not a

unique onett
2

MacCormick, P.

Ibid. p. I25.
(r)
(2)

L23.
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To the further criterion that conformity with such

rul-es may sometimes conflict with individualsr desires, MacCormick

replies that conforming vrith the procedural rules may have the same

effect, tt"" for example if a testator should r¡ish to make Some

secret provisíon for an illegitimate child without the publicity

which a will involves".I The contrast rather is between the

applicability of procedural rules (normally dependíng on an

agent's choosing Èo pursue some optional or permissible activíty

influenced by some procedural standard), and substantíve ru1es,

which apply "willy-nilly'.

Hart suggested that moral and legal rules of oblígation-.

have "ceïtain strikÍng similarities, enough to show that theír

common vocabulary is no accident".2 These t'stríking similaríties"

are

(a) "They are alike in that are conceived as binding
independently of the consent of the individual
bound and are supported by serious social press-
ures for conformity.'l

(b) "Compliance r+ith both legal and moral obligatíons
is regarded not as a matter of praise but as a

minimum contribution to social lífe to be taken
as a matter of course.tt

(c) 't...both laws and morals include rules governíng
the behaviour of individuals in situations const-
antly recurring throughout life rather than special
actívities or occasions, and though both may in-
clude much that is peculiar to the real or fancied
needs of a particular society, both make demands
which must obviously be satisfied by any group of
human beings who are to succeed in living together.'' 3

(1)

(2)

(3)

MacCormick, p. I25.
Hart, p. 168.

IbÍd. p. 168 (I have slighrly altered Hartts formulation)
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Three questíons arise: are these ttsimilaritíes"

shared by other rules to the extent that the t'similaritiestt

are no longer striking are the differences between legal and

moral rules sufficient to outweÍgh their alleged similarities'

and are these criÈeria obviously required for "any group of

human beings who are to succeed in living togetherrr? If the

first t\,.ro questions can be Answered in Èhe negative and the

thfr-d in the af f irmative' \47e may have a central case of rules.

Before these questÍons can be pursued it will be

appropriate to consider what Hart calls,

"four cardinal related features which collectively
serve to distinguish morality noÈ only from legal
rules but from other forms of social rulett' 1

The first of Hart's cardinal features is importance.

Tire i¡rportance attached to moral standards may be manifested in

seve,ral lùays: they are maintained agaínst the drive of strong

pnssions r¡hich they restrict, and at the cost of sacrificing

consÍderable personal interest; they are supported by serious

for¡trs of social Pressure exerted not only to obtain conformity

in indlvidual cases but to ensure that they are taught or com-

municated throughout socíety; ít is generally recognised that

their rejection or non-obselvarice would cleate social chaos. In

cotìtraSt, rules Of manners, dreSsrand depO-rtment:ocCup] a lesSer

place in the scale of irnportance-

I,le have seen reason to question the ímportance Hart

places on socÍal Pressures, but this aside, none of theserattri-

butcs' serve to dístinguish moral from legal rules ín any signi-

flcnnt r+ay. while not all 1ega1 rules are regarded ¡¡ith the same

(f ) Hart, p. 169'
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importance by the community, both Iegal and moral rules are

generally supported by varyíng degrees of social Pressure'

Clearly some legal rules mitigate against individual passions and

interests, can be said to be communícated throughout society, and

theÍr abandonment is generally thought to be a prelequisite for

soclal chaos.

The second feature is immunit to deliberate change

and here r¿e found Harr, (Chapter 1) in some difficulties.

The third featur-e is the voluntary character of

moral offences. Hart maintains Èhat if a person whose

actio¡, judged ab extra, has offended against a moral rule but u¡ho

succeeds in showing that he did this unintentionally and in spite of

e\¡ery plecaution that it was possible for him to take, he is excused

fronr nroral responsibility. This is clearly an inadequate account

of the grounds on which one can be excused from moral responsibility'

(e.g. onets behaviour may be held to fall under an exception com-

prehended under a moral rule and thus the same effect uray be achiev-

ed), but Hart wants to draw a comparison with exemptions from legal

blaure.

He allows that

samc ls true uP to

rea Ís an element

a point;

in crimínal

that those who offend without

in any developed legal system rrthe

for the general requirement of mens

responsibility designed to secure

carelessness, unwittinglY, or in

conditlons in which they lacked the bodíly or mental capacity to

confor:m to the law, should be excused".l

Nevertheless, he points out, admíssíon of such ex-

clrses in all 1egal systems is qualífied in many different Ìlays.

The real or alleged diffículties of proving psychological facts

(1) llart, p. L73.
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may lead a legal system to refuse Eo investigate mental states

or capacitíes of indíviduals and instead require robjective

testsr, whereby an individual charged with an offence is Ëaken

to have the capacíty for control or ability to take precautions

that a normal or treasonablet man would have. some legal sys-

tems may refuse to take accounÈ of rvolitionalt as distinct from

,cognltiver dísabilitíes, thereby confíning the range of excus-

es to lack of intention or defects of knowledge' Again' a legal

system nay, for certain types of offences' impose 'strict liabilityr

and make responsíbílity independent of mens rea altogether, wíth

the mitrimum províso that the accused possesses normal muscular

control.

HartIslastremarkreinforcesmyobservationthat

the broad content of many legal rules (and the consequences of

theír r¡iolation) are communicated to a community at large'

Hartrs final feature, the form of moral Pressuret

concernstheparticularpressurewhichmaybeexertedformoral

lapses. I^lith morality the characteristic pressure 'tconsists in

appeals to the resPect for the rules, as things important in

t¡enselves, which is presumed to be shared by those addressed" I

ThtsispresumablyincontrastwiththemoreovertpresSureuS_

uaJ-l.y occasioned by lapses from legal rules'

I'rrhat can be said of Hartrs cardinal features? The

first fs an inconclusive difference' Hart is clearly mistaken

in some \A7ays aS to the second, and we have previously argued

that moral rules are, in some respectst not immune to change'

(I) llar:t, P. 175'
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The third shares, on Hartts oqm admission' some features in

colnmon with legal rules. The fourth is more Persuasive, buÈ

a contrast cannot be invariably dravrr: the penalty for some

minor traffíc offence or other small infringement of legal rules

may require one Èo be the,recipient of an appeal to a rule (with,

no doubt., in some cases, an Ínjunction not to repeat the offence.)

Might Hartrs símilaríties not be shared by other

rules? It might be argued that, e.g. the rules of a school

boarding house fulfil similariËies (a) and (b) but surely they

fail to fulfil (c) since that provides that the rules "govern

the behaviour of individuals in situations constantly recurring

throughout life....",

Similarity (c) may be satísfied by strict ritual

observances e.g. Ëhe dietary laws Practiged by orthodox Jews,

but (a) assumes thaË such a person is bound by the rules inde-

pendently of his individual consent, and this does not seem

correct. Prisoners and draftees inËo the armed services appear

to satisfy (a) and (b) but as to (c), are they always to be pris-

oners or draftees?; could theír occupations be regarded as "spec-

ial activities"? and this similarity in addition suggests a vo1-

untary characteristic: ". . . demands which must obviously be

satisfied by any group of people who are to succeed (ítalics mine)

ín líving together". The only possible candidates aPPear to be

members of religious orders who, having passed a novitiate stage'

agree to be bound by rules bínding independely of their índividual

consent. But an initial agreement is required, and this is not

what Hart means: we are born into a society where the rules are
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alreadv conceived as binding, and no choice is involved.

For the above reasons f conclude that the simil-

arlties suggested by Hart are not shared by other rules.

Are the differences betvreen moral and legal rules

sufficient to out\^Ieigh their similarities? There are obvious

differences to which attention should be directed, e.g.:

(a) Moral rules are largely self-administered, there being no

person or body of persons authorised to adminíster them, or any

coercive apparatus to ensure compliance with them. But this does

not seem to be a crucial dífference, because there are Lhose' part-

ictrlarly in some position of authority (e.g. parents) r,¡ho can

draw attention to moral lapses and exercise coercíon to prevent

their -r-:epetition. In addition, it could be argued that as the

lega1 apparatus is not omnipotent, at least some legal rules e.g.

speed restrictions, are largely self-administered, and some traf-

flc regulations eertainly contain discretionary elements.

(b) A distinction can be drawn between the jusrificatÍon of moral

and legal rules. Moral validity is presumably established by arg-

umcnt, and the obvious \^ray to shor.r that a rule is morally binding

or valÍd is to show that it is justified in particular circum-

stônces. Validity and justifícation are, therefore, close. But

as Raz points out, the law is different.

"The lega1 valídity of a rule is established not
by arguments concerning its value and justification
but rather by showing that it conforms to tests of
validity laid dor,¡n by some other rules of the system
r^'hich can be called rules of recognition. These tests
normally concern the way the rule \^/as enacted or laid
down by a judicial authority." 1

The determination of the legal validity of rules of recognition

(l) Raz Joseph, The Authority Of Law, OxfordrClarendon Press, 1979,
I) . 151.
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is símilar' but the validity of what he calls "ultimate rules

of recognition" is a matter of social factl

"namely that those ultimate rules of recognition
are tin¿ing which are actually practised and

followed bY the courts .'r I

But attemPts to justify the operation of moral rules mt'rst also

be a matter of social faet since, for example' the range of

exceptions comprehended under moral rules and therefore socially

acceptable, will depend on the composition of a particular soc-

íety. This does not contradict my argument in Chapter 2 t}:lat

while a society may change its moral attitude it cannot change

something from being right to being \^rrong' or vice versa' It

merely recognises a conventional element in the operation of

moral rules.

(c) Of the four primary functions of the law (and therefore

of legal rules) suggested by Raz2, viz' (a) preventing undesirab-

Ie behaviour and securing d.esirable behaviour; (b) províding

facilities for private arrangements beËween individuals (c) the

provision of services and the redistribution of goods; and

(d) settling unregulated disputes, the conventional association

1s obviously with (a). But surely ít would be odd to suggest

that' moral considerations should not influence (b), (c) and (d).

(d) As Raz points out, there is a díscretionary element in the

appllcation of moral rules which is greater than' and different

t:o, the appllcation of legal rules' In many legal systemp'for

example in all conmon law systemsrthere are courts vith Pov/er

Ftaz, JosePh, P. I51.

Ibid. PP. 169-175 (the Secondary features have to do r¡ith

the operation of the legal system itself) '

(r )
(2)
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not only to settle at their dciscretion unsettled cases but

actually to overrule established precedenÈ, in fact to repeal

laws and replace them with rules v¡hich they judge to be better

than the old ones. But this is not, he claims, an effectíve

counter-example to his view that the law consists only rules

which the courts are bound to follow. Courts in common law juris-

dictions do not have this Po\,¡er wíth respect to binding common

law ru1es.

"They ma .y change them... for being unjust, for
iniquitous discrimination, for being out of step
rn,ith the courtls conception of the purpose of the
body of laws to which they belong etc. But if
the court finds that they are not the best rules
because of some other reasonr not included in the
permÍss,ïble list it is nevertheless bound to fol-
low the rules... For this reason the purported
counter example fails. A1l it shows is that in
common law jurisdictions there are courts r¿hich
are sometimes at liberty to repeal some valid laws'
Siuce they are entítled to do so only for certaj-n
specific tyPes of reasons and not r¡henever this is
desirable all things considered, their líberty to
use theír po\^ler to repeal those laws is consistent
with the fact that they are under an obligation to
follow them." I

This last sentence suggests a close parallel wÍth peoplesr oblig-

ation to follow moral ru1es, but there is a dÍfference'

"People have an obligation to keep their promises" '
buÈthisdoesnotmeanthattheyoughttokeeptheir

ises come what m4y" 2 (italics mine).prom

But courts may be obliged to follow a rule "come what may". Raz

suggests rhat

''Ifalegalsystemconsistsofasetoflar¡swhich
can be identified by a certain test then it is
meaningful to ask of rules and principles vhether
theyarelegalrulesandprinciples.Lawhaslimits
and that is why r^re can refer to lega1 systems and to
Iegal rights and duties which are not necessaríly
moral rights and duties etc." 3

Raz, p.
Ibid . , p.
Ibld., p.

115.
114.
1r5.

(1)
(2)
(3)
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This is a point of difference, largely because there is a great-

er requirement for continuity and certainty in legal deliberat-

ions, springing from the obvious fact Èhat the law is an instit-

utionalised system. But we have seen a lírnited degree of simil-

arity as well.

(") Many Iegal rules concern matters of moral indifference e.g.

how many witnesses are required for a will to be valid' or which

side of the road drivers are obliged to adhere to; Ëhese are

examples of what Slnger calls "neutral norms". But I suggest

we should find on balance that the rnajority of legal rules are

not morally neutral, or are subsidiary to rules that could not

be construed as morallY neutral.

CIcarly the differences enumerated (and they are not

aII clear cut) clo not suggest that they are more important or

fundamental than the similarities claímed by Hart'

I assume that the third question, whether legal

and moral rules a::e required for people who are to succeed in

living together rnay be answered in the affirmative' No society'

whether democratic or authoritarianrcan survive in a state of

perpetual soclal unrest, and I therefore assume the correctness

of Hart's minlntum content of natural 1aw1 as a l'¡orkíng basis for

social relatlonshlps in any group of people one mÍght accurately

designate as I "soeiety". A grisly example of the abandonment

of a moral code is provided by the ugandan tríbe the IK, who díd

')
so because it nltlgated against survival.- The IK, in a state of

Hart, pp. 189 - 195.

In the 1950rs the Ugandan government converted their hunt-
ing lalrds frrto a game reserve.

(1)

(2)
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social disínLegration'

"have successfully abandoned useless aPpendages'
those basic qualíties such as family' co-oper-
ative socialíty, belief, love, hope and so forth

ll I
.l_

But surely no society, however limited personal freedoms may be'

can effect social cohesion without these basic qualities'

Have we no\^7 a ttcentral- casett of rules?

There is, I suggest' an assumption underlying Hartrs

perceived similarities which would vitiate them as critería for

similarity in all societies where the legal system is successfully

separ:ated from prevailing moral codes i'e' in societies whieh

we sìrould conventionally regard aS ttadvancedrt. Hartfs assumption

clear:ly is that no citizens, irrespective of theír social and/or

f Ínancial status are above the law. But such similarities r'rill

not ho1,d well where departures from moral or 1egal obligations

¿ìre sanctioned by political or fínancial influence, corruption,

or membeLship of some influential party or socíal class'

Hartlssimilaritieswillrequiresomeamendment.\{e

night say thaÈ in countries where aLI citLzens are, at least in

prínciple, subject to the full effect of Èhe legal system' the

f.ollowlng similarities between legal and moral rules obtain:'

(a)theyarebindingindependentlyoftheconsefitofthe
indívidual bound and are, in general, supported by

varying social Pressures for conforrnity;

(b)compliancewithbothlegalandmoralrulesisre-
garded not generally as a matter of praise but as

a minlmum contribution to social life to be taken

as a matter of course;

C. Turnbu11, The Mountain People, London,
pp. 238-9.

(1) Pan 1914,
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(") both laws and morals include rules governing the

behaviour of individuals in situations constantly

recurring throughout life ralher than special act-

ivities or occasions, and though both may include

much thaÈ is pecul-iar to the real or fancied needs

of a particular society, both make demands which

must obviously be satisfied by any group of human

beings who are to succeed Ín living together'

This claim for a rcentral caser of rules reeognises

that there nìay be occasions where the law actually encourages

immorality. This rnay be uníntentional and result from the in-

herent contradictions of certain types of 1egal prescription,

particular:ly those governing sexual relations, but the result

is nevertl'¡eIess unfortunate. Thus when the only recognised ground

of divorce is adultery, an unhappy spouse rnay be driven to the

act in order to qualÍfy. Similarly the lar¿ encourages lapses

from fernale r¡irtue when seduction under promise of marriage is

made a crime.

The most inexplicabl-e confusion of moral values,

however, is lepresented by the US Federal Mann Act, which makes

it a felony to take a \4roman acïoss a State |íne for immoral pur-

poses. A llan who with such a purPose in mind Ëakes a woman from

New Yorli to Albany commits no crime. But a man ¡t¡ho for the same

purpose takes a uroman across to Ner¿ Jersey has violated the

Federal lar+ and made himself subject to ten yearst imprisonment'

I will now consider other possible relationshíps

between law and morality beyond the noLion of arcentral caset

of rules to see whether such relationships, if they exist, might

reinforce it.
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Part 2: Lvons and Possib 1e NecessarY Connectíons

Betr^reen Law And Morality.

1
I nor¡ consider r^that Lyons suggests could be con-

Strued aS ttnecessar.ytt ConneCtions betweerr laTJ and mOrality.

His first candicìate is what Lyons calls the "standard of strict

adherence", typifíed by Hart's suggestion that

'rto apply a law justly to different cases ís simply
to take seriously the assertion that what ís to
applied ín different cases is the same general
rule, without prejudice, interest or capricett' 2

As to the t\.¡o general contexts Ín which questions of justice

arise, judging the justíce of laws and judging the justiee of

their applicatlorr, Lyons is concerned here with the tprocedulalr

rather than tlte srrbstantive: that part of justice thaË relates

to the applicaLlon of law to partícular cases'

lìar:t rejects the notion that justice is simply

conformit.y to the law since rnre can competently judge laws Ëo be

unjust and sometinles do so. fn evaluatíng the law from the stand-

polnt of 'jusLice' one is appealing to standards the law does not

automatically rcspect, and quite clearly these standards must

therefore be lnclependent of the law. À law may be judged unjust

e.g. because ft discr-iminates between people in a morally unaccept-

able way, on t)re ì¡asis, sâY, of colour.

Har.t,lrorgever,rejecËsthisnotionfortheapplicat-

lon of the law t-o particular cases; the 1aw ítself provides the

proPer basis fo:: rìecíding which cases are to be treated alike

David Lyotts,

l,yons, l). 82.

(1)

(2)

Ethics And The Rule Of Law, CUP, f984.
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or differently, and how Ëhey are to be treated. Hartsr concept

of procedural justice requires strict adherence to the law as

far as possible, and has to it two parts. The first is the stand-

ard of strÍct adherence, the second is that this principle of jusË-

ice "can be extracted from the concept of law" ' 
I

Lyonsconstruesthestandardofstrictadherence

as meaning that an official acts unjustl-y if he fails to deal

with cases in the way the law prescribes' This has, however, to

be qualified because justice concerns not only the administraËion

of the law but the laws themselves. If a law is suffj-cíently

unjust there may be strong moral reasons not to respeet it; but

deviations from the law must occu f t, only in exceptional

circumstancesr and by the strongest consíderations'

t'Furthermore, if the standard makes any dÍfference
to the evaluation of official conduct, it must be

capableofoverrídingeonftictíngmoralconsiderat-
ions.tt 2

r-
The notion of procedural justice draws on the im-

portant observatíon that injustice can be done not only by foIlow-

ing the 1aw but by applying it unfaírly. Lyons' example is a

black convicted for using a white wash room under a law which

provides separaÈe and ínferíor public facilities for blacks. As

the law discríminates against a section of the community ít is

unjust, and the injustice may be compounded in this particular

case by the black being treated with unusual severity' He thus

appears to have t\,ro grounds of complaínt: firstly, the injustice

of being penalised under a discriminatory rule, secondly, the

injustice of being síngled out for specially bad treatment.

(1)

(2)

Lyons,

rbid.
p. 80.

p. 80.
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On Hartrs theory of procedural justicer construes

Lyons, a conflict of moral principles is involved. If the un-

just law is enforced, an injustice Ís done but, on the standard

of strict adherence, if the law is not enforced an injustice is

also done. It is possÍble that an official may be morally jus-

tified fn failing to follor"r a lar¿ and, on Hartf s view, this

would presumably be the case if the injustice caused by following

the law would be greater than that done by departing from it.

Lyons argues' Successfully I think, that the standard

of strict adherence is mistaken. Hart and others who embrace

the standard certainly believe that a principle of justice is

violated whener,,er officials fail to follo¡¿ a 1aw they are charged

with adninistering, even allowing that the standard may sometimes

be broken. "But no other conditions are laid down for the applic-

ation of this principle".1

ThÍs goes, therefore, considerably beyond the idea

that justfce in the application of the lar¿ is somehow independent

of justice 1n the laws themselves, Injustice may be done by fol-

lowing the larv but also by applying it unfairly, buË this does

not mean thaL every deviation from the lar¿ by an official who is

charged wLth administering it, is an injustice, the breach of a

moral pri¡ciple. I{hat Hart seems to show is that following the

law antounts to a rr'ay of treating cases in a regular or uniform

manner.

"But he does not show that treating cases in the
\{ay prescribed by the law ís treating them in a \'¡ay

that is required, or even allowed, by a prineiple
of justice, including a principle of procedural
justice.t' 2

Lyorrs , Il .

Il¡itl . p.

(r)
(2)

,J/.

LìJ.
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so treating cases ín a regular or uniform manner may be a neces-

sary condition of justice, but it is not a sufficient condition of

justice.ItdoesnotestablíshthatanySortofjusticeisdone.

But, says Lyons, there Ís another important aspect

of Hart, s theory of justíee i-n the application of law to partic-

ular cases. I,tre have assumed, so far, that the law is unproblem-

atic and provides clear guidance for official decisions' But

where the law Ís unclear, ít appears that impartialiËy has a

larger role to play. when the law is unclear it cannot simply

be follov¡ed but must be "gone beyondt'. Impartiality here Ís not

merely a negaÈive constraint but a more substantial guide to

judicial conduct. If courts render authoritative ínterpretations

ofthelawbuthavethediscretiontodecj.deitsmeaningwhenit

is unclear, then they do not merely aPPly the law but help to make

it.statutorylegislationcanbevagueorambiguousandincommon

law systems a judicial decision on a point of 1aw is often framed

to deal with specific circumstances and provides no more guídance

than is necessary to settle the irnmediate issue. How are courtst

then, to settle hard cases?

Lyons canvasses t\'ro general approaches' one by Hartt

whoemphasisesthelinitsofthelaw,andthesecondbyDworkin.

A second question will emerge, he suggests - r¡hen courts decide

hardcasesÍnthev¡aytheyoughttobedecided'cantheybeunder-

stood to be deciding them accordins to law?

In Hart I

ion of rules most

rules of recognit

of

s view the body of law amounts to a collect-

which are valid because of the systemr s

whether this provides a satisfactory accountl_on
1
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of the status of the colnmon law is not a matter to be pursued

in thls context . Rules are general ín that they concern clas-

sesofactsthatmaybeperformedbyindividualswhobelongto

specified classes of persons' Rules have a general character

because they are to be applied to a wíde range of situations that

may differ in varíous !'lays. The meaning of a rule is determined

bythetermsusedinlegislationorinitsstandardformulation

by the courts (although v/e may note Simpsort's observationl that

coûimon law rules may have no settled form of words). General

terms have a "c,otre" of determínate meaning: standard usage applíes

a term uncontroversially to some cases and does not apply ít Ëo

others. But there is a t'penumbratt of uncertain meaning due to

general terms being somewhat vague or t'open texturedrr. So rules,

lilce terms, can be open-textured as well, some cases being decid-

ed by applyíng them buÈ others cases not '

Courts may take into account the purpose of a rule

to decide a case e.g. in decíding whether a skateboard is a

'vehiclet that should be prohibited from public palks. But

purposes can be unclear. Judicial precedent may make existing

Iegal rules more determinate but tg"p"r in the lav¡ can never be

eliminated. How then should courts proceed in rhard casest?

llart suggests one ans\,¡er in saying that laws should be applied

,,witìrout prejudíce, interest oï caPrice"r' Orra clearly the judic-

lal role will be more complex than this. Judges therefore "dis-

play characteristic judÍ-cial virtues... impartiality and neutral-

lty in surveying the alternatives; consideration for the ifiterest

Sirnpson, p. 88.

Hart, quoted LYons, P. 82-

(t)
(2)
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of all who will be affected; and a concern to deploy some

acceptable general principle as a reasoned basís for decÍsion".I

hrhat role does this impartiality play? Hart seems to suggest

that courts should decide hard cases in a morally responsible

manner, by appealing to standards that are caPable of deËermíning

what should be done. This suggests that where the guidance of

the law has been exhaustedrcourts should decide such cases by

appealing to moral principles.

Lyons suggests that this is 'tanother possíb1e necessary

connectionttbetween law and morality; that is, between law and

those moral principle.s that judieial duty requíres be used in

decÍding hard cases'l.2 But he seems equivocal in this suggestion

by then claiming that "our concept of the proper judicial role

is unclear Ín precisely these cases" 3 
"rrd 

ín questioning the

assumption that hard cases cannot be decíded on the basis of

existíng 1aw. He suggests that his posited connection "oby rest

on false assumptions - about the logic of judicial reasoning and

the limits of the law".

But Lyons has no reason to be confused in this mat-

ter, since the application of "moral principlesrr in deciding hard

cases is precisely the method employed by some judges ín some

cases, In fact the matter is more complex Èhan Lyons suggests.

t'....when faced with new problems, or when devísíng
new solutíons Èo old ones, English judges have taken Ín-
f-ó account princÍpl-es which cannot be said to be
derived even fr-om the authority of legal textbooks'

Hart,
Lyolrs,

rbid.
rbid.

p. 158.

Pp. 9l--92.

P.92.
p. 92.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4 )
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Lord Denning has proclaímed the emergence of a

'right to workr which may have an important impact
on lega1 doctrine... Viscount Simonds.... has on
one occasion appealed to rabstract princíp1es of
justice' in deciding a novel point of internatíonal
law and, on another, to rcontemporary ideas of just-
ice or morality' when refusing to follow the rules
laid down in the Court of Appeal that a tortfeasor
is liable for all the direct consequences of his
negligent act", 1

Eekelaar suggests that

"ft is not surprÍsing thaË judges resort to authcrÍ-
tative sources outside their own immediate system ín
an area of law like private international law where
local judicíal authority ís scant. The same is true
of constitutiorral law..., Ín Burmah 0i1 Co' v. Lord
Advocate, which concerned the question of whether
a citizen has a rÍght to compensation against a gov-
ernment which seízes his pr:operty in an emergency,
careful attention was paid to the vier¡s of Scottish
ar-rd European institutional rn'riters, to decisions in
the United States and to the work of the 1it ical
theorÍst, Lohn Locke 2 (italics mine)

Are these sources to be regarded as tlawt v¡ithin a

jrrr-iscìiction ín the same sense as, for example, a local authority

bl,-lar,'? trtrell, they do distill normative propositions.,. and ít seems

r.rrtlutportant whether they are considered tlegalt, tmoralr or tsocíalt.

"TheÍr sÍgníficance lies in the fact that they províde
guÍdelines rvhich are seen by courts as being relevant
to the solution of the problem in hand.... it would...
rash to conclude that the sources which have been
considered cannot for-m the basis of a truly legal
decision.rr 3

But Lyons is attracted to canvass a theory of hard

crìscs first suggested by Dworkirl4 "rld later by ÌfacCorticks which

(r )
(:¿)

(3)

(/,)

(i'')

Iìekelaar, p. 35.

lbid. p. p.

lbid. p. 37.

i,¡'orrs, p. 95 and

lbid. p. 95 and
Itrttì LegaI Theory,

36.

see p. 2Ll (Dworkin, Rights

see p. 2Li (N. MacCormick,
Oxf or-d , Clarendon Press,

chaps, 2-4)

Legal Reasoning
1978)
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emphasises the role of moral princíples in adjudication and

suggests anot.her ttnecessary conriectiontt between morality and

Iar¡. Lyons summarises the theory as follows: legal reasoning,

like other kinds of reasoning, ean deal with legal matters of

fact that are subject to discovery' even though hard and fast

rules are not beíng applied. Sound legal arguments can Ëake

conflicting considerations into account and give them their

due weight, in view of specifíc facts and relevant standards.

But, suggests Lyons, a theory of hard cases, in making sense of

actual practíce, must explain hor¡ legal argument can go beyond

the application of clear, specÍfic rules and yet be grounded on

established law.

The answer ís that the various arguments applied

to hard cases can best be understood as being regulated

principle of fairness, that like cases be treated alike.

by the

Since,

Lyons suggests,

"it is claimed to make good sense of actual practice,
which implies that Iaw is discovered, not made' in
hard cases, the theory may be understood to shor¿
how a moral principle (fairness) helps generate dec-
isions that can be justified by exisÈing law." I

Courts will,

ence to the

therefore, Ín Lyonst view, make, for instance, refer-

legislatu¡:ets lntention, the history of partícular

J-egislatíon, and will interpret legislation on the regulative

principle that it should be construed, if possible,

nleans to achieve so¡ne reasor-rable ends.

as a reasonable

that a legislature

racial and sexual dis-

Let us suppose, says LYons,

enacts a law prohibiting any reference to

criminatíon in agencles, and a court must

(1) Lyons, p.96.

decide whether this out-
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laws or permits t'affirmaÈive actlont' programs which give preferen-

ee':in hiring to \^romen and oÈhers, including groups that have

suffered discrimination in the past. In his discussion of the

matters which the court should take into accountrLyons suggests

among other things that the decision "may be based on the act-

ual history of the legislation, includine arguments advanced
'1

for it. "- (ítalics mine) As contemporary social standards are

to be taken into account it seems difficult to jusËify the view

that the law is here being discovered , rather Ëhan made.

Lyons detects a difficulty in this theory in that

past legislative and judícial decisions can serve as a basis for

decisions in hard cases t'only if and when those past decisions

are justifiable, and only \,üithin the limits of an argument from

)
fairness".' Jf statutes are unjustifÍabIe (e.g. segregatíon

sLatutes) then cases cannot be decÍded by reference to principles

or policÍes that are capable of justifying the statutes. For

the theory assumes that past legislative and judícial decisions

are justifíable, and it interprets those decisions in terms of

standards that are capable of justifying them. Such cases may

then be decíded by the courts but cannot be grounded on existíng

law. This ís because Lyons claims, "those decisions cannot be

justlfied in the way the theory requires".3

There is, says Lyons' a further difficulty which

applies to teasyt cases that are deeidable by the more or less

mechanÍcal application of rules. He supposes that a legal system

Lyons, p.

Ibtd. p.

Ibid. p.

(1)

(2)

(3)

96.

100.

100.
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discríminates against blacks, and to further ensure the stability of

the system,it provides that a white man may claim damages from any

black who publícly challenges his racial superiority. In any partícu-

lar ease that arises when there is sufficíent evidence to justify a

particular white mants c1aím for damages, then the decision that seems

to be required is that the court should uphold the claim. LIe are to

assume, as Lyolìs puts ít, "that this law cannot be nullified on con-

stitutional grounds". 1

Lyons claíms Èo see, on any facts so far cited, no Ieason

why such a decision should be justif ied. trrrhy not?

The courts making these rulings are, one gathersr not

merely temporary retributive tribunals but establíshed institutions

ln a country that would pass any test requíred for de jure recognition.

If not incompetent on any legal ground, then the objection must rest

o¡ Lyon's dislike of racial discrimination and the injustices it en-

genders; but this is neither a necessary or sufficient ground for

clairning that the facts (he supplied) do not requíre the decision in

the while mant s favour

He allows that it may be argued rhat the decision that

seenìs requíred by law is justifiable precisely because iÈ is required

by law. How does this affect the notion of justification? It ís

ofte¡ claimed, he suggests, that judicial decisions can be justified

r+þen they are required by clear, specific rules generated by past

legislativeg- judicíal decisions. If 1aw is morally fa1líble this

assunìes that followlng established rules is justifiable even when

the rules themselves are not. But the practice of following estab-

ltshed rules presupPoses furthe:: values that are supposedly served'

no matter how bad established rules may be. If a sysÈem is suffic-

Jerrtly unjust one may not be justified in following its establishedrules.

(l ) Lyons, p. 101.
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This is where, Lyons suggests, the principle of

fairness may be thought to operate. Lrhile fairness may not be

the only value to be served, \^7e may assume that judicial respeet

for established rules ís required by the principle. Despite'

therefore, the moral defíciencies of past legislatÍve and judic-

ia1 decisions and the rules they have generated, there seems also

a goodrthough not perhaps conclusiverreason for following them'

But Lyons' considering the case he has proffered'

sees no Ieason for fairness tO require, or even a]low, that eStab-

lished rules should be followed regardless of how bad they may be'

He sees rÌo plausibíIity in the idea that if the law permitting

white men to claim damages from blacks for challenging their

racial superioríty has been applied uniformly in the past, then

falrness might suggest that it be applied the same vlay in the

future, on the ground that it amounts to treating like cases

alike. He suggests that tïeating like cases alike makes a differ-

ence in some cases but not all. "Tts plausibility varies inversely

with the immorality of past decisíons".1

Lyons then considers the suggestion that the justi-

ficatíon of decisions required by established rules might still

be salvaged by 'rrelaxation" so that some kind of justification

is always ayailable for legislative and judicial decisions. He

allows, that if a legislature Passes segregation laws to plevent

raclal- þollution' and

"if ar:guments like this can count as rjustifYingr
such legislation, even when thev are unsound, then
tjustlficationr will be more generally available,
although the noÈion of justifícarion wíll Èhen be
interpreted in more or less arbitrary Èermst
onr sâY, the values of those who wield pohter

communitytr. 2

based
in the

Lyons,
J,bísìi.,

p. I02.
p. 103 .

(1)
(2)
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He concludes that the theory of hard cases can be

interpreted according to the notion of justification used. The

flrst lrotlon of justification has moral significance and assumes

tl¡at the arguments used ín particular decisions resÈ ultimately

on standards by which law can properly be judged. BuË the second

notion of Justifícation wíll rest ultimately on "unsound and

arbitrary ì)t-emisesrr. If hard cases can be decíded by reference

to existing law then the decisions wilI generally reflect the

rnerÍts and demerits of the law, and no signifícant connection

between morality and law can therefore be established.

Lyonsallowshisdislikeofracialdiscrimination

to leird hlm into obvious difficulties. He fínds "puzzling"

Drvor-liiuts suggestion that "lavr under such regimes as Nazi Germany

alld South Africa - law that one might think not sufficiently

jrrst to be taken as settled for reasons of fairness -"1 generates

genrrine rlghts and oblígations, which are capable of conflicting

rvitìr r-ights and duties that are independent of the law'

He suggests that one possible explanation of Dvrorkin's

cltrim is that he assumes justice and fairness are matters of degree'

The more just a system the stronger considerations of fairness

suggest respect for legal rights and duties. He observes that

ínjustic.e in a system may be unevenly distributed and while some

par-ts of tìre law may be unjust other parts may be completely de-

felrsible. He invites us to consider law in the United States

prior to the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment which abolished

(l ) L)'.rns , p. I07 .
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Chattel Slavery.

"htrile it seems r-easonable to hold that laws entorc-
ing slavery could not be justified, ít can be assum-
ed that this aspect of the lal¡ did not render all
the rest unjustifiable.r' 1

But who ¡+ould ever suppose that it did? Lyons asserts that

"this will not show what D¡¡orkin seems to imply -
that all clearly established legal- rights and
duties are capable of conflicting with independent
moral rights and duties. Laws enforcing slavery,
for example, seem to generate rights and duties
that are mostly legal, devoid of moral force". 2

One might be excused for thínking that in any kind

of oppressive regime the clearly established legal rights and

duties would be more likely, not less, to conflict \,rith independ-

ent moral rights and duties. Lyonst last sentence is ambíguous:

is ire making a factual claim about existing chattel slavery e.g.

in so¡re Islamic countries, is it an "in princÍple" argument or,

perhaps, a factual claim about the ante-bellum South? If the

last, it seems false. The question is: do lav¡s: sâY: ín our

society, generate rights and duties with respect to ehattels (of

any kind) that are merely legalror is some moral dimension ínvolv-

ed? lt seems that the making, exchange, buying, advertising etc'

of chattels gives rise to laws that have a moral dimension in

respect of obligation, promisingr htarranty' and general good

faÍth. Ltry not then in respect of the negro - a chattel - who

was rrsed for a variety of purposes including breeding?

If Lincoln is to be believed the role of slave

trader generated moral tension in southern conmunities:

Lyons, p.

Ibicl . p.

(1)

(2)

107.

107 .
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"You despíse him(the slave dealer) utterly. You

do not recognise him as a friend' or even as an
honest man.... If you are obliged to deal with hím,
you try to get through the job without so much as

not so
tobacco ?tt1

One has only to consider the effects of the "under-

ground railway" d.evised to enable runaway slaves to reach the

northern states, and the repercussions of the Supreme Court decis-

ion of 1857 Ín the Dred Scott case to see that Lyons is surely

mistaken in his suggestion that unfair laws are devoid of moral

force. If his point is "in principle" then ít has nothing to

recommend iq because it is devoid of the factual content that

would give it relevance.

What are v/e to make of Lyonsr attempts to explore

possible tnecessaryt conneq!igns-: betr,reen the lar,r and morality?

He seems correct in rejecting Hartrs notíon of strict adherence

but curiously abrupt in his oversimplification of, and dismissal

without further discussíon of, the possibility that moral princ-

iples may be employed ín the resolution of hard cases. It is

appropriate to point out here that the notion of 'hard casest

are conventionally thought of as agonising moral dilemmas re-

quiring the attributes of Solomon for their resolution whereas,

they are, by definition, first and foremost merely cases where

there is no clear judicial precedent, or where the lav¡ is equí-

vocal. This is not to say that, in e.g., cases of alleged

euthdnasia, purely moral judgements on persuasive facts may not

be appropriately exercised.

(1) Quoted

RequerY

R. I^leaver, in The Ethics of Rhetoric

touching him.... Now why is this? You do
Èreat the man who deals in eorn, cotton or

Coy. 1953, p.92.
Chicago, Henry
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The alleged rrneces-Ê4l.ry connectiont' betv¡een the employ-

ment of moral principles and the resolution of hard cases is

Lyonst most lrealthy candídate for such a ttconnectiontt, since I

contend that Dr+orkin is correct in his claim that even the laws

of oppressive regimes may generate genuine rights and oblígations

which are capable of conflictíng with rights and duties that are

independent of the ]aw. Hov¡ever, this connection between the

emplolrnent of moral principles and the resolOtion of hard cases

seems purely contingent.

I nor^¡ consider a more ambítíous claim, one that denies

the separation ttof law and moralstt.

Par-t 3 : Derrnold And The Unity Of Law

And Moralíty.

Detno1dl is concerned with the refutation of the

Iegal positiyist thesís of the separation of law and morals, and

claims that legal judgments can be shown to entail claims to

their corresponding moral truths. Legal posítivísm holds,

"that the logical character of judgnents under
rules is such that one can make iË \,rithout being
conunitted to that judgment in any ultimate moral
sense. On this view nothing conclusive ís done
by our taking a rule: no moral question ís im-
portantly prejudiced. But the view is a false one". 2

(1) M. J. Detmold , The Unity 0f Law And Morality, London,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1984.

(2) Detmold, pp. 2l ' 22.
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What is to be undersEood here by the term rlegalr

positivismt? In its simplest form it ínvolves two basic assumpt-

ions: firstly that al1 law ís positive law in that a1l laws owe

their status as such to the fact thaÈ they have been laid dov¡n

and secondly, that the law exists as a set of rules, the rules

being ldentical with and constituting the 1aw'

"Around these two basic assumptions cluster varíous
ldeas eíther derived from them or at leasÈ intimat-
ely associated with them. Thus, if all laws are laj-d
dovm, all 1a¡^ls must have an author, for Someone must

have performed the act of positing the law' Second-
ly,theremustbesometestorcriterionforident-
ifyingtlrelawmakerorlawrnakerswhohaveauthority
to lay dornm the 1aw, or entitlement to do so" ..'
Thirdly,iflawisbydefinitionlaiddowr,alllaw
must originate in legislation, or in some 1aw-

creating act. Fourthly, law so conceived will appear
astheproductofactsofwillrandthelawwhich
results as the will of the lawmaker' Fifthly'
iflawsowetheirStatustotheirhavingbeenlaid
dowrrbytherightauthor,ítcannotbeanecessary
characteristic of law that it should have a particul-
ar content ' for its content will depend upon the will
ofthelawmaker,whomaybedevilorangeloTsome_

::ï:iJ:.:::"ï'" 
- rrence the separation of 1aw and

difficulty legal positivísm has inDisr-egarding the obvious

giving a coìrerent account of the common Lur12 vle pass directlY

of the separation of lawto Detmoldrs objections to the notion

and morals.

j ud gment

Tliis is

j udgment

"Rule Judgment", Detmold argues, "i" not just 1ega1

or chess judgment, but ultimate moral judgmenÈ""'3

becarrse,for Detmoldrrnoral judgment is "a conclusive

about life, liberty' Property, and the like (matters

(1) A. r,r.
Essa

B. Sinrpson, "The Common Law And Legal Theory" in Oxford
s ln Juris dence Oxford, L973'

c.f. A.hr.B. Símpson, PP.77-99.
Detnrold r p. 22.

(2)

(3)

second series,P. 82.
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of importance, certainly includíng all the matters of the

.\rrlIa\^7.r....

The rrormal expression by legal positivisÈs is to

say that rules, fncluding legal rules are provisional' or prima

facie, and for any decísion under a rule the "full moral quest-

ion awaits separate ans\^rer. rr2

But how, for example, can a judge senÈence a pris-

oner prima facÍe to be hanged? He is either to be hanged or not'

since a lega] sentence is surely conclusive, and ttprima faciet'

suggests that no such conclusion has been reached. But, Detmold

suggests, "the thesis of the separation of lar¿ and morals has it
?

that legal judgment is in some serrse prima facie judgment."- He

quotes Razts claln tthat the primary organs (courts) follow and

apply the rules of recognition does not entail that they hold

them to be morally justified"4 and suggests that here the thesis

is being applled ln a widely accepted way.

Let us suPpose that the judge in sentencing Èhe

prisoner is following and applyíng a rule of recognition which

identifíes a cet:t{ìin statute prescribing the death penalty.

could ít be rhat the judge's following and applying the rule of

recognition does ¡ot entåíl that he holds it to be morally justífied?

Thls could only be true, Detmold claims' if the

following \^tere lìott-contradictory :

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Detmold,

rbid.

rbíd.

rbid.

p. 34.

P. 22.

P. 22.

p. 22 - 23.
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the case (morally)

to hang. " I
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to hang, but it is not

that the prisoner ought

This can be formulated more specifically:

(AA) I ought to sentence the prisoner to hang,

but it is not Ëhe case (rnorally) that I ought

to sentence the Prisoner to hang.

Detmold asserts that "if (A) is a contradiction

(and I think it is) then the entailment which the thesis of the
,)

separation of lav¡ and morals rejects obtaínstt.-

I suggesÈ Lbat (A) is not necessarily a contra-

diction, but before arguing for this r^re should be sure what the

thesis of the separation of law from morals implies for Detmold'

It is important, he suggests, to distinguish two

senses of the moral justification of a rule: firstly, a rule is

morally justified if morally it ought to be followed, and secondly,

if the making of the rule were at issue it would be morally just-

ífied to make the same rule. For Detmold the first is the pract-

ical sense of moral justification, the sense considered by his

argument, and the second ís more suÍted to "idle reflection".3

He is uncertain which sense of moral justification Raz intends in

the passage quoted. If he intends the second, which is devoid

of philosophic interest, then he is righ! "for the application

of a rule does not entail that the rule is morally to be chosen

were íts making an issue".4

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Detno.Il,
rbid.
rbid.
rbfd.

P. 23.

p. 23,

p. 33.

p. 34.
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This does not support the thesis of the separation of law and

morals, but is merely an example of a more general thesis that

rules are sometimes binding when they ought to be otherwíse'

This merely exposes one of the logical features of a rule, and

applies to 1egal criticism of a legal rule as well as to moral

criticism, as when, for example, a court follows a precedent case

even when it would prefer on legal grounds to decide otherwise v¡here

there is no binding Precedent.

Soclearlythefollowingcaseisaparadigmofthe

thesís that rules are sometimes binding when they ought to be

otherwise: -
ttJudge Lazarus placed a woman on t\'¡o years probat-
íon for the thefË of $90,000 when he ¡¿anted to send

her to jail, because the womanls male fríend had

been ordered to serve 180 hours of community service
He said he had no choice but to give probatíon be-
cause of the legal principle of parity in sentencíng
co-offenders. (Under the parity principle, people
charged with the same offence receive similar sent-
enees). " I

Detmold r¿ould undoubtedly want to place Ëhe conse-

quefrces of the Mann Act in the same caregorY, since the peeuliar

confusion of moral values that result from its application is

occasioned by the separation of powers under the US Federal system'

ToÏetulnto(A).IndependenÈofanyparticularmoral

code, I suggest that (A) is demonstrably non-contradictory';rr-

Before arguíng to this effect let us follow Detmoldrs argument

further.

Detnold argues that pr:oponents of the thesis of

have maintained that the firstEhe separation of 1ar.¡ and morals

(1) l'lelbourne "4g.", October 6th, 1984, p. 10.
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part of (A) is a lega1 not a moral norm and has, therefore, only

prima facie force. Clearly they are right in suggesting that

the following ís not. contradictíonary:

" (B) Prima facie the prísoner ought to hang, but

it is not the case (morally) that the prisoner
1ought to hang". *

But (B) rnust be rejected as a justification of a

judget s sentence, as a prima facie sentence is not a sentence at

all. It is irrational to say that we ought to do \,¡hat ve príma

facie to do (we ought to sentence the pr isoner if we prima facíe

ought to sentence the prisoner; and it is illogical if it equates

what v¡e prima facie ought to do to what we ought Èo do.

How e1se, he asks, might (A) be defended? Perhaps,

"(C) According to the law the prisoner ought to
hang, but it Ís not the case (rnorally) that

i'. ' the prisoneï ought, to hång." 2

There are, says Detmold, three possible ways of

interpreting the first part of (C). Firstly, it might be regarded

as a description of the content of a given 1ega1 system:

(C1) The fact is that accordíng to the law of (a

given tcommunity) the prísoner ought to hang,

but it is not the case (morally) that the
prÍsoner ought to hang.3

(C1) is not contradictory but it will not do as a

justÍfícation of a judgers sentencerbecause the mere existence of

a norm cannot by itself justify a practical decision.

Secondly, one rnight regard its first part as normative

in the ordinary way with the addÍtion of the n¡ords taecording to

lawt. Thus:

Detmold: p. 24
Ibid. p. 24
Ibíd. p. 24

(1)
(2)
(3)
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(C2) The prisoner ought to hang according to the

law, but it is not the case (urorally) that

the prisoner ought to hang...l

Detrnold asks r¿hat can be made of the additíonal

¡vords "according to the 1ar¿"? Either, he argues, these words

qualify the norm in a normatíve way or they are redundant. They

can do no more than qualify the norm normatívely by rnaking its

force prima facie. c is thus reduced to B, and B has already been

rejected as a justification of the senLence. If merely redundant,

contradiction is Plain.

I do not see that t'C is thus reduced to Btt and in

any event, the sentence may not be morally justified'

If, says Detrnold, we accept Raz t s analysis of norm-

ative statements , then there is a thírd way of interpreting C.

To Raz there is a normative statement v¡hich is neither an ordínary

normative statement nor a staËement of fact about someonets be-

liefs (neither (C2) nor (C1)), but whích states what ought to be

done from a particular point of view without endorsing that point

of view.

Thus Raz maÍntains that "... If T go with a

vegetarian friend to a dinner party I may say
to him tYou should not eat Ëhis dish. It contains
meat. t Not being a vegetarian I do not believe
that the fact that the dish contains meat ís a

reason for not eating it. I do not, therefore,
believe that my friend has a reason to refrain
from eating it, nor am I stating that he has'
I am merely informing hirn what ought to be done
from the point of view of the vegetarian' Of
course, the very same sentence can be used by

a fellow vegetarian to state what ought to be done'
but this is not what I am sayíng' as my friend
¡^rho understands the situation will knor¿. t' 2

Detmold,

rbíd.
P) 24.

p. 25.

(1)

(2)
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From this þoint of viewr it is novr possible to

formulate:

(C3) Frorn the legal point of view the prisoner

ought to hang, but it is not the case mor-

aIIy that the prisoner ought to hang.l

Detmold considers iË a "difficult question" as to

whether this ls contradictory; if it is not then ít confirms a

certain form of the thesis of the separation of law and morals.

But wÍll the fírst part of (C3) justify sentenee, for only then

will it concern legal judgment and decísion, and not mere armchair

speculation? Ilut statements from 'points of viewr do not justífy

practical declsfons. "No legal decision is jtrstified by a state-

ment from the lcga1 point of view. Thus (C3) cannot justify a

..2
sentence. "

Lrlìlether (C3) is contradictory or not, I propose to

show that (A) l-s not contradictory. In the 1930rs my father \^'as

a district officer ín the Sepik distríct of Ner¿ Guinea, charged

with, among othcr things, the prevention of head huntíng and the

apprehensíon and arrest, for sentencingrof its Perpertrators. He

remarked that tlle Sepik people ¡nter-e taginr the Government""for

the very good reason that Government interfered with some of the

customs which tlrey wíshed to preserve, such as head-hunting and

the settlement of arguments in their own v¡ay. They were determined

to continue thelr o\,;Tr. \rays. I was determined to stop them....."

"l wor.¡ld sit down amongst the old men of the village

and argue the Govcrnn¡entts position and point out that Govern-

ment I s idea of I aw and order did not include either head-taking

or war between nef glrbours.

DetmoId,
Ibid.

)
)

I
2

(
(

P. 25.
p. '26.
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"It made no difference. Just as strongly the elders

would point out, perfectly logically as far as Èhey \,¡ere concerned,

that there \¡/as no\¡r an increasing number of young men in the

village who had not taken their heads and therefore could not

get rnarried or take-- their place as adults in the "ott.rrrity."1
Three villages went head-hunting in defiance of his

warning and "on each occasion it took us at least two months of

relentless pursuit through sr,¡amp and jungle before we rounded

up those we wanted for the killings. In this we dared not fail for

at least 3Or00O were r¡aiting for a sign of weakne""'"2

EachtimeaftercaPturetheaccusedweresentto

Rabaul for trial before a judge operating under the Queensland

criminal code, who did not have the discretíon of taking native

custom into aceount when deciding a case but only in understanding

it. The convicted men were returned for execution within the

Dístrict and the District Officer observed that, "Three times

I took men back to the vely sPot l¡here they had made Èheir killíngs

and hanged them with my ov¡n hands."3

NowwhatofthejudgeinRabaul?Heunderstands

both that the Sepik natives have had the institution of head-

hunting since time immemoríal and that he ís charged with con-

demníng the perpetrators to death by hanging (the mandatory sen-

tence) since they are clearly guilty. why is it contradictory

for the judge to be both cognisant of his duty: "the prisoner

ought to hang" and aware thaE Australia llas an toccupyingt power

(I) Tov¡nsend, G.I^1 .L., District Officer, Sydney, Pacific Ptrblicat-

ions, 1968, pp. I52-I53.
Ibid. p.I52.
Ibid. p. r53.

(2)

(3)
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in a country with different and varying moral attitudes: "if is

not the case (morally) Ehat the prisoner ought to hang?" Sure1y

he cannot maintaín in any particular head-hunting case:

" (X) The prisoner ought to hang, and it is the

case (morally) that the prisoner ought to

hang. tt

because this is to (morally) convict under a moral code which

the accused. have never had' any genuine opportunity to subscribe

to. we may note by conÈrastrthat the contínual exposure of abo-

riginals to our moral code has culminated in a lega1 aËtitude

where, to quote an account of a recent caset

"Mr. Commissioner I.B. Burnett warned that tradit-
ional tribal punishments \ùere criminal, could not
be condoned and would not be tolerated" ' The

Commissioner said the court would not order or im-
pose LradítÍonal punishment which itself was unlaw-
iu1 , nor rn'ould it condóne or tolerate actíons which
were unlarvful but which r^Iere soughÈ to be justified
because they were tradiËional or tribal'r' I

From an ttEuropeantt

onable.

point of view this attitude is no\^7 not unreas-

IfDetmoldmaintainsthat(A)iscontradietorythen

(X) cannot be. But r¡hat does (X) achieve? All it can guarantee

l-s a connection between some legal system and some mOral code.

There seems no real discernible difference between:-

(I) A judge in rour! system saying rthe prisoner

ought to hanS and it is the case (moralty)

that the Prisoner ought to hangr '

and(II)RolandFreisler,PresidentoftheNaziPeoplesr
Court sereamíng tthe prisoner (e'g' one of the

Bornb Plot conspiraËors whom he tried) ought to

(1) "The Advertiser" (Adelaide), April 13, 1985, p' 16'
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hang and it is the case (morally) that the

prisoner ought to hang' (because he has broken

his oath of allegiance to the Fuehrer etc. etc.)

Indeed, Detmold agreed with meI that (I) and (II)

were "formally equivalent". (X) then ín respect of any partícu-

lar moral code, is trivially true.

Detmond observes that

"A favouríte case in legal philosophy is Nazi
Germany: lrere the laws,.so-called of the regime
law but immoral, or not law at all?" 2

But surely (X) tends to favour the lega1 positivists; this cannot

be Detmoldr s intention.

I am not alone in finding Detmoldts argument un-

convincing. I.lood3 argues that Detmoldrs admission that (C3) may

not be contradictory is more than he can permit. Detmold, to Wood,

sees the positívist as holding not just that (A) and (C3) are each

perfectly consistent, but that the first part of these propositions

justif ies the second part. Certainly, argues l^Iood, the positír'ist

is committed to showing that (A) and (C3) are consistent, but why

suppose that he is not only commitÈed to the moral soundness of

the sentence but also "to its being justified by the norm pre-

supposed by the first part of these proposítions?"4 The positivist

affirms that no moral proposition can be established by any legal

propositÍon or indeed any set of legal Propositions, and therefore

(2)
(1)
(3)

Detmold, p.
d iscus s ion,
David l^lood,
A.J,P. \¡o1.
rbid. 563.

37.
October f985.

in a review of The Unity of Law and Morality

(4)
63, No. 4, December 1985: PP. 562-564.
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wlìetlìer a prisoner ought morally to hang ís noL supported by its

beÍng the case that he ought legally to hang.

Is Detmold confusing the question of a judge's

legal obligation with his moral responsibility? In terms of

Detmoldts example, suggests Wood, posítivists like Hart who Èhink

Èhat the law and morality are distinct sources of oblígation

and that the law genuinely obligates and noL coerces, must steer

a middle causebetweentrro alternatives. The fírsÈ Ís that 'lthe

judge merely mouths the relevant norm that requires him to impose

the death penalty on the prisoner, acknowledging no commit ment

to the norm at all. The seeond alternative ís that the judge

regards this norm as morally binding".l Detmold is bound to

derry the middle course, claiming that the judge cannot be merely

prinra facie morally committed Èo the death penalty imposing norm

because such commit ment would justify only a prima facie sentencet

and thaE no sense can be made of this.

But, as Wood remarks '

"Detmold here seems to just beg the question
of r¿hether a distinction can be drar¿n between
a sentencets being genuine and its being mor-
aIly justÍfied. I^Ihy cannot the sentence still
be genuine even if it ís only prima facíe mor-
ally justífíed?" 2

Tìlís is, I have argued, precisely the sort of sentence the judge

in Rabaul rntas bound to make, genuine in every Iespect of formalíty

and effect but only prima facíe morally justified because of the

cultu::al (as r^'e11 as legal) hegemony Australia vras determined to

exerc ise.

l^lood,

rbid.
p. 563.

pp. 563-4.

(1)

(2)
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I contend that Detmold has failed to show that a

sentence canuot be genuine and yet at the same time be only

prima facie morally justified, and that his refutation oi legal

posítivism collapses accordingly.
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CONCLUSION

I have argued that we can speak intelligibly of

rmoral rulest and of moral and legal rules constituting a

rcelrtral case of rulest and, further, that there is a connection

between the employrnent of moral principles and the resolution of

rhard casest, though this connectÍon is purely conÈingent'

It Ís clear from the notion of a central case of

..,I"" adtranced earlier, that moral and legal rules are essen-

tÍal.ly supportive of each other in the maintefiance of social

ordcr, despite ínstances of morally neutral rules and the lawts

occ¿¡sfo¡ral and inadverÈent encouragement of ímrnorality. This

notlorr is not weakened by the fact that repressive regimes paSSt

arrd nrnirrtain, laws that discriminate against minoritíes and result

írr, to a philosophically liberal point of view, unacceptable

degr ecs of censorbhip, regulation of citizenst mobility' or in-

trusfon into their private affairs. \^Ihy not?

The claim that tan unjust 1aw i-s no law at allr is'

írr ),yonst view, paradoxical , "for it Seems to say that something
't

whic¡ is 1aw (unjust law) is not law."' He suggests that the

parirdox might be dissolved by the claim that, as the counterfeit

dollar is not a real dollar, so

t'an unjusþ Iaw is so much a Perversion
of the idea of law that it cannot be counted
as lahr at all. t' 2

BtrL tl¡is claim seems to be false.

62.

62.

Lyons, P.

lbid . , p.

(1)

(2)
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"It seems difficult to deny that laws can
intellígibly be judged good or bad, wise
or foolish, just or unjust. If Èhere are
moral standards by which laws may properly
be judged, then it ¡¿ould seem that laws can
be good or bad, just or unjust." 1

A claim thattunjust laws are no laws at allr poínts

up Lyonsr observation that

". . . . iE can be assumed that this aspect of the
law (relating to Chattel Slavery) did not render
all the rest unjustifiable.'r 2

This observation can, I suggest, be applíed, with suitable al-

teratlon, to Nazi GermanY.

There seems 1ittle evidence that the primary functions

of tl-re law suggested by Raz were not ínforrned by rnoral eonsíderat-

ions towards a majority of citizens in Germany to a considerable

?
degree.' The implications are broader. Any claim, for instance,

that because Dr. Goebbels exercised stlong control, including

rigid censorship. over Lhe German film índustIy, no films of

genuJ-ne artistic merit (apart from historical romances or musicals)
It

were pr:oduced in Nazi Germany would be false.'

(1)

(2)

(3)

Lyons, pp. 62-63.

See page t7l
The Nazis knew just how far they could go. in 1940-41 they
canvassed the introduction of euthanasia in mental hospitals
and old people's homes, but thís proposal sras withdrawn when

the German people reacted strongly against it.
(4) c.f . Hull, David Stel'art, Fílm In The Third Reich , Berkeley,

University of California Press, 1969.
See particularly his discussion of Heiratsschwindler (The

ìlarr:iage Swindler) pp. L22-L23' and Ich kIa e an! (I accuse!
pp. 200-203. There are, it is true' some sinisÈer overtones
concerning the second film (see pp. 201-2) but, "...there
h¿¡r,re been several Hollywood píctures along similar lines r¡hich
stacked the deck far more in favour of euthanasia without any-
one getting unduly excited..." (p. 20L).
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Anditisr^,ithfalseclaimsthatlhavecontended.

That there are moral rules and that moral and legal rules are

essentially linked in the maintenance of social order are modest,

and, to somer obvious conclusions' BuÈ what is of signifieance

are the casualties: claims that there are no moral rules or, if

there are, they are of no importance in moral reasoning; that

allrulesmustshareoneessentialcharacteristic;andthatlaw

and morality must be ínseparable. These claims, when rrun against

the world', have Proved to be false'

I have, throughout' been guided by Eltonrs injunction

that,

"research work of this journeyman kind
to be judged by the only tests it seeks
fy.... has it asked questions that are
adequate in the cont?xt of the problem,
reasonable answers?tt-

to the ans\^rers perhaPs like

deserves
to satis-

right and
has it found

My answer is affirmative, though as

Alicers friend the Duchess, I should

"That's nothing to what I

claim,

could say if I chose".

(1) EIton,
1982,

G.R.
pp.

The Practice Of History, London, Collins,
34-35 .
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